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Editors' Introduction
"Everyone a Teacher, Everyone a Learner" is a theme that promotes participation. The workshop and
handbook title conveys the message that every person in an adult learning environment brings a
special set of experiences and a certain wisdom to the activity. Our training activities under the
banner and support of the Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) program are
focused on the future of agriculture and communities, incorporating the long-term economic and
social dimensions of the food system with concerns about the environment and natural resources. The
NRCS contributions to the workshops include a focus on watersheds and communities, and on how
federal programs in the future will look at broader issues than the in-field or single farm practices that
have been featured to date. This handbook brings together a unique set of educational materials that
focus on preparing Extension, NRCS, and other public and private agency people for agriculture in
the future.
The handbook does not tell you how to set up a training program, nor does it give a narrow
recommendation about what methods to use. This is a buffet or smorgasbord of ideas and methods,
of specific technical materials and handouts that could be useful in some situations. The training
needed in each state and each location, and for each audience, will be unique in some ways. We look
forward to learning about your experiences, and invite you to send us examples of any methods and
materials that you use in this program and others. We will share these with others in the region.
Thank you.
Heidi Carter & Chuck Francis, Editors
This collection of mnIeriaIs is supported by the Extension Service, u.s. Department of Agriculture, under special project number
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Cooperative
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Education, and
EX1ension Service
Washington, DC
20250
Dear Colleagues:
Everyone a Teacher, Everyone a Learner is a product of unique cooperation between the
Cooperative State Research, Education, and Extension Service initiative in sustainable
agriculture training and the Natural Resources Conservation Service. Joining people and ideas
from the two agencies, this book of materials and learning methods developed by the North
Central Region provides some highly relevant ideas about how to help agriculture move toward
the future. With current challenges of energy and soil conservation, soil and water quality, and
need for viable rural communities the need for further education is obvious. What is more
difficult is the design of learning environments that will help our educators bring topical
information to farmers and ranchers that can improve the efficiency and sustainability of
production systems, as well as articulate to the general public what is happening that is positive
in our food system. We need to address the economic, environmental, and social dimensions of
agriculture, and to continue to reach a broader audience with positive alternatives for the future.
This book is a large step in that direction.
WILLIAM D. CARLSON
Acting Administrator
No1IuaI Resources
Conservation
Service
P.O. Box2890
Wuhia_D.C.
20013
JUN 16 1995
A Message to
Natural Resources Conservation Service Employees
The Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Program (SARE) was
created through the 1990 Farm Bill to encourage research and education that
enables producers to achieve profitable agriculture while enhancing and restoring
environmental resources as well as improving the quality of life in rural America.
Our agency has been a key participant, along with the Cooperative State Research,
Education, and Extension Service (CSREES), the Environmental Protection
Agency, farmers and ranchers, Land Grant Universities, and other agencies, in
administering SARE. In addition to administering research grants focused on
producers and researchers, the four SARE Administrative Councils are guiding
regionally tailored training programs in sustainable agriculture.
This training notebook was compiled by the North Central Region's
interagency planning team in response to direction from the 1990 Farm Bill
(Chapter 3 of Subtitle B). Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)
personnel have been a part of this interagency effort from the beginning. CSREES
is committed to working with NRCS to help fulfill a joint charge in the 1990 Farm
Bill to "...consult and work closely ...in carrying out the information, technical
assistance, and related programs..." in support of sustainable agriculture in each
State.
Chapter 3 directs NRCS to help develop handbooks, technical guides, and
educational materials that support the practice of sustainable agriculture. This
notebook contains technical materials, materials for methods of teaching, and
contacts with expertise in sustainable agriculture. The contents of this notebook
will assist us in acquiring information and developing appropriate field level
materials.
I strongly support the SARE Program nationally, regionaIly, and locally,
and encourage you to give it your support as well. The partnerships that we
build in carrying out our responsibilities in sustainable agriculture will also help'
us deliver technical assistance in a more ecological manner. I support the goal of
sustainable agriculture because it is right for people and for the land.
PAUL W. JOHNSON
Chief
The Soil Conservation Servicebecamethe
Natural Resource. Conservation Service and
i. an agency oftheDepartment ofAgriculture.
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Allprograms and servicesofUIC Departmentof Agriculture
are offeredon a nondiscriminatory basi. withoutrClUd to
race, color, national origin. religion. sex. age, marital statui, or
handicap.
Concerns and Comments on Chapter 3 Training
by Jerry DeWitt, SA Extension Coordinator, Iowa State University
The Sustainable Agriculture Technology Development and Transfer Program (SATDTP)
or "Chapter 3" is both a requirement and opportunity for Extension systems to provide training
and education to key information providers in agriculture concerning information on sustainable
agriculture. Extension must carefully consider the following as training programs are planned,
developed, and delivered to the agricultural community.
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Maintain the Integrity of Chapter 3
Remember the difference between sustainable ag and moretraditional programs and needs. Provide
training that is not presently beingoffered. Do not be co-opted and dilutethe Chapter3 training with
basic traditional needs.
A Continuing Process
A strategicplan in nevercomplete. Be prepared to provide updated trainingand in-service on an
annual basis. Meet the needs of newstaff and information providers.
Listen to the Targeted Audience
Ask the farmers/ranchers what theywant ExtensionINRCS and others to knowaboutsustainable
agriculture. AskExtensionINRCS what theyfeel theyneedto know.
Build Partnerships
Determine appropriate partners for the planning anddelivery phases. Extension cannotdo it alone.
Lookto the privatesectorandnon-profits for assistance. Involve state (NRCS) and federal partners,
such as EPA.
Directllndirect Input and Delivery
Do not relyon onlytraditional and formal mechanisms of planning and delivery of education. Look
for existingdata sources for input. Use a variety of delivery means. Not all planning and education
needsto be "face to face."
Make it Different
The state trainingprogram should not look likeanotherExtension training or in-service event. It
must be different because Chapter3 is different! If everyone is comfortable, then maybe youhave
not gonefar enough ......
The Facts of Life
Not all trainingprograms can or shouldbe multi-state or regional. Provide future training
opportunities which require less travelfor staff. Thereis a limitto the timeand travelthat can be
carriedby the local or state partner.
FarmerlRancher Partners
Congress does not suggestbut mandates that farmers andranchers willbe full partners in this
program. Farmers must be involved in the planning, development, and delivery of Chapter3
programming. Farmers willbe someof our teachers, andwe mustbe someof the students. We are
not the onlyholder of the keyto the gatesof knowledge.
March 1995
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ORIENTATION, CONCEPTS, AND TRAINING IN SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
WHAT IS SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE?
LEARNING METHOD: Presentation, Video and Group Discussion
PRESENTED BY: John Ikerd
University of Missouri - Columbia
One of the most frequent questions asked by farmers in the North Central Region
today is, "What is sustainable agriculture?" Confused by the many definitions
published over the past decade, and confounded by comparisons with organic farming
and exclusively low-input approaches, many of our colleagues and clients continue to
have difficulty with this term. Is this a set of practices? Is sustainable agriculture a
goal or a philosophy? Because of the complications surrounding terminology, it is
important to deal with definition at the outset with any group receiving training in
sustainable agriculture.
The presentation deals with different definitions of sustainable agriculture, why there
is confusion about the term, and how we can deal with this issue with Extension,
NRCS, farmer, and other client group training. An overview of definitions has been
written by John Ikerd, an:\ several other statements of definition or reaction to the
Ikerd white paper are incl ided in this section.
KEY REFERENCES:
Allen, P., D. Van Dusen, J. Lundy, S. Gliessman. 1993. Expanding the definition of
sustainable agriculture. Agroecology Progr., U.C. Santa Cruz. 8 p.
Allen, P., D. Van Dusen, J. Lundy, S. Gliessman. 1991. Integrating social, environmental,
and economic issues in sustainable agriculture. Amer. J. Alternative Agrie. 6(1):34-39.
Cooper, N., and J. Garnon. 1991. Sustainable agriculture - what does it mean? Agrie. Edue.
Mag. February, p. 12-13,22.
Feenstra, G. et al. 1991. What is sustainable agriculture? U.C. Sustain. Agric. Res. Educ.
Progr. December, 6 p.
Gold, M.V. 1994. Sustainable agriculture: definitions and terms. Altern. Farming Sys. Info.
Center, National Agric. Library, Beltsville, MD. SRB 94-05.
Ikerd, J. 1995. On defining sustainable agriculture for national training program (Chapter 3).
Discussion paper.
Marshall, T.A., and D.R. Herring. 1991. Sustainable agriculture: an essential part of the in-
agriculture curriculum. Agrie. Edue. Mag. July, p. 10-12.
North Dakota State Univ. 1994. Agriculture and natural resources listening sessions:
comments from listening session participants. Coop. Extension (unpublished)
Smit, B., and J. Smithers. 1993. Sustainable agriculture: interpretations, analyses, and
prospects. Can. J. Reg. Sri. 16(3):499-524.
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ON DEFINING SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
FOR NATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAM (CHAPTER 3)
John Ikerd
University of Missouri
Among those working in sustainable agriculture, there seems to be a growing consensus
that we need to spend less time trying to define sustainable agriculture and more time working to
achieve it. In fact, the public mandate to carry out the National Training Program, commonly
referred to as Chapter 3, requires that we move ahead with professional development programs
addressing the sustainable agriculture issue. But, can we work toward a sustainable agriculture
without defining it? We can, if we agree that the basic goal of a sustainable agriculture is
agricultural sustainability, with the words agricultural and sustainability both used in the generic
sense. Most of our definitional disagreements seem to stem from differing opinions concerning the
"means" by which a sustainable agriculture can or should be achieved rather than the "goal"
toward which those means are directed.
"Sustainability is a question rather than an answer," as the late Robert Rodale was fond of
saying. Sustainability is a direction rather than a destination, like a star that guides the ships at sea
but remains forever beyond the horizon. The "question of sustainability" can be asked of any
ongoing activity or process. It can be asked of "conventional" agriculture and of any proposed
"alternative" agriculture: Is it sustainable? Asking the question need not, and should not,
presuppose the answer.
Reaching agreement on the goal of sustainability will not be simple, but it should be
achievable. First, we must agree on what is to be sustained, for whom, and for how long? But, if
we can agree on the answers to these questions we should be able to move forward toward the
common goal of agricultural sustainability. I believe most of those who support the sustainable
agriculture issue are working to sustain: what? "agriculture," for the benefit of whom?
"humanity," for how long? "forever." Agriculture, by its very nature, is an effort to shift the
ecological balance so as to favor humans relative to other species in production of food and
physical protection. Thus, if we sustain "agriculture" we are sustaining it for the ultimate benefit
of humankind. I believe there is a general consensus also that we want to sustain agriculture for
the well being of people, both of this generations and for all generations to follow, forever. I have
seen no definition of sustainable agriculture that places a time horizon on how long agriculture
should be sustained.
We cannot prove through empirical studies that one approach to agriculture is sustainable or
that another is not. It would quite literally "take forever" to collect the data for such a study.
Thus, we must rely on the science of logic. What are the logical prerequisites for agricultural
sustainability? The answer, I believe, is found in a growing consensus that a sustainable
agriculture must be (I) ecologically sound, (2) economically viable, and (3) socially responsible.
Furthermore, I contend that these three dimensions, in so far as they relate to sustainability, are
inseparable. All three are essential, and thus, all are equally critical to long run sustainability.
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Most who are concerned about sustainability recognize an interconnectedness of humanity
with the other biophysical elements of our natural environment. Through agriculture, we may tip
the ecological balance in our favor. But if we attempt to tip it too far or too fast, we will destroy
the integrity of the natural ecosystem, of which both we and our agriculture are parts. If we
degrade our natural resources and poison our natural environment, we will degrade the
productivity of agriculture and ultimately will destroy human life on earth. Nearly everyone seems
to agree that a sustainable agriculture must be ecologically sound.
There may be less agreement regarding the contentions that a sustainable agriculture must
also be economically viable and socially responsible. The social sciences of economics and
sociology are fundamentally different from the physical agricultural sciences and the natural
science of ecology. However, agriculture, by its nature, involves self-conscious attempts by
humans to change or "manage" natural ecosystems. Humans are unique among species in that we
make purposeful, deliberate decision that can either enhance or degrade the health of the
ecosystems of which we are a part. Thus, and question of sustainability must take into account the
purposeful, self-conscious nature of individual and collective human actions which are driven by
the economic and social motives of people.
Sustainable systems must be economically viable, either by nature or through human
intervention. In many cases, farmers have economic incentives to adopt ecologically sound
systems of farming. A healthy agroecosystem tends to be a productive and profitable
agroecosystem. However, inherent conflicts exist between short run interests of individuals and
long run interests of society as a whole. In such cases, society must provide economic incentives
for individuals to act in ways consistent with long run societal interests.
"Human nature," fundamentally, is a part of "nature." Even when our physical survival is
ensured and our basic needs are met, the nature of we humans is to act in our own economic self
interest. We need not "maximize profit, " but people cannot persist in actions that are inconsistent
with economic survival, regardless of any personal desire to do so. Enterprises that lack economic
viability will lose control over use of ecological resources to their economically viable competitors.
In other words, farmers who can't survive financially ultimately will lose their farms to their
economically viable "neighbors." Agriculture cannot be sustained if the only economically viable
"neighbors" are those who degrade the agroeeosystem in pursuit of short run profits.
A fundamental purpose of public policy is to resolve conflicts between the short run
interests of individuals and the long run interest of society as a whole. Ecologically sound systems
of farming can be made economically viable through the public policy making process. However,
society ultimately must pay the costs of such policies, either through availability and prices of food
and fiber, or through government taxing and spending. By one means no another, farming systems
must be made economically viable as well as ecologically sound if they are to be sustainable.
Neither is more important than the other; both are necessary and neither is sufficient.
The ultimate consensus that a sustainable agriculture must be socially responsible is still
emerging. However, to argue that an economically viable and ecologically sound system of
agriculture can be sustained in the absence of social justice, is to ignore the fundamental nature of
humans. At their very core, such arguments beg the question of sustainability for whom, or at
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least for how many at what level? No set of ecologic possibilities can sustain the maximum
population that humankind might possibly choose to procreate on this earth. Nor is it ecologically
possible to sustain even the current human population at any level of per capita resource
consumption we might choose.
The history of human civilization provides little evidence to support a hypothesis that either
regional or global population and consumption will automatically adjust to optimum sustainable
levels. To the contrary, overpopulation and unrestrained greed seem more likely to result in
destruction and degradation of the natural resource base. Evidence suggests that this degradation
will continue to a point where only a fraction of the population can be sustained which might have
been sustained if overpopulation had been avoided. No set or ecological constraints will prevent
starving people from consuming the seeds that might have produced a bountiful harvest, if the
harvest comes only after the people are dead.
Human societies that lack economic equity and social justice are inherently unstable, and
thus, are not sustainable over time. Such system will be characterized by reoccurring social
conflicts which may do irreparable damage to both the economic and ecologic systems that must
support them. Nothing in history would indicate that human societies are inherently more
resistant, resilient, or regenerative that are ecological communities. In an age of nuclear weapons
and other forms of mass destruction, one instance of societal failure can destroy the ecosystem of
an entire region. Even without war; deserts, droughts, floods, and famines are more frequently
the ultimate result of failed social systems than of any naturally occurring ecosystem phenomena
alone. Agriculture is a creation of human society that can be destroyed by human society. An
agriculture which fails to sustain a society will not be sustained by that society.
A socially responsible agriculture -- one that equitable meets basic human food and fiber
needs, provides economic opportunity, supports self-determination, and ensures social equity for
both current and future generations, for example -- is no less critical to long run sustainability than
is an ecologically sound and economically viable agriculture. We must have social incentives to
create economic rewards for ecological protection. An important dimension of human nature is
our ability to learn, discover new options, and to choose new and different responses. This ability
to change our stimulus-response patterns is unique to the human species. Sustainability is not
possible unless we develop our "collective" will to exercise this uniquely human social trait.
Some may question the wisdom of placing the burdens of global sustainability on American
agriculture. One might logically conclude that American agriculture is but one part of global
agriculture, and that agriculture is but one small part of the larger global ecosystem. If risks
arising from lack of sustainability within American agriculture can be counteracted elsewhere
within global agriculture, or within the rest of the global ecosystem; the system as a whole will be
sustainable. This conclusion is valid, but only within limits.
As an analogy, the human body is a system. The basic function of some body organs, such
as the liver and kidneys, is to handle wastes generated by other body functions. Some parts of the
body, such as the heart and lungs, may adjust their activity to accommodate stresses placed on
them by other parts of the body. Generation of waste is a normal function of any living organism,
and some level of stress is necessary for a healthy body. However, the body as a whole is limited
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in its ability to assimilate wastes and adsorb stress. When its critical limits are exceeded, the over-
stressed organ, a subsystem of the body, begins to die. When a critical organ or part of the body
dies, the whole body dies. The system ceases to function.
When agriculture production in a particular field is not autonomously sustainable, it places
stress on the farming system as a whole. When a farm is not autonomously sustainable, it places
stress on the community of which it is a part. When an agricultural sector is not sustainable, it
places stress on a nation;' and a nation that is not sustainable places stress on the rest of the world.
Some lack of autonomous sustainability at all levels, at any given time, should be considered
normal, even necessary, for a healthy, interdependent global society. However, stresses placed by
anyone element of a system on the system as a whole should be monitored and controlled, in the
same sense that stresses on the human body need to be monitored and controlled.
It is no less important to monitor and control the social stress an agricultural system places
on farm families and others in rural communities than it is to monitor the economic stress
agriculture puts on food consumers or the ecological stress agriculture puts on its natural
environment. An agricultural system that destroys a critical element of an agroecosystem system
will degrade and eventually destroy the system as a whole. We should be willing to ask of any
proposed agricultural technology, enterprise, or activity: Is it socially responsible? Competent,
well-informed scientists will disagree on the answer. Such is the nature of science. And, to
simply ask: "Is it socially responsible?", should not presuppose either a positive or negative
answer. Questions of social responsibility ultimately must be answered by society, by families,
communities, and others collectively affected by agricultural decisions. However, it is logically
imperative that we recognize ecological soundness, economic viability, and social responsibility all
as essential and thus equally critical to the sustainability of agriculture.
Finally, how do we tum these fundamental concepts into practical approaches to
agricultural sustainability? I suggest that we do so by asking of every decision we confront: Will
the consequences be ecologically sound, economically viable, and socially responsible? We can
then set about gathering information and assembling knowledge that will allow us to draw
conclusions concerning the answers to this three-part question. We can never know for sure
whether our conclusions or decisions are right or wrong. Sustainability is about "forever."
However, we will at least be asking the right questions. And, by focusing our efforts on gathering
the right information and pursuing the right knowledge, we should at least improve the odds of
finding the right answers.
The foregoing thesis does not define the concept of "sustainable agriculture," instead it
defines an "approach" to working toward "agricultural sustainability." The usefulness in defining
such an approach may be made more apparent by speculating on those who are likely to reject the
approach and those who are likely to embrace it.
First, those who do not accept agriculture as a legitimate human activity are likely to reject
this approach, while those who question the sustainability of agriculture as it is currently practiced
could easily embrace it. Those who see organic farming as the only means of achieving
agricultural sustainability may reject this approach, while those who view organic farming as an
approach worthy of study or active pursuit may embrace it. The proposed approach is likely to be
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rejected those who refuse to consider ecological soundness, economic viability, or social
responsibility as equally important dimensions of sustainability; by those who contend that if a
system is ecologically sound, social values and economic incentives will adjust; by those who
contend that if a system is profitable, it's sustainable, period; and by those who contend it is not
necessary to provide economic incentives for farmers or other individuals to meet the long run
needs of society.
This approach will not be acceptable to those who see other living species as having as
much right to the earth's resources as humans, but it may be supported by those who see human
survival and well being as critically interrelated with the other biological and physical elements of
the global ecosystem. Thus, it will be rejected by those who feel that animals have rights in the
same sense that humans have rights, but may be embraced by those who are dedicated to humane
treatment of animals and animal well-being in general.
The proposed approach quite likely will be rejected by those who see agriculture as
separable from the rest of the ecosystem, by those who would set aside spaces for farming separate
from spaces for wildlife or from spaces for living. It will also be unacceptable to those who fail to
see food production, human population, and human consumption as consequences of interdependent
decisions and actions taken within the same systems context. It likely will be rejected by those
with a blind faith in technological fixes, but may be embraced by those who see human
intervention, through new technology and by other means, as essential elements of agriculture. It
may be rejected by those who feel agriculture should produce food but need not be concerned with
the productive employment of people or with other positive contributions to the quality of human
life. It may be rejected also by those who fail to see the intentional self-conscious actions of
people as an essential dimension of agroecosystems.
The proposed approach will be unacceptable to those who refuse to question the
sustainability of conventional agriculture, but may be supported by those who feel that a
conventional farming system can evolve so as to fulfill the ecologic and social prerequisites for
long run sustainability. And, it will be rejected by those who have prejudged conventional
agriculture as being unsustainable, but may be embraced by those who firmly believe that an
alternative paradigm, or fundamentally different model of farming, offers the best hope for
sustaining agriculture in the future. In general, the proposed approach will be acceptable to those
who would pursue a wide range of alternative means to achieve agricultural sustainability, but will
be rejected by those who see the alternative means for achieving sustainability as narrow or
exclusive.
Hopefully, the general approach to agricultural sustainability suggested here can give some
common direction to programs carried out under the Sustainable Agriculture National Training
Program for Extension workers and those in other public and private agencies working directly
with farmers. There is an apparent need to develop a consensus among these groups regarding a
general approach to dealing with the sustainable agriculture issue. Hopefully, the thesis presented
here can provide a foundation upon which such a consensus can be built.
I I
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What is Sustainable Agriculture?
University of California
Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Program
Agriculture has changed dramatically, especially
since the end of World War II. Food and fiber
productivity soared due to new technologies,
mechanization, increased chemical use, specializa-
tion and government policies that favored maxi-
mizing production. These changes allowed fewer
farmers with reduced labor demands to produce
the majority of the food and fiber in the u.s.
Although these changes have had many positive
effects and reduced many risks in farming, there
have also been significant costs.Prominent among
these are topsoil depletion, groundwater con-
tamination, the decline of family farms, continued
neglect of the living and working conditions for
farm laborers, increasing costs of production, and
the disintegration of economic and social condi-
tions in rural communities.
A growing movement bas emerged during the
past two decades to question the role of the
agricultural establishment in promoting practices
that contribute to these social problems. Today
this movement for sustainable agriculture is
garnering increasing support and acceptance
within mainstream agriculture. Not only does sus-
tainable agriculture address many environmental
and social concerns, but it offers innovative and
economically viable opportunities for growers,
laborers, consumers, policymakers and many
others in the entire food system.
This paper is an effort to identify the ideas, prac-
tices and policies that constitute our concept of
sustainable agriculture. We do so for two
reasons: 1) to clarify the research agenda and
priorities of our program, and 2) to suggest to
others practical steps that may be appropriate for
them in moving toward sustainable agricuhure.Be-
cause the concept of sustainable agriculture is still
evolving, we intend the paper not as a definitive
or final statement, but as an invitation to continue
the dialogue.
Concept Themes
Sustainable agriculture integrates three main
goals - environmental health, economic
profitability, and social and economic equity. A
variety of philosophies, policies and practices
have contributed to these goals. People in many
different capacities, from farmers to consumers,
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have shared this vision and contributed to it.
Despite the diversity of people and perspectives,
the following themes commonly weave through
definitions of sustainable agriculture.
Sustainability rests on the principle that we must
meet the needs of the present without compromis-
ing the ability of future generations to meet their-
own needs. Therefore, stewardship of both
natural and human resources is of prime impor-
tance. Stewardship of human resources includes
consideration of social responsibilities such as
working and living conditions of laborers, the
needs of rural communities, and consumer health
and safety both in the present and the future,
Stewardship of land and natural resources iJlvol-
ves maintaining or enhancing this vital resource
base for the long term.
A systems perspective is essential to under-
standing sustainability. The system is envisioned
in its broadest sense, from the individual farm, to
the local ecosystem, lllllI to communities affected
by this farming system both locally and globally.
An emphasis on the system allows a larger and
more thorough view of the consequences of farm-
ing practices on both human communities and the
environment. A systems approach gives us the
tools to explore the interconnections between
farming and other aspects of our environment.
A systems approach also implies interdisciplinary
e!foltS in research and education. This requires
not only the input of researchers from various dis-
ciplines, but also farmers, farmworkers, con-
sumers, policymakers and others.
Making the transition to sustainable agriculture is
a process. For farmers, the transition to sus-
tainable agriculture normally requires a series of
small, realistic steps. Family economics and per-
sonal goals influence how fast or how far par-
ticipants can go in the transition. It is important to
realize that each small decision can make a dif-
ference and contribute to advancing the entire sys-
tem further on the "sustainable agriculture
continuum." The key to moving forward is the
will to take the next step.
Finally, it is important to point out that reaching
toward the goal of sustainable agriculture is the
responsibility of all participants in the system, in-
cluding farmers, laborers, policymakers, re-
searchers, retailers, and Consumers. Each group
has its own part to play, its own unique contribu-
tion to make to strengthen the sustainable agricul-
ture community.
The remainder of thisdocument considers
specific strategies for realizing these broad
themes or goals. The strategies are grouped ac-
cording to three separate though related areas of
concern: Farming and Natural Resources, Plant
and Animal Production Practices, and the
Economic, Social and Political Context. They rep-
resent a range of potential ideas for individuals
committed to interpreting the vision of sustainable
agriculture within their own circumstances.
Farming and Natural Resources
Water. When the production of food and fiber
degrades the natural resource base, the ability of
future generations to produce and flourish
decreases. The decline of ancient civilizations in
Mesopotamia, the Mediterranean region, Pre-
Columbian southwest U.S. and Central America
is believed to have been strongly influenced by
natural resource degradation from non-sustainable
farming and forestry practices. Water is the prin-
cipal resource that has helped agriculture and
society to prosper, and it has been a major limit-
ing factor when mismanaged.
Water supply and use. In California, an extensive
water storage and transfer system has been estab-
lished which has allowed crop production to ex-
pand to very arid regions. In drought years,
limited surface water supplies have prompted
overdraft of groundwater and consequent in-
trusion of salt water, or permanent collapse of
aquifers. Periodic droughts, some lasting up to 50
years, have occurred in California. Several steps
should be taken to develop drought-resistant farm-
ing systems even in "normal" years, including
both policy and management actions: 1) improv-
ing water conservation and storage measures, 2)
providing incentives for selection of drought-
tolerant crop species, 3) using reduced-volume ir-
rigation systems, 4) managing crops to reduce
water loss, or 5) not planting at all.
Water quality. The most important issues related
to water quality involve salinization and con-
tamination of ground and surface waters by pes-
ticides, nitrates and selenium. Salinity has
become a problem wherever water of even rela-
tively low salt content is used on shallow soils in
arid regions and/or where the water table is near
the root zone of crops. Tile drainage can remove
the water and salts, but the disposal of the salts
and other contaminants may negatively affect the
environment depending upon where they are
deposited. Temporary solutions include the use of
salt-tolerant crops, low-volume irrigation, and
various management techniques to minimize the
effects of salts on crops. In the long-term, some
farmland may need to be removed from produc-
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tion or converted to other uses. Other uses in-
clude conversion of row crop land to production
of drought-tolerant forages, the restoration of
wildlife habitat or the use of agroforestry to mini-
mize the impacts of salinity and high water tables.
Pesticide and nitrate contamination of water can
be reduced using many of the practices discussed
later in the Plant & Animal Production Practices
section.
Wildlife. Another way in which agriculture af-
fects water resources is through the destruction of
riparian habitats within watersheds. The conver-
sion of wild habitat to agricultural land reduces
fish and wildlife through erosion and sedimenta-
tion, the effects of pesticides, removal of riparian
plants, and the diversion of water. The plant
diversity in and around both riparian and agricul-
tural areas should be maintained in order to sup-
port a diversity of wildlife. This diversity will
enhance natural ecosystems and could aid in
agricultural pest management.
Energy. Modern agriculture is heavily dependent
on non-renewable energy sources, especially
petroleum. The continued use of these energy
sources cannot be sustained indefinitely, yet to
abruptly abandon our reliance on them would be
economically catastrophic. However, a sudden
cutoff in energy supply would be equally disrup-
tive. In sustainable agricultural systems, there is
reduced reliance on non-renewable energy sour-
ces and a substitution of renewable sources or
labor to the extent that is economically feasible.
Air. Many agricultural activities affect air
quality. These include smoke from agricultural
burning; dust from tillage, traffic and harvest;
pesticide drift from spraying; and nitrous oxide
emissions from the use of nitrogen fertilizer. Op-
tions to improve air quality include incorporating
crop residue into the soil, using appropriate levels
of tillage, and planting wind breaks, cover crops
or strips of native perennial grasses to reduce
dust.
Soil. Soil erosion continues to be a serious threat
to our continued ability to produce adequate food.
Numerous practices have been developed to keep
soil in place, which include reducing or eliminat-
ing tillage, managing irrigation to reduce runoff,
and keeping the soil covered with plants or
mulch. Enhancement of soil quality is discussed
in the next section.
Plant Production Practices
Sustainable production practices involve a variety
of approaches. Specific strategies must take into
account topography, soil characteristics, climate,
pests, local availability of inputs and the in-
dividual grower's goals. Despite the site-specific
and individual nature of sustainable agriculture,
several general principles can be applied to help
growers select appropriate management practices:
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• Selection of species and varieties that are well
suited to the site and to conditions on the farm;
• Diversification of crops (including livestock) and
cultural practices to enhance the biological and
economic stability of the farm;
• Management of the soil to enhance and protect
soil quality;
• Efficient and humane use of inputs; and
• Consideration of farmers' goals and lifestyle
choices.
Selection of site, species and variety. Preventive
strategies, adopted early, can reduce inputs and
help establish a sustainable production system.
When possible, pest-resistant crops should be
selected which are tolerant of existing soil or site
conditions. When site selection is an option, fac-
tors such as soil type and depth, previous crop his-
tory, and location (e.g. climate, topography)
should be taken into account before planting.
Diversity. Diversified farms are usually more
economically and ecologically resilient. While
monoculture farming has advantages in terms of
efficiency and ease of management, the loss of
the crop in anyone year could put a farm out of
business and/or seriously disrupt the stability of a
community dependent on that crop. By growing a
variety of crops, farmers spread economic risk
and are less susceptible to the radical price fluc-
tuations associated with changes in supply and
demand.
Properly managed, diversity can also buffer a
farm in a biological sense. For example, in an-
nual cropping systems, crop rotation can be used
to suppress weeds, pathogens and insect pests.
Also, cover crops can have stabilizing effects on
the agroecosystem by holding soil and nutrients in
place, conserving soil moisture with mowed or
standing dead mulches, and by increasing the
water infiltration rate and soil water holding
capacity. Cover crops in orchards and vineyards
can buffer the system against pest infestations by
increasing beneficial arthropod populations and
can therefore reduce the need for chemical inputs.
Using a variety of cover crops is also important
in order to protect againsttbe failure of a par-
ticular species to grow and to attract and sustain a
wide range of beneficial arthropods.
Optimum diversity may be obtained by integrat-
ing both crops and livestock in the same farming
operation. This was the common practice for cen-
turies until the mid-l900s when technology,
government policy and economics compelled
farms to become more specialized. Mixed crop
and livestock operations have several advantages.
First, growing row crops only 00 more level land
and pasture or forages on steeper slopes will
reduce soil erosion. Second, pasture and forage
crops in rotation enhance soil quality and reduce
erosion; livestock manure, in turn, contributes to
soil fertility. Third, livestock can buffer the nega-
Sustainable Agriculture Research & Education Program
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tive impacts of low rainfall periods by consuming
crop residue that in "plant only" systems would
have been considered crop failures. Finally, feed-
ing and marketing are flexible in animal produc-
tion systems. This can help cushion farmers
against trade and price fluctuations and, in con-
junction with cropping operations, make more ef-
ficient use of farm labor.
Soil managementA common philosophy among
sustainable agriculture practitioners is that a "heal-
thy" soil is a key component of sustainability;
that is, a healthy soil will produce healthy crop
plants that have optimum vigor and are less sus-
ceptible to pests. While many crops have key
pests that attack even the healthiest of plants,
proper soil, water and nutrient management can
help prevent some pest problems brought on by
crop stress or nutrient imbalance. Furthermore,
crop management systems that impair soil quality
often result in greater inputs of water, nutrients,
pesticides, and/or energy for tillage to maintain
yields.
In sustainable systems, the soil is viewed as a
fragile and living medium that must be protected
and nurtured to ensure its long-term productivity.
and stability. Methods to protect and enhance the
productivity of the soil include using cover crops,
compost and/or manures, reducing tillage, avoid-
ing traffic on wet soils, and maintaining soil
cover with plants and/or mulches. Conditions in
most California soils (warm, irrigated, and tilled)
do not favor the buildup of organic matter.
Regular additions of organic matter or the use of
cover crops can increase soil aggregate stability,
soil tilth, and diversity of soil microbial life.
Efficient use of inputs. Many inputs and prac-
tices used by conventional farmers are also used
in sustainable agriculture. Sustainable farmers,
however, maximize reliance on natural, renew-
able, and on-farm inputs. Equally important are
the environmental, social, and economic impacts
of a particular strategy. Converting to sustainable
practices does not mean simple input substitution.
Frequently, it substitutes enhanced management
and scientific knowledge for conventional inputs,
especially chemical inputs that harm the environ-
ment on farms and in rural communities. The
goal is to develop efficient, biological systems
which do not need high levels of material inputs.
Growers frequently ask if synthetic chemicals are
appropriate in a sustainable farming system. Sus-
tainable approaches are those that are the least
toxic and least energy intensive, and yet maintain
productivity and profitability. Preventive
strategies and other alternatives should be
employed before using chemical inputs from any
source. However, there may be situations where
the use of synthetic chemicals would be more
"sustainable" than a strictly nonchemical ap-
proach or an approach using toxic "organic"
chemicals. For example, one grape grower
switched from tillage to a few applications of a
broad spectrum contact herbicide in the vine row.
This approach may use less energy and may com-
pact the soil less than numerous passes with a cul-
tivator or mower.
Consideration of farmer goals and lifestyle
choices. Management decisions should reflect
not only environmental and broad social con-
siderations, but also individual goals and lifestyle
choices. For example, adoption of some tech-
nologies or practices that promise profitability
may also require such intensive management that
one's lifestyle actually deteriorates. Management
decisions that promote sustainability, nourish the
environment, the community and the individual.
Animal Production Practices
In the early part of this century, ;"ost farms in-
tegrated both crop and livestock operations. In-
deed, the two were highly complementary both
biologically and economically. The current pic-
ture has changed quite drastically since then.
Crop and animal producers now are still depend-
ent on one another to some degree, but the in-
tegration now most commonly takes place at a
higher level between farmers, through inter-
mediaries, rather than mthin. the farm itself. This
is the result of a trend toward separation and
specialization of crop and animal production sys-
tems. Despite this trend, there are still many
farmers, particularly in the Midwest and North-
eastern U.S. that integrate crop and animal sys-
tems - either on dairy farms, or with range cattle,
sheep or hog operations.
Even with the growing specialization of livestock
and crop producers, many of the principles out-
lined in the crop production section apply to both
groups. The actual management practices will, of
course, be quite different. Some of the specific
points that livestock producers need to address
are listed below.
Management Planning. Including livestock in
the farming system increases the complexity of
biological and economic relationships. The
mobility of the stock, daily feeding, health con-
cerns, breeding operations, seasonal feed and
forage sources, and complex marketing are sour-
ces of this complexity. Therefore, a successful
ranch plan should include enterprise calendars of
operations, stock flows, forage flows, labor
needs, herd production records and land use plans
to give the manager control and a means of
monitoring progress toward goals.
AnImal Selection. The animal enterprise must be
appr0p'riate for the farm or ranch resources. Farm
capabilities and constraints such as feed and
forage sources, landscape, climate and skill of the
manager must be considered in selecting which
animals to produce. For example, ruminant
animals can be raised on a variety of feed sources
including range and pasture, cultivated forage,
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cover crops, shrubs, weeds, and crop residues.
There is a wide range of breeds available in each
of the major ruminant species, i.c., cattle, sheep
and goats. Hardier breeds that, in general, have
lower growth and milk production potential, are
better adapted to less favorable environments with
sparse or highly seasonal forage growth.
Animal nutrition. Feed costs are the largest
single variable cost in any livestock operation.
While most of the feed may come from ather
enterprises on the ranch, some purchased feed is
usually imported from off the farm. Feed costs
ean be kept to a minimum by monitoring animal
condition and performance and understanding
seasonal variations in feed and forage quality on
the farm. Determining the optimal use of farm-
generated by-products is an important challenge
of diversified farming.
Reproduction. Use of quality germplasm to im-
prove herd performance is another key to sus-
tainability. In combination with good genetic
stock, adapting the reproduction season to fit the
climate and sources of feed and forage reduce
health problems and feed costs.
Herd Health. Animal health greatly influences
reproductive success and weight gains, two key
aspects of successful livestock production. Un-
healthy stock waste feed and require additional
labor. A herd health program is critical to sus-
tainable livestock production.
Grazing Management. Most adverse environ-
mental impacts associated with grazing can be
prevented or mitigated with proper grazing
management. First, the number of stock per unit
area (stocking rate) must be correct for the
landscape and the forage sources. There will need
to be compromises between the convenience of
tilling large, unfenced fields and the fencing
needs of livestock operations. Use of modern,
temporary fencing may provide one practical solu-
tion to this dilemma. Second, the long term carry-
ing capacity and the stocking rate must take into
account short and long-term droughts. Especially
in Mediterranean climates such as in California,
properly managed grazing significantly reduces
fire hazards by reducing fuel build-up in
grasslands and brushlands. Finally, the manager
must achieve sufficient control to reduce overuse
in some areas while other areas go unused.
Prolonged concentration of stock that results in
permanent loss of vegetative cover on uplands or
in riparian zones should be avoided. However,
small scale loss of vegetative cover around water
or feed troughs may be tolerated if surrounding
vegetative cover is adequate.
Confined Livestock Production. Animal health
and waste management are key issues in confmed
livestock operations. The moral and ethical
debate taking place today regarding animal wel-
fare is particularly intense for confined livestock
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production systems. The issues raised in this
debate need to be addressed.
Conftnement livestock production is increasingly
a source of surface and ground water pollutants,
particularly where there are large numbers of
animals per unit area. Expensive waste manage-
ment facilities are now a necessary cost of con-
fined production systems. Waste is a problem of
almost all operations and must be managed with
respect to both the environment and the quality of
life in nearby communities. Livestock production
systems that disperse stock in pastures so the was-
tes are not concentrated and do not overwhelm
natural nutrient cycling processes have become a
subject of renewed interest.
The Economic, Social &
Political Context
In addition to strategies for preserving natural
resources and changing production practices, sus-
tainable agriculture requires a commitment to
changing public policies, economic institutions,
and social values. Strategies for change must take
into account the complex, reciprocal and ever-
changing relationship between agricultural produc-
tion and the broader society.
The "food system" extends far beyond the farm
and involves the interaction of individuals and in-
stitutions with contrasting and often competing
goals including farmers, researchers, input sup-
pliers, farmworkers, unions, farm advisors,
processors, retailers, consumers, and
policymakers. Relationships among these actors
shift over time as new technologies spawn
economic, social and political changes.
A wide diversity of strategies and approaches are
necessary to create a more sustainable food sys-
tem. These will range from specific and con-
centrated efforts to alter specific policies or
practices, to the longer-term tasks of reforming
key institutions, rethinking economic priorities,
and challenging widely-held social values. Areas
of concern where change is most needed include
the following:
Food and agricultural polley. Existing federal,
state and local government policies often impede
the goals of sustainable agriculture. New policies
are needed to simultaneously promote environ-
mental health, economic profitability, and social
and economic equity. For example, commodity
and price support programs could be restructured
to allow farmers to realize the full benefits of the
productivity gains made possible through alterna-
tive practices. Tax and credit policies could be
modified to encourage a diverse and decentralized
system of family farms rather than corporate con-
centration and absentee ownership. Government
and land grant university research policies could
be modified to emphasize the development of sus-
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tainable alternatives. Marketing orders and cos-
metic standards could be amended to encourage
reduced pesticide use. Coalitions must be created
to address these policy concerns at the local,
regional, and national level.
Land use. Conversion of agricultural land to
urban uses is a particular concern in California,
as rapid growth and escalating land values
threaten farming on prime soils. Existing
farmland conversion patterns often discourage
farmers from adopting sustainable practices and a
long-term perspective on the value of land. At the
same time, the close proximity of neWly
developed residential areas to farms is increasing
the public demand for environmentally safe farm-
ing practices. Comprehensive new policies to
protect prime soils and regulate development are
needed, particularly in California's Central Val-
ley. By helping farmers to adopt practices that
reduce chemical use and conserve scarce resour-
ces, sustainable agriculture research and educa-
tion can playa key role in building public support
for agricultural land preservation. Educating land
use planners and decision-makers about sus-
tainable agriculture is an important priority.
Labor. In California, the conditions of agricul-
tural labor are generally far below accepted social
standards and legal protections in other forms of
employment. Policies and programs are needed to
address this problem, working toward socially
just and safe employment that provides adequate
wages, working conditions, health benefits, and
chances for economic stability. The needs of
migrant labor for year-around employment and
adequate housing are a particularly crucial prob-
lem needing immediate attention. To be more sus-
tainable over the long-term, labor must be
acknowledged and supported by government
policies, recognized as important constituents of
land grant universities, and carefully considered
when assessing the impacts of new technologies
and practices.
Rural Community Development. Rural com-
munities in California are currently characterized
by economic and environmental deterioration.
Many are among the poorest locations in the na-
tion. The reasons for the decline are complex, but
changes in farm structure have played a sig-
nificant role. Sustainable agriculture presents an
opportunity to rethink the importance of family
farms and rural communities. Economic develop-
ment policies are needed that encourage more
diversified agricultural production on family
farms as a foundation for healthy economies in
rural communities. In combination with other
strategies, sustainable agriculture practices and
policies can help foster community institutions
that meet employment, educational, health, cul-
tural and spiritual needs.
Consumers and the Food System.Consumers
can playa critical role in creating a sustainable
food system. Through their purchases, they send
strong messages to producers, retailers and others
in the system about what they think is important.
Food cost and nutritional quality have always in-
fluenced consumer choices. The challenge now is
to find strategies that broaden consumer perspec-
tives, so that environmental quality, resource use,
and social equity issues are also considered in
shopping decisions. At the same time, new
policies and institutions must be created to enable
producers using sustainable practices to market
their goods to a wider public. Coalitions or-
ganized around improving the food system are
one specific method of creating a dialogue among
consumers, retailers, producers and others. These
coalitions or other public forums can be important
vehicles for clarifying issues, suggesting new
policies, increasing mutual trust, and encouraging
a long-term view of food production, distribution
and consumption.
FOR MORE INFORMATION: contact the UC
Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education
Program, University of California, Davis, CA
95616, (916) 752-7556.
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Sustainable Agriculture:
Definitions and Terms
Introduction
In its Congressionally mandated annual reports, the Joint Council on Food and Agricultural
Sciences has consistently listed "attain sustainable production systems and ensure their com-
patibility with environmental and social values" as first in a set of long term objectives for
food and agricultural sciences in the 1990's (Fiscal Year 1995 Priorities for Research, Exten-
sion and Higher Education: A Report to the Secretary of Agriculture (Washington DC:
USDA, Joint Council on Food and Agricultural Sciences, 1991) p. 5, NAL aS21.D26J6). The
goal of sustainability requires addressing philosophical, economic and sociological issues, as
well as environmental and scientific questions.
This publication strives to illustrate the commonality and some of the controversy that defin-
ing such a goal entails. Many of the authors cited are pioneers in the field of sustainable ag-
riculture. Additional contributors to the publication include Jayne MacLean, former coor-
dinator of the Alternative Farming Systems Information Center, and Jane Potter Gates, its
present coordinator.
For additional reference sources on the many issues and techniques involved in sustainable
agriculture, you may request AFSIC's "List of Information Products". For a copy of this list,
or for answers to questions, please contact:
Alternative Farming Systems Information Center
National Agricultural Library, Room 304
10301 Baltimore Blvd.
Beltsville, MD 20705-2351
Telephone: 301 504-6559
FAX: 301504-6409
Internet: afsic@nalusda.gov
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ORIENTATION, CONCEPTS, AND TRAINING IN SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
INTEGRATED SUSTAINABLE CROP AND ANIMAL SYSTEMS
LEARNING METHOD: Presentation and Discussion
PRESENTED BY: Tom Larson, Farmer and Educator (Nebraska)
St. Edward, Nebraska
Clive Edwards (Indiana)
The Ohio State University
The concept ofintegrated sustainable agricultural systems is approached by a focus on
pragmatic goals. Tom Larson presents a biodiversified crop/animal system that balances
the farmer's needs and desires with the land and other resources. Narrow crop strips,
rotations, double and relay cropping, distribution of workload and integration oflivestock
grazing are evaluated in this hi-tech/low-impact farming method.
Another approach to understanding the integration efficiencies of systems is presented by
Clive Edwards. He provides examples ofhow the major components of cropping and
mixed systems function, and especially the major interactions that occur in the field.
Nutrient, pest, and water cycles are central to the efficient functioning of sustainable
systems. A number of inputs that are essential in conventional farming can be replaced by
non-chemical alternatives or made unnecessary by the careful design of systems.
KEY REFERENCES:
Edwards, C. A, T. L. Grove, R. R. Harwood, C. J. Pierce Colfer. 1993. The role ofagroecology
and integrated farming systems in agricultural sustainability. Agriculture, Ecosystems and
Environment. 46:99-121.
Edwards, C. A 1990. The importance of integration in sustainable agricultural systems. Ch. 16 in:
Sustainable Agricultural Systems, C. A. Edwards et aI., editors. Soil & Water Cons. Soc.,
Ankeny, Iowa. p 249-264.
Edwards, C. A., and T. L. Grove. Appendix E Integrated Nutrient Management for Crop
Production.
Francis, C. A, and R. M. Cruse. 1992. Cropping system design: developing the components of a
sustainable agriculture. ICM Workshop, Nebraska Coop.
Larson, T. 1992. A Teacher's Guide to Cropping System Design. ICM Workshop, Nebraska
Coop. Extension.
Larson, T. 1992. A Teacher's Guide to Hi Tech Low-Impact Farming. ICM Workshop, Nebraska
Coop. Extension.
Oyer, L. 1. 1992. Towards planning sustainable whole farming systems. MNTC. ICM Workshop,
Nebraska Coop. Extension.
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A Teacher's Guide to Cropping System
Design
by Thomas Larson
This guide has three major portions:
I. Teacher Reference Guide. Background
Information for various aspects of system
design are listed.
II. Instructional Unit.
course material can
purposes.
An outline for the basic
be used for planning
III. learning Activities. Suggestions for practical
application and problem solving activities can
be used to enhance the students understanding
or the material.
I. Teacher's Reference Guide
1. CQntrolling Weeds With Fewer Chemicals by Craig Cramer d t I'
A collection 01 cost cutting methods and ideas for wee CQn ro 10
various crop situations.
2. The RQle 01 Legumes in CQnservation Tmage S}lstems by J.F.bPQ;er
VariQUS aspects of legumes are covered in this resource QQ.
3. AgronQmy HandbQQk by A & L LabQratQri~s I' d many other
SQiI analysis, deficiency symptoms, tissue samp 109 an
topics are covered.
4. Weeds and What They Tell by Ehrenfri.e.d E. :I,ei"der It I conditions.
Certain weeds flourish under spsclflc SOl an cu ura
This book explains some of those relationships.
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5. Planting - FMO by H. Edward Breece (John Deere)
Comprehensive descriptions of planting systems and equipment
operations,
6. Farmers of Forty Centuries by F. H. King
Chinese agricultural practices of the early 1900's are examined
with emphasis placed on utilization of on-site resources.
7. Ihe One-Straw ReYQlutiQn by MasanQbu Fukuoka
This thought provoking book examines extremely low input
agricultural systems.
8. The pirectory of Small Scale Agriculture U.S.D."'. May '89
This directory focuses on resource individuals who do work related
to the topic of small-scale agriculture.
9. The ThQmpsQn Farm On-Farm Research by Rodale Institute.
This book is a summary ot the innovative Thompson Farm and some
of the alternative farming methods they use.
II. Instructional Unit
Critical Elements of Systems Design
1. Crops to be grown in the system depends upon
several factors:
(a) Number of crops In the system.'
This may be only two or up to 5 or 6.
(b) Personal P.reference.
The success of the system may depend upon the familiarity
to the farmer of the crops to be grown. For example a corn-
soybean system may be more successful than an amaranth-
mung bean system.
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(c) Salable Produce.
The Crops grown must be marketable in original form, value
added or as a resource to another on-farm enterprise.
(d) Site Suitable.
The choice of crops to be successfully grown depends on
their suitability to the existing climate, soils, slope, and
water availability.
(e) Government Programs.
In the midwest area most crop production is directly linked
to the corn base acres. Changes in cropping mix can affect
base acres and therefore government program payments.
Recently however the ASCS has implemented a program
called the Integrated Farm Management Program (IFMP) that
lets the farmer keep his corn base acre history while trying
to enter a multi-crop system. See the local ASCS for more
current inform atlon.
(f) Biodiversity.
Selecting crops from different families seems to enhance
the overall performance of both. A corn- soybean (grass-
legume) system seems to perform better than a soybean-
pinto bean (Iegutne-Iegume) system. By selecting crops
from different families, populations of damaging disease
organisms and pests do not have a chance to build-up.
Researchers are still trying to understand various aspects
of this "Rotation Effect."
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2. Flow Chart of Normal Cultural Practice.
A simple calendar type of flow chart for each proposed crop in
the system heeds to be drawn. Below is an example of such a
chart for corn.
3. Check for Cultural Practice Conflicts.
By combining the flow charts for the crops chosen, potential
conflicts can be determined. For example, a com-soybean chart
may point out that a time squeeze may occur during cultivation.
Ridge
Till
Plant
Cultivate I
_--=-__-'-_--=-__-'--_....:.._--'1 Irrr_at_lon_..:..-_H_a_rvrt araZj Stubble ..
soybeans
4. Post Harvest Use.
A tremendous amount of crop material is left in the field after
harvest. Livestock can be used to glean the fields of dropped
grain and to consume some of the left over stubble or stalk
material. Fields should not be overgrazed to the extent that
adequate ground cover is lost. On some soils, livestock should
not graze during the late spring season because of compaction
problems they might create.
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A Teacher's .Gulde to Hi Tech Low-- Impact
Farming
by Thomas Larson
The following is an example of a crop-livestock farm that
produces corn, dry beans, oats, and turnips in an integrated
ridge --till strip crop rotation. Crops are planted in narrow
strips (12 1/2 ft) on four 38" rows using the following sequence:
Corn, Beans, Oats-Turnips.
There are 6 main features to this crop-livestock system.
1. Narrow crop strips.
2. Built in crop rotation.
3. Opportunity for double cropping.
4. Opportunity for inter-cropping.
5. Work load is spread out.
6. Livestock grazing aspects.
To properly assess any farming system we must first
define conventional farming practices.
Monoculture corn.
In early spring primary tillage is preferred. This may
consist of 1-3 trips over the field using a disc-harrow or field
cultivator or similar tool that diminished surface residue and
aerates the soil. Herbicides and or fertilizers may be
incorporated at this time also.
Planting methods vary widely but the trend seems to be
toward equipment that will successfully plant in high residue
conditions. Factors .such as soil type, slope and compatibility
with existing equipment determine the planter selection.
During the planting process, insecticides, herbicides and
fertilizers may be applied in the same field trip using
equipment mounted on the tractor-planter unit.
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· Weed control mayor may not involve the use of a
cultivator, depending on the success of the herbicide applied.
Modern cultivators are heavy. 250-500 Ibs/row, and use designs
that allow for effective soil profile aeration (l.e, weed kill by
desiccation) or weed burial. Various electronic and/or hydraulic
guidance systems are available that help guide this equipment
in relation to the plant row. "Cultivator Blight" and operator
fatigue are reduced.
Harvesting methods usually employ a self propelled
combine using a heat! or table. Size of the crop gathering head
or table is selected to match row width, wheel track, and
capacity of the machine.
Grain carts are sometimes employed to expedite removal
of grain from the combine while it is in motion. Grain in this cart
is then transferred to trucks or trailers on the field perimeter.
The Larson farm tries to employ a cropping sequence that
works with nature rather than trying to control it. Conventional
crop producers are at the mercy of many things that they have
no control over. Weather effects weed pressures, insect
damage and ultimately yield. Politics (Government programs,
environmental policies, international grain trade, etc.) and
world calamities (Chernobyl nuclear disaster, South ,:African
drought, etc.) all affect crop prices. Any of the above factors
can drive the farmer to control or eliminate as many variables
in production he can. This often leads to the adoption of
production practices that are preventative. whether they are
needed or not. Using broad spectrum pesticides, for example,
before any problem or potential problem arises. Use of
excessive amount of fertilizer without regard to soil tests and
realistic yield goals is another example.
In defense of the above two examples you must be aware
that the cost of using the preventative practice is less than the
risk of loss in crop yield.
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Here is a description of the cropping sequence of one strip
over its' three year cycle.
Year 1
Year 2
protein,
Year 3
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Corn is ridge till planted
one cultivation before
7-8" height. Then layby
at knee high, rebuilding
the ridge. Harvest, then
cows graze the stubble.
Oats are seeded in early
spring by drill or broad-
cast, then disc lightly.
Oats are harvested as
grain or oat hay, depend·
ing on market
conditions.
Turnips are immediately
seeded after oat
harvest. By fall grazing
period turnips will
produce 6 T/acre dry
matter at 9-22%
and 70-80 %TON. Turnips
will support 300 animal
un its/acre/d ay.
Dry beans or soy beans
are ridge till planted
into oat-turnip strip.
After harvest, cows
graze on residue.
Year 4
;f. X ·f' L:J.' (, '.o .t ,," ...... ~.: ' __..of!:,~V"y-·· '-........~;...
The infield sequence looks like this. .
Ridge till plant corn into
bean strip. Cycle is
complete.
The "rotation effect" of planting different crops on different
ground has been well documented for centuries. This system
allows for that effect and has advantages and disadvantages as
well.
Advantages of this system.
1. Elimination of primary tillage. All crops are either ridge
tilled or drilled into the undisturbed seed bed.
2. Reduced need for soil insecticides. Com is planted on the
same ground every third year. This helps disrupt the life
cycle of the corn rootworm.
3. Reduced need for soil applied herbicides. Weed pressures
respond to the kind of crop grown and the soil type. Planting
the same crop once every 3 years helps disrupt this weed
cycle.
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4. Reduced need for corn borer treatment for some unknown
reason. Corn borer larvae infest average only 1-1 1/2
larvae/plant. Economic treatment threshold is 5-6/plant.
5. Reduced peak work-load times. The planting of annual small
grains, corn, beans, and turnips naturally are suited for
different times. This technique spreads out the planting
workload over a much wider "window of opportunity".
6. Harvesting periods are staggered. Oats are harvested in late
June, beans in early September, Corn in late September to
October, and turnips are strip grazed throughout the fall and
early winter.
Disadvantages
1. Participation in government commodity programs may be
limited. Check with ASCS about the IFMP.
2. Social aspects. Your neighbors will be curious to say the
least. Your banker may refuse to finance you.
3. Timing of the operations are critical. Don't plant mote than
. you feel you can comfortably cultivate. Rescue herbicide-
insecticide treatment strategies are becoming more
effective and accepted.
4. Oat harvest-haying may interfere with Irrigation
requirements of corn.
5. Most effective equipment size seems to be 4 or 6 rows.
Many operators would be reluctant to downsize even if it
would mean an increase in overall efficiency.
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III. Learning Objectives
The learner will be able to:
1. List three basic plant families.
2. Describe the cultural practices that apply to the above
plants.
;3. Draw a flow chart for each of the three plants described
above,
4. Identity potential cultural practice conflicts for the chart
produced in #3.
5. List four advantages of strip cropping.
6. List four disadvantages of strip cropping.
Define the following terms terms.
1. Strip cropping
2. Inter cropping
3. Relay cropping
4. Nutrient cycling
5. Soil microbes
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6. Synergism
7. Aelopathy
8. Organic matter
9. Salable Product
10. Integrated Pest Management
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
INTEGRATION IN SUSTAINABLE
AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS
Clive A. Edwards
Crop yields in developed countries
have increased dramatically since World 'Wo1r II. Traditionally, limning
methods depended upon and maintained the soil's inherent fertility by re-
cycling the nutrients in organic matter. Over the last 40 years, new high-
yielding crop varieties have developed. However, high yields depend upon
high-energy inputs in the form of inorganic fertilizers and high inputs of
synthetic pesticides to combat increased pest disease and weed problems
resulting from monoculture or rotations involving ,only two crops.
The current use of fertilizers and pesticides (Figures 1 and 2) is predicted
to continue to increase almost exponentially (Edwards, 1987) unless there
are fundamental changes in the philosophy that crop yields should con-
tinue to increase, irrespective of the plight of the small farmer and en-
vironmental deterioration.
High-input practices have led to overproduction of certain crops in many
developed countries in recent years. The inevitable results have been a fall
in commodity prices and poorer farm incomes. Moreover, the efficiency
of production has not kept pace with the increase in energy needed to pro-
duce the chemicals upon which they depend. From 1970 to 1978, U.S. farm-
ers used 50 percent more energy to produce 30 percent more crops (Buttel
et aI., 1986). Moreover, high inputs are inefficient in energy terms. For
every calorie of food currently produced in the United States, three calories
are required in production and seven calories are needed for processing,
distribution, and preparation (Papendick, 1987). These intensive cropping
practices and heavy use of chemicals have created a variety of econom-
ical, environmental, and ecological problems. The most important environ-
249
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mental effects are (a) soil erosion, (b) pollution of groundwater and sur-
face water with agricultural chemicals (Edwards, 1987a, 1987b, 1988), (c)
destruction and disturbance of wildlife habitats (Jenkins, 1987; Papendick,
et al. 1986), and (d) various adverse effects on rural landscapes (Lowrance
and Groffman, 1988). The seriousness of these problems can be illustrated
by data showing that one-third of the topsoil on U.S. agricultural land has
been lost over the past 200 years. One-fourth of the 421 million crop acres
currently suffer serious soil losses at rates well above those that permit
sustainable crop production (Papendick, 1987). In addition to these serious
environmental problems, frequent pesticide use has caused the develop-
ment of resistant strains of pests and diseases, resulting in a need for even
more pesticides and increased costs (Pimentel and Andow, 1984). Moreover,
energy-based agrichemicals have become increasingly expensive, causing
severe economic pressure on farmers in developed countries as a result
of overproduction and falling prices. Thus, many farmers in the United
. States are tending to reduce their use of these inputs.
Economical and environmental problems associated with higher chemical
inputs have also occurred in developing countries. In the 1960s, food pro-
duction increased dramatically through the Green Revolution, which was
based on high-yielding varieties of wheat and rice that responded to high
inputs of nitrogenous fertilizers and irrigation. However, fertilizer efficiency
is reduced in the tropics because of rapid leaching of nitrogen and a greater
degree of phosphorus fixation. Many tropical soils also have poor struc-
tures and are much more susceptible to erosion when continually cropped.
At the same time, a higher incidence of pests and diseases occurred, because
of shorter crop rotations or monoculture. This led to much greater use of
pesticides that, in turn, created new pest and disease problems because
of the eradication of natural enemies and increased dependence upon
chemicals. Hazards to humans are also involved because the hot, humid
conditions in tropical countries discourage protective clothing, and the
relatively poor education of the farmers often causes environmental hazards
through poor methods of application, washing of equipment in water systems
used for other purposes, and disposal of pesticide containers.
For more than a decade there has been a growing movement, which
originated in developed countries, to find ways of reducing chemicals and
other energy-based inputs, such as cultivations, fertilizers, and pesticides
(Edens et al., 1985; Buttel et al., 1986;Wagstaff, 1987; Buckwell and Smith,
1986; Lockeretz et al., 1984; Klepper et al., Jf:J77; Youngberg, 1984). Greater
economic returns to a farmer can be attained when the use of fewer inputs
is associated with little or no reductions in yields, thereby resulting in im-
proved farm profitability. Fewer cultivations and more crop rotations, in-
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creased ground cover, and innovative cultural and cropping practices can
decrease soil erosionconsiderably. Lower inputs of pesticides and fertilizers
result in greatly reduced contamination of surface water and groundwater
and minimization of other environmental impacts. Although developing
countries have differentproblems and will have to continue to depend upon
inorganic nutrient sources for some crops and soils, many of their prob-
lems are similar to those in developed countries, and solutions will differ
mainly in degree and emphasis.
Major Inputs into Fanning Systems
The production of a crop involves sowing seed at an appropriate rate
and time with several key inputs. The main inputs are some degree of soil
cultivation; provision of plant nutrients by some means of fertilization;
methodsof crop protectionagainst pests, diseases, and weeds; and suitable
crop rotations to maximize productivity (Figure 3). Central to this pattern
is farm economics that encompass all other inputs, such as land, labor,
buildings, machines, chemicals, and seed, balanced against profits from
yields and other economic factors, such as market prices, exports, and sub-
sidies. A farming system is not just a simple sum of all of its components
but rather a complex system with intricate interactions. The concept of the
central position of farm economics differs markedly from the perception
of many agricultural scientists who usually assume that their own specialty,
such as pest control, nutrient supply, or cultivation, is the central and most
important component. In this context, farm economics mainly deal with
microeconomics at the farm level, but also includemacroeconomics of farm
prices, subsidies, and the cost of environmental pollution.
Farmers and agricultural scientists rarely consider how the amounts of
FERTILIZATION
.. • FARMECONOMICS
CROP PROTECTION
Flilure 3. Interactions among farm Inputs.
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fertilizer they use affect pests, diseases, or weeds. In the same way, the
impact of cultivation on pest diseases and weed problems is not usually
a factor in deciding the type of cultivation a farmer uses. Even in the use
of pesticides where integrated pest management systems have been devel-
oped, it is rare for any account to be taken of the impact of herbicides on
pests and diseases, of insecticides on diseases, or of fungicides on pests.
In conventional "higher-input" farming, large yields can often be ob-
tained without any appreciable attention given to the interactions between
various inputs. For example, if heavy fertilizer use renders a crop more
susceptible to pests and diseases through production of lush, soft growth,
this can be compensated for by adding more pesticides. The decline in
natural pest and disease control and consequent increased pest and disease
incidence caused by herbicides through loss of foliar and habitat diversity
is compensated for by increased use of insecticides and fungicides. Any
affect of pesticides on earthworms and other soil organisms that promote
organic matter turnover, nutrient cycling, and soil fertility is covered by
increased nutrients from the additional inorganic fertilizers used. When
chemical inputs are lowered, it is imperative to learn what effects these
inputs have on each other in much more detail. Farming systems that use
fewer chemicals implicitly require a much better understanding of the inter-
actions between and among inputs in agroecosystems.
Components of Sustainable Agricultural Systems
Fertilizers. At lower input levels, the increased use of inorganic fertilizers
has dramatic effects on crop yields. But as the amount of fertilizer applied
increases, the growth and yield response of the crop diminishes exponen-
tially and eventually levels off (Figure 4).
At a certain point, the cost of the fertilizer equals the value of the crop
yield increase. It is important to use considerably less inorganic fertilizers
than this. Reductions in inorganic fertilizers can be compensated for by
using crop rotations, particularly those involving legumes as a source of
nitrogen and other nutrients, and using animal manures where available
(Sahs and Lesoing, 1985). Other practices that can minimize fertilizer use
include regular soil analyses to assess actual fertilizer needs, growing crop
varieties that have lower nutrient needs, and placing inorganic fertilizers
in the crop row where they have maximum benefit to the crop but do not
contribute to weed growth.
There may be great potential to reduce the need for inorganic fertilizers
even more as new research results are found. Research that might achieve
this includes investigating the potential for increasing biological nitrogen
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fixation in crops other than legumes by genetic engineering; scheduling
treatment with incremental additions of nutrients through the growing
season; and using alternative forms of organic matter from urban and in-
dustrial sources. which currently cause disposal problems. to supply
nutrients.
Pesticitles. Pesticides are often used as recommended by chemical dealers
or on an insurance basis. Many of the applications used may be unnecessary
and/or economically unsound (Pimentel and Andow, 1984). The amounts
used could be reduced substantially and a range of alternative methods of
pest control used. For instance, insecticide use can be reduced and com-
pensated for or replaced by integrated pest management techniques in which
rotations and use of resistant varieties, economic thresholds, pest forecasting,
and biological and cultural pest control all play a part (Lisansky, 1981).
All of these must be integrated. into farming systems for pest and disease
management while taking account of their side-effects on other aspects of
crop production (Edwards et al., 1988).
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In addition, the use of insecticides can beminimized or replaced by other
techniques that involve:
• Minimal use of insecticides based on methods of forecasting pest
incidence.
• Better insecticide placement and formulations, thereby using smaller
amounts with improved effectiveness.
• More crop rotations to avoid carryover of pests from one season to
the next and gradual build up of population.
• Appropriate cultivations that minimize pest attack. The form these
cultivars should take depends upon the pest involved.
• Timing of crop sowing to avoid pest attack.
• Adoption of controlled weed growth practices as compared with total
weed suppression so as 10 encourage natural enemies of pests.
• Use of biological insecticides based on insect pathogens that are ef-
fective without environmental impacts.
• Use of nematodes that attack insects to control them. Many nematode
varieties have considerable potential but are not yet available on an exten-
sive commercial basis.
• Release of parasites and predators of pests.
• Use of pheromones, other a1lelochemicals, or repellents 10 keep pests
away from crops.
• Release of sterile male insects to abort reproduction of pests where
appropriate.
• Use of crop varieties resistant to pest attack.
• Use of crop varieties with toxins implanted into their tissues by genetic
engineering.
• Encouragement of natural predators by maintaining biological diver-
sity among plants and in soil systems.
• Use of trap crops that promote pest emergence when the main crop
is not available.
• Innovative cultural techniques, such as stripcropping, intercropping,
etc.. that increase diversity of habitat, flora, and fauna.
Fungicide use can be minimized by:
• Use of minimal amounts of fungicide based on disease forecasting
methods.
• Use of crop rotations to minimize disease attack.
• Better application techniques for fungicides using small amounts and
better placement.
• Timing of crop sowing to avoid the disease incidence period or
climatic periods favorable 10 the disease.
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• Use of disease antagonists. A number of microorganisms inhibit the
growth of plant pathogens.
• Use of crop varieties that are tolerant or resistant to disease.
Herbicide applications can be replaced by:
• Use of mechanical weed control. This can be associated with row
spacing to facilitate such cultivations.
• Use of rotations to avoid volunteer of seedlings from previous crops.
• Cover cropping to minimize weed seed germination.
• Use of live mulches to provide soil cover and inhibit seed germination.
• Use of mycoherbicides. These have been identified and can be pro-
duced by genetic engineering techniques.
• Release of pests of weeds. These have been used successfully against
a number of weed species.
Cultivations. Traditionally, land in developedcountrieshas been cultivated
annually to a depth of 9 to U inches (22.5-30 ern) with the surface soil
completely inverted by moldboard plows. This involves a high consump-
tion of energy to pull the plow, particularly in difficult and compacted soils.
For the last 30 years there has been a progressive trend toward fewer cultiva-
tions with corresponding reductions in energy inputs. This has culminated
into a complete absence of cultivation and seeding into the previous crop
using special tillage implements, usually after a herbicide application.
Techniques that reduce the number of cultivations required, compared
to deep-plowing, include:
• Shallow plowing to a depth of 6 inches (15 ern) or less.
• Chisel plowing, which does not invert the soil.
• Deep subsoiling, which lifts the soil but does not invert it.
• Ridge tillage.
• Shallow-tine, soil loosening.
• Harrowing to create a seed bed.
• No-till (direct-drilling).
All of these techniques tend to create conditions that reduce soil erosion
and create a more natural soil structure, which improvesboth drainage and
water retention and favors biological and natural techniques of pest and
disease control because there is less disturbance of the soil ecosystem.
Additional Components of Sustainable Agricultural Systems
In low-input systems of crop production a number of component tech-
niques in addition to the main inputs are used. These include:
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Rotations. In most developed countries there has been a trend in farm-
ing over the last 40 years toward monoculture or cropping with only two
,; annually alternating crops. When chemical fertilizers and pesticides are
reduced, it usually becomes essential to increase the use of crop rotations
to provide nutrients, if possible, through legumes and to lessen pest and
disease attack by minimizing infectious carryover from one season to the
next.
Innovative Cultural Techniques. As chemical inputs in cropping systems
are lowered, there becomes an increasing need for cultural techniques. Pos-
sible culrural techniques include:
• Systems of strip intercropping using two crops, with strips normally
involving one pass of a tractor and its implements.
• Interrow crop techniques where alternate rows of two crops are sown.
• Undersowing with a legume or other crop.
• Use of varietal or species mixtures to create greater crop diversity.
• Use of trap crops, which may or may not have any commercial value
but attract pests away than the main crop.
• Double-row cropping to facilitate weed control by allowing passage
of cultivation implements.
Machinery Inputs. Most agricultural machinery used now is developed
for farming practices that use large amounts of chemicals. As inorganic
chemical inputs are reduced, new machinery is needed fo~ better mechanical
weed control. Typical machinery needs include:
• Lighter machinery that causes less soil compaction.
• Machinery for placing fertilizers in the crop row.
• Pesticide placement equipment that applies the chemical where it is
required to kill the pest.
• Weed control machinery for a variety of cropping patterns.
• Subsoiling equipment to open up the soil without any inversion.
Organic Matter Inputs. Traditionally, animal manures were the main
source of soil nutrients and soil fertility, making crop and animal produc-
tion interdependent (Figure 5). In developed countries today, animal and
crop farming occur together only on smaller farms. Diversified farming
is much more common in developing countries. Thus, manurial inputs into
crop production in developed countries are relatively low. The use of animals
to consume crop residue is of only minor importance because these residues
are not always palatable. Sustainable systems should consider increasing
the association between crop and animal production. Moreover, there is
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a wide range of urban and industrial waste organic materials that are used
little in agriculture but hold considerable potential as sources of crop nu-
trients. The organic inputs that could compensate for reduced inorganic
chemicals include:
• Animal manures, mainly from cattle, poultry, and hogs.
• Sewage sludge or cake that can be applied as a spray, injected liquid,
or solid.
• Domestic lawn clippings and leaf material that can be composted.
• Paper pulp waste that can be sprayed or applied as a dewatered solid.
• Waste from the potato industry, either as liquid washing or solid
peelings.
• Brewery wastes consisting largely of yeasts.
• Domestic vegetable and other organic wastes.
Crop Breeding. New crop varieties that respond to high levels of nitrogen
are a major reason for the increased crop yields produced currently in
developed countries. However, the crop varieties in developing countries
have been designed to respond to and produce good' yields with fewer in-
organic fertilizers because large amounts of these chemicals are either not
available or too costly. These two systems may have something to teach
each other about developing sustainable agricultural systems.
Traditionally, crop breeding has involved selection of favorable plant traits,
crossing to produce new varieties, and building up seed stocks. This can
now be expedited by genetic engineering (Figure 6) to develop crops that
respond to lower inputsof fertilizers without major decreases in yields and
are highly resistant to pests and diseases (Edwards, 1988). With this new
Crop Production
Animal
Manun!
Animal Feed Crops
1---"'1
in Rotation
Crop
Residues
Animal Production
Figure 5. Integration of crop and animal production.
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OLD CROP VARIETIES
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F1gure 6. Development of new crop varieties.
ability crop breeding has great potential fur sustainable agricultural research,
These potentials include:
• Breeding plant varieties that respond to fewer inputs of chemical fer-
tilizers.
• Breeding plant varieties that are resistant to pest and disease attack.
• Implanting insect toxins into crop plants to provide pest control.
• Developing crops with disease antagonism that are less affected by
pathogens.
• Breeding crops that are resistant to low levels of herbicides when they
were previously susceptible.
Integration of Components
Sustainable agricultural systems depend upon suitable manipulation of
the previously mentioned components and on a better awareness of how
these components can reduce chemical inputs. These systems also depend
upon a much better understanding of how the major and other components
interact with each other. In other words, lower input agriculture is more
system-oriented and, consequently, management-intensive.
Some interactions among components of agricultural systems are under-
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stood, and others can be predicted from existing knowledge. But many re-
main poorly understood. There is a need to identify the relative impor-
tance of all of these interactions in overall crop production. Figure 7 sum-
marizes some of these interactions in rather simplistic fashion.
These interactions and others that are more speculative include:
• Fertilizers influence the growth of weeds as well as crops (Moomaw,
1987).
• Fertilizers can increase disease incidence, for example, cereal leaf
disease (Jenkyn, 1976; Jenkyn and Finney, 1981).
• Fertilizers can increase pest attack, for example, aphids on wheat
(Kowalski and Visser, 1979).
• Organic matter can reduce pest and disease incidence by increasing
species diversity in favorof natural enemies (Altieri, 1985; Edwards, 1988).
• Organic matter can promote populations of fungi that control
nematodes (Kerry, 1988).
• Organic matter can adsorb and inactivate pesticides (Edwards, 1966).
• Organic matter can provide alternative food for marginal pests and
Fertilizers
FIgure 7. Interactions between inputs (Edwards, 1987).
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decrease their severity (Edwards, 1979).
• Cultivations can increase or decrease the incidence of pests or diseases
(Edwards, 1975).
• Cultivations affect the incidence of weeds either mechanically or by
burying weed seeds (Klein et al., 1987).
• Cultivations can affect the amount of fertilizer needed (Follett et al.,
1981).
• Cultivations bring pesticides into contact with the pest, thereby in-
creasing their effectiveness (Edwards, 1966).
• Cultivations incorporate organic matter into soil where it decomposes
more rapidly (Follett et aI., 1987).
• Herbicides can influence the severity of pest and disease attack by
removing alternative weed hosts or by reducing the availability of natural
enemies (Altieri, 1987).
• Pesticides can affect soil organisms that break down organic matter
and release nutrients (Edwards, 1983).
• Insecticides can reduce the incidence of viruses and diseases by kill-
ing the vectors of these organisms (Edwards and Heath, 1964).
• Insecticides can increase weed populations by killing the natural
enemies of weeds (Smith, 1982).
• Insecticides kill natural enemies of pests and thereby increase pest in-
cidence or create new pests (Edwards, 1973).
• Fungicides can kill soil fungi that exert considerable natural control
over insect or nematode populations (Kerry, 1988).
• Fungicides can reduce populations of beneficial soil microorganisms
(decomposers and antagonists) as well as those of pathogens (Thompson
and Edwards, 1974).
• Pesticides can deplete earthworm populations and, hence, lower soil
fertility (Edwards and Lofty, 1977).
• Rotations reduce the incidence of most pests and diseases dramatically
by interrupting the carryover oforganisms from crop to crop (Dabbert and
Madden, 1986).
• Rotations provide crop nutrients, particularly when they include
legumes (Follett et aI., 1981).
This list of interactions is far from complete. Indeed, there is little doubt
that some are still unknown, and many others have not yet been fully
documented.
Clearly, as in integrated pest management, a great deal of research is
necessary to identify and understand such interactions and to be able to
predict how such interactions affect 'sustainable agriculture systems. Most
of this research must be interdisciplinary. There is an urgent need fur
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developing well-designed. holistic agricultural systems that maximize the
benefits of the more important interactions among the main components
of the systems. There have been relatively few examples of such fanning
systems to date (El Titi, 1986; Vereijken, 1985). Computer-based, farmer-
operated management systems are being developed for many funning systems
and have considerable potential for sustainable agricultural systems.
There is little doubt about the ecological, environmental, and economic
attraction of lower input farming systems, particularly in developed coun-
tries. Such systems would minimize soil erosion and storm runoff as well
as avoid contamination of groundwater and surface water. To achieve these
ends and still increase farm profitability and the sustainability of the in-
dustry, an intensive research program along the lines recommended here
is certainly justified and urgently needed. The problems in developing coun-
tries are similar in principle but differ considerably in emphasis. Much
more research is needed to develop sustainable systems in the tropics.
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ORIENTATION, CONCEPTS, AND TRAINING IN SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
PLANNING LEARNING ACTIVITIES
LEARNING METHOD: Lecture am Facilitated Discussion
PRESENTED BY: Chuck Francis & Jim King
University of Nebraska - Lincoln
Adult learning activities need to be designed and structured differently than those for younger
audiences. Our clients in Extension, NRCS, and other agencies and organizations will be
best served by a variety of learning methods, by hands-on activities, and by relating past life
experience to what is presented in the structured educational activities. Most learners prefer
a structured situation, with clear learning objectives and well-focused activities that are
geared to meeting the stated objectives. Integral to the learning plan is a pre-determined
method of evaluation. We use the planning of this workshop as a real world example of the
planning process, including the five objectives taken directly from the Chapter 3 grant for
training trainers. Five unique evaluation methods are outlined for estimating the impact of
the workshops in meeting these same five stated objectives.
KEY REFERENCES:
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to learn," a handbook about adult learners; quoted in Adult Perspective, Southeast
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PLANNING LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Chuck Francis & Jim King
University of Nebraska - Lincoln
Here is a practical discussion of setting learning objectives, planning and implementing a
workshop or other activity, and evaluating the impact of the learning experience on
participants. We use the current workshop as an example of a learning situation with
objectives specified in the grant proposal and contract. Five different evaluation methods are
proposed, and we will actually be using these and others over the course of the workshops.
The title of the workshops, Everyone a Teacher, Everyone a Leamer, perhaps is
unique-although it likely has been used before, we have not read about this in the literature.
Even the title or theme may be a stimulus to some potential participants, and a deterrent to
others. Although this participatory approach to education seems appropriate to us as
workshop organizers, it may not be palatable to those teachers more accustomed to a
conventional role as "expert" or to clients or students who see themselves as passive
recipients of education. Many factors are confounded in the conduct and evaluation of these
workshops-focus on learning rather than teaching, subject matter in sustainable agriculture,
testing of multiple methods of learning and of evaluation, two sites in different states,
programs that are similar in concept and organization but that differ somewhat in content and
presenters. Thus, we will be doing a quantitative evaluation of learning as measured by the
available tools, but will have to rely on qualitative feedback from participants and others in
their organizations (universities, non-profit and farmer groups, NRCS). In the presentation
of this topic, as well as in the content and conduct of the workshops, we are attempting to
learn as much as possible about the learning process, especially as it relates to sustainable
agriculture. This will be useful to further development of the state strategic plans and their
implementation.
Wide margins on the right are provided for you to make comments and notes for your own
use. We would very much appreciate your reactions and feedback on both the approach and
what you consider useful or not in the method.
Steps in Organizing a Learning Activity
We've all put together classes and seminars, organized workshops for farmers and educators,
and conducted field tours and other types of learning activities. As experienced educators,
we have a good feel for "what will work and what will not!" With this experience well in
mind, it's easy to launch into specific plans for the next activity: where it will be, who we
will invite, how will we organize the logistics. Based on experience, we also know that
some of these activities are successful and some are not. But sometimes it's hard to tell
which ones were successful and why.
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As we move into training in sustainable agriculture, it's useful to revisit ideas we've all seen
before, but perhaps need refreshing in this new context. What are the steps in organizing a
successful activity?
• set out clear and measurable learning objectives
• organize the topics, participants and logistics
• conduct the workshop, tour, class, or seminar
• evaluate the impact on participants and their future behavior
Since we already do a good job of organizing logistics and conducting an activity, it's more
valuable to focus on learning objectives and evaluation. There are written materials in the
notebook that cover these topics (for example, see evaluation section). This is only a
summary, and uses the real world example of the Chapter 3 train-the-trainer workshops in
which we are all involved. We discuss the learning objectives of this workshop and the
evaluation procedure that will be followed.
Clear and Measurable Learning Objectives
It seems to simple to say that "if we don't know exactly what the objectives are, we won't
know whether or not we have achieved them." But too often we take this for granted, skip
over this as something that is already well known, and assume that the participants share this
great information with us. "The objectives are implicit in the topic," we might say. Yet
when it comes time to evaluate the impact of an activity it may become difficult because we
have not made the objectives explicit in our own minds and to the audience. We need to
establish:
• what are the objectives we want to accomplish?
• who is the audience, and are the methods appropriate to them?
• how will we know if these objectives have been met?
• what is the broader and longer term impact of the activity? (if this is an objective)
To illustrate this process with one example, we'll use this train the trainer workshop as a
model and describe specific learning objectives and how to evaluate them.
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Example: Learning Objectives for Train-the-Trainer Workshops
The objectives of these training workshops are taken directly from the grant proposal as
approved lTy the regional technical and administrative committees for the Chapter 3
educational activities. Having completed a SARE, North Central Regional Train-the-Trainer
workshop, participants will have the skills to:
1) define specific objectives and long-term strategies for training in sustainable
agriculture
2) identify practical and accessible iriformation resources and recommendations for
sustainable agriculture practices
3) design and test appropriate learning activities for promoting sustainable
agriculture in each state
4) organize and implement cooperative on-farm tours and workshops for varied
groups in agriculture
5) evaluate the impact of training activities on an intended audience
An easy way to remember objectives is the'ABCD Method:'
A: Audience - who receives the training? Be specific; is this farmers, beginning farmers,
beginning women farmers, beginning women farmers with more than 200 acres, and so
on.
B: Behavior - what will the audience do as a result of training? They will learn to desi2n,
describe, lli1, ~, evaluate, compare, or other concrete activities. 'Understand' is too
vague.
C: Conditions - what will trainees be given, or what will they know about how to
accomplish or carry out the behavior? Given a case study of a dairy farm, for example,
participants will identify five criteria for sustainability.
D: Degree - to what are we judging or evaluating acceptable completion of an objective?
Having toured the Bender farm, participants will design an idea! farming system using
two components from the tour. If they can use two components based on their
description, they have completed the objective. If they don't use any or only one, the
instructor should revisit the activity to determine instructional fitness of the process.
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Evaluation Methods for Specific Learning Objectives
People who participated in the Cedar Rapids workshop in January (1995) of the SARE
training program identified evaluation as one of the key issues that we need to explore. A
short workshop session revealed that there were many techniques currently in use in states in
the North Central region, but that we often use these "bean counting" methods (number of
workshops held, number of people attending, miles traveled or number of presentations
made) in the absence of methods or tools that can help us measure the real impact of a
learning activity. What can we do differently?
Several suggestions from the Cedar Rapids workshop were useful. We need to first set clear
learning objectives (see above) before we will know if we have achieved them. It's useful to
go beyond "number of beans" to find out from people how their behavior will change as a
result of the activity, will they adopt a new method or practice, how will this training affect
profitability of environmental impact of farming? In design of the learning objectives, we
need to take a serious look at how we will evaluate impact. If it seems impossible to
measure, perhaps we have used the wrong method, or even chosen an objective that was too
global or heroic. Again, we'll use this workshop and the above objectives to illustrate the
process.
Example: Evaluation of Train-the-Trainer Workshops
The evaluation of the impact or effects of these train the trainer workshops buildsfrom the
specific learning objectives listed above. We have designed a series ofdifferent types of
evaluation techniques, some well known and often used and others that may be different or
less comfortable to you. These are listed in series, and each corresponds to a specific
learning objective above:
1) defining objectives and strategies will be measured by asking a question about
an individual's definition of sustainable agriculture on the registration sheetfor
the workshop, and asking again at the end of the workshop; we will evaluate if
this definition has changed and how it has changed from the two responses.
2) identifying sources where information is found and how to access these
resources will be measured by a question at the start of the workshop on what
people consider their three best sources of information on sustainable
agriculture, and asking later whether they had learned about new sources as a
result of the presentation and discussion of the topic.
3) designing and testing the effectiveness ofdifferent learning activities will be
measured fry using an evaluation form for each of the presentations over the
three days of the workshop; these will be highly structured, will identify topic,
evaluator, relevance of topic, effectiveness ofpresenter, effectiveness of the
learning method, and usefulness of the activity to future state training
programs.
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4) organizing and implementing on-farm tours and demonstrations will include a
short written responsefor each offour activities, including "what did you learn
from this activity, " and "how would you improve this learning activity?"
5) evaluating the impact of training activities will be addressed in the last half
day of the workshop, and will use a series ofone-on-one interviews by the
participants themselves to find out what has happened in the workshop and
how it will be usejitl in fiuure state programs. Participants will be asked what
they learned and how they would improve the activity.
These evaluation techniques vary from one learning objective to the next. We hope they will
provide us answers as to how effective the training was in each of the topic areas. This type
of variety will also help us all learn about the evaluation process. Which of these methods is
best? Does this vary with the type of activity and nature of the topic? Have we adequately
measured the impacts of these activities on resource, economic, environmental, and social
issues that are related to sustainable agriculture? Do we know ahead of time which of these
is best? Absolutely not! We are trying a range of methods so that we can all learn together
about how to evaluate. This is an open ended question, and we are all learners about the
evaluation process.
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--I I I I FOR ADULT AND CONTINUING
EDUCATION INSTRUCfORS
adult
ers
\\:>Iume 12, Number 4 December, 1992
Attributes in Adult Learners
Conll""al and conscious attenllon to Im-
hnprovlng your le~chlng techniques Is
your best Insurance against losing the
relevance to students and to their con-
cerns that you have built so painstak-
Ingly. If your class enrollment begins to
lessen markedly and you believe that
outside '<lefors nrc not the cause, lt's
time to ask the minor. "Wh~1 am I do-
Inn wronn?' ;lIld "What can I do to
reverse this trend?"
There arc seve-rn! attributes that you
arc likely 10 find In adult learners - ~I­
lrlhufcs whlrh you should know about
ill order more! cllectlvcly to tailor your
cffort!" fo your c!;lSo; makeup. OC1~('d on
the ;lcClHnublf.:'d cxpcrlcncc of teachers
01 adults. II hac. br-cn Iound that nearly
every adult learner exhlhlts at least
some of the f':"l"owln~ charactcrlstlcs:
• MflY he lc5~ llt.-,<ihlcIn Ihinkinr. and In
h~hlls 01 thouuht and action than
younger students:
• May require a longer lime to perform
learning tasks:
• Is lrnpatlcnt 10 learn and hence less
tolerant of "busywork:"
• Requires more favorable learning con-
dlrlons:
• Mcmori7.es ·Isolaledfads less efflclenlly:
• Needs. a great deal or encouragement
and the- Icellng or progress and
achievement durlng the course:
• May be easily distracted Irom study
by other adult responsibilities which
compete lor time:
• r~ei1dily relates new hdormatlon to
f',('l('rl~ncc:
• r\1;1~' h,.,. (,(pI101nkally and culturally
drprlvcd. and home conditions and
feunify Imdilions may not he con-
rh,e1ve to Sillely or 10 the diligence
that leads to achievement:
• May be below average In scholastic
ability;
• May need to be absent or tardy be-
cause 01 personal problems:
• May discourage easily, may doubt
thai he or she possesses the ability to
learn, and may be dllllcult to motivate:
• MOlY possess social values. attitudes,
and goals Ihal diller from middle class
norms and Interfere with doing what
Is required to succeed at study:
• MilY lise ilud react to nonverbal forms
of communlcauon 1.0 an lnordlnatc
der,ree, which may even tntcrlcre wllh
your ablilly 10 "llel through" by more
conventional verbal means:
• M~y seem to live morc lor today, with
short term goals and gratlrrcatlolls,
than lor tomorrow. with longer range.
more constructive ends and activities:
• May he serlously lacking In lnforrna-
tlon about community services and
even about many of the rlghts, oppor-
tunltlcs, and responsibilities that many
01 us assume 10 be commonplace.
• May be a recent Immigrant from a
country whose culture and conven-
tions make our approaches to study
and school activity seem peculiar or
Improper.
While this Is by no means an ex-
hm;~tlvc list. these are some orthe most
cdrnrnonly seen advantages. disadvan-
tages. hangups. burdens, and other
quail lies that your adult students may
bring with them to your /lrst class
meeting 01 the term. To be aware of
them Is to understand your students
better,
IJreollsr Tf,ry Woo,l 10 L,..rn, a HOOld{"",~
/lbolll /\dull Lro",,,,. Los /lngdes City
Schools, DivisIon 01 Career and Conti-
nuIng Education, pp. 17-19.
Checklist on Feedback
Do you usc several dUlerent
methods of ollerlng leedback to
learners?
o wrItten comment?
o general progress discussion?
o comment on each 'performance'?
[] action plans?
o Docs every learner receive feed-
back during each session?
o Do you always give leedback
Immediately?
o Do you always praise the good
points belore criticizing the bad?
o Do you criticize the perlormance
not the person?
o Do you always give rraSOHS lor your
leedback?
o Do yon check 11m\. the learner h~s
understood the feedback by asking
open-ended questions?
rJ Do you concentrate on lust a lew
crillclsms at a lime?
[.) 00 you (fC';'1tC' an al mosphcrc where
students can give constructive lccd-
back 10 each other?
lenny Ror,ers. A,llIlIs Lrornillg. 31d cdl-
lion. Open University Press. Millon
Keynes: Phlladclpha, PI". 67-68,
SOlltheast CommunIty College
J\rea Community Services
8800 "0" Street
Lincoln, NE 68520
Soul/least comnlun/ly cullege
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Why Adults Participate
Convenience, reputation, and sell-Improvement count.
Emmalou Van TUburg Norland
Why do some adufts participate in continuing educa-
tion programs and other don't? What are the barriers to
participation? Whatencourages people to attend? Why
do some adufts drop out and otherscomplete a pro-
gram?Are the reasons for participation and persistence
different for differenttypes of people? Whatcan aduft
educators do to encourage participation andpersistence
in their educational programs? Thesequestions have
perplexed aduft educators for manyyears.
Manystudieson aooftparticipation and persistence
in educational programs have tried to answerthese
questions. A numberof authors haveIdentNled factors
that actas barriers or encouragers to aooft participation.
Johnstone and Rivera usedterms suchas sftuational
barriers (time, money, childcare, transportation,
weather), instftutional barriers (Iactors pertaining to the
educational service provider), sociodemographic barriers
(age, sex, race, income, educational level,and geo-
graphicallocation), and dispositionallactors (seH-
esteem, ~roup participation) in describing aooft reo.
sponses.
Burgess Identnled several characteristics 01 adults
who choose to participate In the learning experience:
(1) they wantto know: (2) they've established personal,
social, or religious goals; (3) they're engaged in some
actlvfty; (4) they needto meeta lormal, work-related
requirement; and (5) they simplywant to escape.2
Boshier linkedthe desireto improve one's abilfty to serve
the communnv, the needto make newfriends, Intellec-
tual recreation, professional advancement (eltherjob-
related or Inner-directed), an abhorrence 01 television,
the joy 01 learning. an introduction or supplementation of
understanding, and escape to aduft partlclpation.3
Otherauthors have identNled specNlc lactors related to
participation such as Involvement with a formal organiza-
tion that encourages aduft participation,4 broad and
diverse leisure actlvlties,5 and high levels 011ncome.6
Snuational barriers to participation, such as child
care, shiftor overtime work, lack 01 transportation, poor
heafth, and lack01 time or moneyare more a problem for
low socioeconomic adufts andthe elderly than the
average middle-class aduft. Instftutlonal barriers (Incon-
venient classschedules, lull-time lees lor part-time
study, restrictive locations) olten exclude or discourage
certain groups olleamers such as the poor, the
uneducated, andthe loreign born. In addftlon, adufts
livingIncertain geographical areas, especially those In
small towns and ruralareas, are less likely to participate
In educational actlvlties.7
Application to Extension Education
A 1987stUdy 01 Ohio Cooperative Extension Service
clientele provided uselul information for Extension
educators whowork wfth a variety of aduft leamersand
ponderthe participation/persistence phenomenon.8
The studysurveyed extension clientele who had
been Involved In a variety0# I;ldenslonprograms (esti-
matedtarget population n- 20',000; studyclustersa"1lle
n - 599; final data sample n _ 276). The relational design
01 the studyprovided results that addressed the following
questions:
1. Whatare the encouragers and barriers to participa-
tion and persistence in Extension educational
programs?
2. Are those encouragers and barriers differentfor the
decision to participate andthe decision to persist?
Emma/ou Van THburg Norland:Associate Prolessor, Department ofAgricuhural Education, Ohio State Unlverslty-COlumbus.
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3. What are the anticipated outcomes of participation
and persistence?
... Canperceived barriers and encouragers to participa-
tion andpersistence and outcomes ba usedto
predict satisfaction withparticipation (suggested to
be a best predictor of dropout)?
Datawerecollected usinga mall questionnaire.
Follow-ups w~h nonrespondents Indicated respondent
datawere representative of the sample. Thecluster
sample was drawn to allowgeneralization of resuRs to
the population. Even thoughthe findings and conclusions
can be saidto be truefor Ohio, otherExtension educa-
tors maywant to notethe Implications this study pre-
sents.
Findings
Fivefactors emerged fromthe prinelpaJ-component
factoranalysis of responses to itemsrelated to participa-
tion.Theywere: low anticipated difficuRies w~h arrange-
ments, high commitment to the Extension organization,
anticipated posRlve socialInvolvement, anticipated high
quality of the Information, andpossession of high Intemal
motivation to leam. Withthe exception of commitment to
Extension, the same factors appeared to motlvate
persistence. Commitment to Extension was replaced w~h
commitment to the teacher in the persistence question.
Participation outcomes fell intothreebroad catego·
rles:negative leamingexperiences, seW-Improvement
, outcomes, and pos~ive social experiences.
Using muRiple regression relating satisfaction to
participation, the set of bestpredictors included receiving
seW-Improvement outcomes, anticipating few arrange-
mentproblems, experiencing few negative leaming
outcomes, and having highcommitment to the teacher
throughout participation.
The data fromthis study Indicated that Ohio Exten-
sionclientele participate andpersist for the same rea-
sons: they can arrange to participate, they're Internally
motivated, theybelieveExtension prOVides quailly
Information, and they enjoy social involvement.
The Inilial comfMmentto extension as an encour-
agerto participate transferred to the teacher as an
encourager to persist(retum). The reputation of Ohio
Extension outweighed the qualityof the teacherInilially,
, but onceIndividuals gainedexperience wllh the teacher,
commitment to the teacherbecame most Important.
Clientele satisfaction w~h participation was linked to
manyseW-lmprovement outcomes, likingandrespect for
the teacher, andbeingable to takecare of arrange·
ments, such as parking, childcare, feesfor participation,
while receiving few negative learning experiences.
Journal of Extension: Fall 1992
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Implications
Thisstudyof aduR participation has Implications for
planning, markel/ng, anddelivering Extension programs.
People assess whether they'll participate Inllially
usingwhat theyknow aboutExtension in general as well
as the specKic leaming opportunlly. Marketing strategies
should buildon Extension's reputation for quality Informa-
tion. The imageof Extension, recently much maligned,
appeared In Ohio to be a big drawing cardfor current
clientele assessing potential futureparticipation-as
though theytrust an old friend. This theme emerged in
datafrom urban aswell as rural locations, menas well as
women, and agricuRurally related subjects, as well as
home economics, 4-H, andcommun~y development.
Reaching out to newclientele or working In areas where
Extension Is lesswell·known may require marketing to
establish this reputation.
The studyalsosuggests that Extension programs
should be designed to incorporate soeIallnvolvement In
educational experiences. Leamlng experiences should
alsobe structured to stimulate self-Improvement beyond
leamlng newinformation and'skills related to the speclflc
topic. ~
When making arrangements for educationai'pro-
grams, convenience should be considered by and clearly
marketed to potential clientele. People makechoices
about participation based on the Information they're
given; anticipated convenience is as important as adual
convenience.
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COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF SUSTAINABILITY
SOCIAL ISSUES RELATED TO AGRICULTURE,
COMMUNITIES, AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES
LEARNING METHOD: Presentation and Discussion
PRESENTED BY: Cornelia B. Flora (Nebraska)
Director, North Central Regional
Center for Rural Development
Jan L. Flora (Indiana)
Department of Sociology
Iowa State University
SUMMARY:
Social capital can be envisioned as one component of our total resource base that includes
human, financial, manufactured, and environmental capital as well. Social capital
includes mutual trust and reciprocity. Crucial to the understanding of social capital is a
definition of community; community may also refer to groups of people who
interact-either around a place or common interests or both. The farming or the academic
community are examples of communities of interest. Building social capital depends on
the development of mutual trust among community members, emergence of networks
around special issues, formation of groups, sharing of symbols and common meaning, and
a collective identity. Based on research in the Midwest, diverse symbols, widespread
resource mobilization and inclusive networks increase social capital. Indicators of
healthy communities include diversity of ideas and people, acceptance of controversy,
depersonalization of politics, focus on process rather then personality, and permeable
boundaries of the community. A move toward more sustainable practices and
reinvestment of some capital in the local community results in more diversified local
enterprises, more options due to greater individual and collective income opportunities,
and healthy local business. Local environmental conditions could improve due to
communities working together to better water, air, and soil quality. With the introduction
of sustainable systems and greater community involvement, there should be an increase in
individual empowerment, greater participation in the community by more players, and
increased opportunities for beginning farmers.
KEY REFERENCES:
Flora, C. B. 1990. "Sustainability of agriculture and rural communities." Ch. 12 in: Sustainable
Agriculture in Temperate Zones, C. A. Francis, C. B. Flora, and L. D. King, editors.
John Wiley & Sons, New York. p. 343-359.
Flora, C. B. 1995. "Social Capital and Sustainability: Agriculture and Communities in the Great
Plains and Corn Belt." Research in Rural SocioloeY and Deyelopment· A Research
Annual. Vol. 6, 1995 (forth coming).
Flora, C. B. and J. L. Flora "Community Sustainability and Forms of Capital." Unpublished
paper, Department of Sociology, Iowa State University.
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COMMUNITY SUSTAINABILITY
AND FORMS OF CAPITAV
Cornelia B. Flora
Jan L. Flora
COMMUNITY SUSTAINABILITY
Community sustainability can be defined as the ability of a community to utilize its
resources to ensure that present and future members of that community, as well as those in
adjacent communities, can attain a high degree of health and well-being, economic security,
and a say in shaping their future while maintaining the integrity of the ecological systems on
which all life and production depends (Kline, 1994). The definition implies a strong equity
focus within the community, across generations, and across communities. This definition
takes us well beyond the conventional indicators used for community development.
Community sustainability is based in part on the resiliency of that community to
respond to changes in the larger environment, A community 'can be defined as interactions
among individuals for mutual support. This definition results in two types of communities:
communities of interest and communities of place. Just as the technology that made mass
society possible gave us the ability to shop, worship, sleep, recreate, and work in different
places, so the technology of the information age has made it possible to have our most
intimate personal interactions with those a continent or more away, forming and reforming a
vast number of overlapping communities of interest or affinity (Dillman). Yet the
interactions based on locality are still critical for locality survival, particularly that related to
ecosystem resiliency. The interactions which traditionally defined geographic communities
have expanded spatially, creating the need for people to redefine community boundaries or to
recognize multiple boundaries to their communities of place."
COMMUNITY RESOURCES
Resiliency depends in part on the resources available to a community. Those
resources can be viewed as forms of capital, which areto be reirrvested locally to produce
new wealth. Capital can be thought of as 'any resource capable of producing new resources.
Two forms of capital have conventionally been viewed as important for community
development: financial and manufactured capital and human capital. When looking at
community sustainability, it is also important to analyze environmental capital and social
capital.
I Much of this paper is excerpted from Cornelia B. Flora, "Sustainable Agriculture and
Sustainable Communities: Social Capital in the Great Planis and Corn Belt," unpublished
rnss, Dept of Sociology, Iowa State University, 1994.
2 It is later argued that this collective ability to redefine and symbolically expand
community boundaries is an indicator of social capital.
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FINANCIAL AND MANUFACTURED CAPITAL
Financial and manufactured capital in a community consists of the private and public
capital goods and financial assets (Flora, et al., 1992: 109). Financial and manufactured
capital is what economists generally refer to as capital: human made inputs used in the
production process. This includessuch financial instruments as stocks, bonds, and credit, as
well as buildings, sewers, water systems, power stations, public revenues and bank deposits.
There is a tendency to judge community development in terms of the increase in financial
and manufactured capital, in part because it is easy to measure. Financial and manufactured
capital is either already monetized or immediately convertible to monetary terms. Strategies
of sustainability aim at maintaining financial and manufactured capital over time, but do not
privilege maximizing financial and manufactured capital over other forms of capital
investments. Financial capital is highly mobil, generally undeterred by national boundaries,
while manufactured capital is also mobile, although with high transaction costs in its
movement.
HUMAN CAPITAL
Human capital includes individual capacity, training, human health, values and
leadership. Embodied in individual human beings, it is also mobil, but not nearly as mobil
as financial capital. Economists use the term "labor", consisting of the skills abilities,
education and training which workers possess and bring to their jobs. Conventionally human
capital has been measured in terms of formal educational attainment (again, probably because
of ease of measurement and readily available census figures on this variable). Increasingly,
there has been a great concern for leadership skills as a crucial part of human capital
necessary for community development to take place. Human capital also includes non-formal
skills that are associated with experience carrying out a particular task and indigenous
knowledge about an area. Health status is another aspect of human capital important in
development and sustainability. Strategies of sustainability aim at increasing the capacity of
individuals within a community and diversifying the human capital resources.
ENVIRONMENTAL CAPITAL
Environmental capital encompasses air, water, soil, biodiversity, and landscape.
Economists refer more narrowly to land to summarize the environmentals used in the
production process. These assets can either be consumed or invested. If they are consumed,
however, they are not defined as capital because they do not generate other resources. For
instance, natural beauty of an area can be environmental capital, if it is linked with other
kinds of capital to encourage local tourism. The tourism "consumes" the landscape, but for
those investing in tourism, the landscape is a form of capital.
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Interactions among people
for mutual support
Cornelia Butler Flora
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Capital
Resources invested to
create new resources
Cornelia Butler Flora
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Communities of Place
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• savings & money for investment
• stocks & bonds
• house, farm & other assets
• sewers, water systems, buildings
• timber
Cornelia Butler Flora
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Environmental
Capital
• air
• soil
• water
• biodiversity
• landscape
Cornelia Butler Flora
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SOCIAL CAPITAL
Social capital in a community is the mutual reciprocity and mutual trust that exists
among its citizens. Putnam describes social capital as referring "to features of social
organization, such as networks, norms, and trust, that facilitate coordination and cooperation
for mutual benefit. Social capital enhances the benefits of investment in financial and
manufactured and human capital."
Social capital has a variety of configurations. Each configuration has different
implications for community sustainability. Social capital can be horizontal, hierarchical, or
non-existent. Horizontal social capital implies egalitarian forms of reciprocity, while vertical
social capital involves a kind of patron-client relationship, as in communities stratified by
race, class, or ethnicity, and non-existent social capital occurs in bedroom communities, rural
communities which become a low-rent haven for jobless urbanites, and many central city
neighborhoods (including those undergoing gentrification). Such communities tend to have
high population turnover and many have high levels of conflict. Only horizontal capital
contributes to sustainable communities.
In communities with high levels of horizontal social capital, each member of the
community expected to give (and gains status and pleasure from doing so), and each is
expected to receive as well. Each person in the community is seen as capable of providing
something of value to any other member of the community. Further, contributions to
collective projects, from parades to the volunteer fire department and Girl Scouts, is defined
as a "gift" to all. Horizonal social capital tends to embed networks within the community.
An example is an established farmer in southeastern Minnesota who wrote a check his
neighbor, a sustainable agriculturalist who had been struggling with excessive debt load since
the farm crisis. That money allowed the neighbor to get out of Chapter 11 (bankruptcy). He
delivered the check with the message, "I hope you will be able to help out another young
farmer some day." Social capital was being created -- for the community. Norms of
reciprocity were reinforced, but payback to the donor was not required or even expected.
Hierarchical social capital is quite different. While it is also built on norms of
reciprocity and mutual trust (or at least mutual obligation), those relationships are vertical
rather than horizontal. Traditional patron-client relationships, typical of urban gangs (Portes
& Sensenbrenner, 1993), Sicilian "families," or "boss"-run political machines are created.
Those at the bottom of the hierarchy-who obviously are beholden to the few at the top-are
the majority of the population in such communities. As a result, the receivers of favors owe
incredible loyalty to their "patron" when time comes to vote for public office, to collect from
a loser in the numbers racket, or to settle a score with a rival gang. As a result, horizontal
networks, particularly outside the sphere of influence of the patron, are actively discouraged.
Dependency is created and mistrust of outsiders is generated. This type of social capital is
prevalent in persistent poverty communities (Duncan, 1992).
Absence of social capital is characterized by extreme isolation. In these communities,
there is little trust, and, as a result, little interaction. Bedroom communities, rural
communities which become a low-rent haven for jobless urbanites, and many central city
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neighborhoods (including those undergoing gentrification) fit this pattern. Such communities
tend to have high population turnover. Many (not the bedroom communities) have high
levels of conflict. When middle and upper class residents lack social capital, they are able to
substitute financial and manufactured capital for social capital: hiring private guards, fenced
neighborhoods, and elaborate security systems. In poorer communities, there are often high
levels of crime and delinquency. Putnam showed that areas in Italy with low levels of social
capital (concentrated in southern Italy) had lower levels of government efficiency, lower
levels of satisfaction with government, and slower rates of economic development than did
provinces with high levels of social capital (central and northern Italy).
Interactions of Different Forms of Capital
Each form of capital can enhance the productivity of the other forms of capital.
Increasing social capital greatly cuts transaction costs, making other resource use more
efficient. Granovetter (1973) was one of the first among an increasing number of scholars to
propose the independent effect that social capital has on the functioning of economic systems.
Overemphasizing the value of a single form of capital can reduce the levels of other
forms of capital. For example, over emphasis on generating financial and manufactured
capital without regard to the pollutants generated can reduce the value of human capital
through negative impacts on health or on environmental capital through destruction of soil
and water quality or on social capital through by-passing local networks and replacing them
with impersonal bureaucratic structures with top-down mandates. Attention solely to
environmental capital can lead to a wasting of human capital and a decline in financial and
.uauufactured capital, as that form of capital preservation is pursued.
Because of its importance for community sustainability, it is important to try to
measure social capital on a community level. Coleman has identified social structure that
facilitates social capital on the individual level. He has identified closure of social networks
(seeing the same people in more than one setting -- in the case of his study, church functions,
school functions, and as parents of your children's friends) and tried to operationalize that
within the family in terms of the social capital available to the child from the family. In the
case of community, Flora and Flora have identified some basic social structures within a
community -- entrepreneurial social infrastructure -- which can be seen as contributing to the
development of horizontal community level social capital. These are I) diverse symbolic
structures; 2) widespread resource mobilization, and 3) diversity of networks.
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SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Symbolic Diversity
Symbols are the source of meaning for human beings. Symbolic interactionist theory
informs us that meaning is not intrinsic in an object, but is socially determined through
interaction. Different human groups have different sets of shared symbols. Indeed, the same
object may have very different meanings for two different groups. The meaning given to the
object in tum determines how one acts toward it (Mead). Symbolic diversity within a
community means that while symbolic meanings for objects and interactions may differ, there
is an appreciation among different community members of the different meaning sets. With
symbolic diversity, there is a recognition of differences, but the differences are not
hierarchical. "Different than" does not mean "better than".
Where there is symbolic diversity, people within the community can disagree with
each other and still respect each other. There is acceptance of controversy. Because
differences of opinionare accepted as valid, problems are raised early and alternative
solutions discussed. Members of the community are able to separate problems ("We need
better medical care") from solutions ("We need a doctor"). People feel comfortable in
raising issues without being accused of causing the problem. Discussion of the pros and cons
of alternative solutions can be presented and argued. At times, an individual will argue for
one solution. At other times, that same individual might make a strong argument for an
alternative. An individual's identity is not conflated with her or his position on a particular
issue.
Because controversy is accepted and issues are raised early, communities with social
infrastructure which contributes to horizonal social capital have depersonalization ofpolitics.
Community members do not avoid taking a public position. Stands on issues are not viewed
as moral imperatives. Because problems can be addressed early, one's stand on an issue is
not equated with one's moral worth. Risk of character assassination -- and the destruction of
one's job or ruination of one's social life -- is lessened for those who take on public charges.
The much discussed burnout of volunteer public officials, which is often related to the great
deal of abuse they face from 'their constituents, is thus less.
In communities with high levels of symbolic diversity, there is attention to process,
rather than ends only. These communities realize that there is no "silver bullet" solution
that will solve all problems. When alternatives are laid out and discussed, decisions are
made based on a high probability of taking action that will have to be modified in the near
future. There is constant evaluation of impact and adjustment of action. Continuous
learning occurs. Communities that focus on process tend to have lots of local celebrations.
Finally, communities with symbolic diversity have a broad definition of community
and permeable boundaries. Such communities find it easy to become part of
multicommunity and regional efforts, not by giving up community identity, but by expanding
it.
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Resource Mobilization
The ability of a community to mobilize resources is critical for social capital to
develop and is a vital part of community level social infrastructure. Resources are defined
broadly, which allows a wider range of community members to contribute. For example,
certain older community members might not have large quantities of cash, but have important
knowledge of community history.
There is also equality of access to resources within a community. For example, it is
assumed that every child should have a chance at a good education. High school drops outs
are viewed as a community-level problem, not the fulfilling of one's social destiny, based on
one's parents' social status. Equity of access often means that a wide variety of resources,
from swimming pools to golf courses to schools, are financed publicly and open to all, rather
than owned by private individuals or elite social groups.
In order to enhance equality of access, resource mobilization as a part of social
infrastructure contributing to community social capital formation includes collective
investment. Such communities are willing to invest in themselves, through school bonds,
public recreation programs, and volunteer fire departments and emergency squads. There is
the expectation that all will participate in some way, and mechanisms are in place to facilitate
that participation.
Finally, there is also an ethic which encourages individual investment of private
resources. Banks in such communities have high loan-deposit ratios, choosing to invest
locally rather than in safe but distant government securities. Local entrepreneurs can find
both equity capital and debt capital. And local people are willing to put individual dollars
into local community development corporations and enterprises, often assuming that there
will be no payback or that the payback will be in the distant future.
Networks
Networks are a crucial part of social capital (Coleman). Community social
infrastructure facilitates their formation. A critical aspect of networks for social capital
formation is diversity. While internally homogeneous groups are often the basis for diversity
within the community, there must also be within the community networks that include
individuals of diverse characteristics: young and old, men and women, different racial and
ethnic groups, different social classes, and, often most difficult, newcomers and old timers.
Community networks must be inclusive to contribute to social capital. This is
different from representational. There is a realization that adding more people to the table
means a larger community pie, not a pie that now has to be cut into more pieces. A social
infrastructure that keeps adding diverse groups to the leadership networks is more likely to
develop the social capital necessary for sustainable community development.
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Networks that contribute to sustainable community development link horizontally to
other communities. We refer to this as lateral learning (Flora and Flora). Communities that
develop this kind of networking often take a diverse group of people to a community which
has done something they want to emulate. They visit together, ask lots of questions, and
come back determined to adapt the idea -- and do it even better.
vertical networks to regional, state or national centers are important for sustainable
community development to take place and thus an important part of social infrastructure.
Such networks link a large number of community individuals and groups to resources and
markets beyond community limits. Wide access is a crucial aspect of social infrastructure,
because where there is a single gatekeeper between the community and the outside, no matter
how well connected that person is, the concentration of power in a single individual
contributes to hierarchical, not horizontal, social capital.
Social capital and social infrastructure are a necessary but neglected part of
sustainable communities. The elements of social infrastructure are measurable at the
community level, allowing us to determine levels of and trends in social capital. We can then
assess how social capital interacts with other forms of capital in real communities. The
subsequent goal is to devise means to increase social capital in those communities where it is
deficient.
The four forms of capital we have discussed are not an end in themselves. Rather,
they should interact to bring about certain desirable outputs-outputs which can be
characterized in the aggregate as sustainable communities. If sustainable communities are
those which are economically viable, socially just (low in inequality), and environmentally
sound, then the graph on page 16 might characterize the relationship among the different
kinds of capital and community sustainability. As indicated earlier, the various kinds of
capital interact with one another. Similarly, they interact to produce ends such as economic
viability.
Multiple indicators of the different kinds of capital can be identified and prioritized.
(Priorities may be different for different communities). Likewise, multiple measures of the
ends which we are seeking could be devised for particular communities. We are working
internationally to devise indicators of sustainability through the SANREM CRSP (the
Sustainable Agriculture and Environmental Management Collaborative Research Support
Project, a multi-university, USAID-funded effort. The same thing could be done for Iowa
communities.
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LEARNING METHODS FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL
AND ECONOMIC DIMENSIONS OF SUSTAINABILITY
WHOLE FARM CASE STUDY
LEARNING METHOD: Participatory Learning with a Whole Farm Case Study
PRESENTED BY: Helene Murray
Minnesota Institute of Sustainable Agriculture
University of Minnesota
SUMMARY (by C.A. Francis):
Farmer knowledge and experience have long been recognized as information resources that
contribute to new technologies. These sources traditionally have been difficult to access,
organize, and apply. There is continuing debate about the validity and transferability of results
from on-farm experience. The whole farm case study provides a method for putting
information together to integrate the effects of components and their sensitivity to management
in cropping and crop/animal systems. The whole farm case study is "a systematic examination
over time of the biological, social, and economic factors of an entire farming system. The
process is an examination of interactions among production practices, economic status,
business management, and interrelations of farmers and employees ....they are best conducted
by interdisciplinary teams representing a diversity of fields within the biological and social
sciences." To some degree, this method has been used when we visit farms and hear a
description of goals and decision making, or when a farmer panel reports the process and
results of system design and results. The method as presented formalizes this use of farmer
wisdom and experience as a legitimate alternative form of systems education.
KEY REFERENCES:
Merriam, S. B. 1988. Case study research in education. Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA.
Murray, H., L. M. Butler. 1994. Whole farm case studies and focus groups: participatory strategies
for agricultural research and education programs. Amer. J. Altern. Agric. 9(1&2) :38-44.
Murray, H., D. Green-McGrath, L. S. Lev, A.M. Morrow. 1994. Whole-farm case studies: A how-
to guide. Oregon State Univ., Corvallis, OR. EM 8558.
USDA. Guidance for the development and use of case studies as a source of conservation effects
information. Section V-C, Procedural References, Tech. Manual.
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Whole farm case studies and
focus groups: Participatory
strategies for agricultural research
and education programs .
Helene Murray and Lorna Michael Butler
Key words: whole farm case study, focus groups, partieipatory research, systems re-
search, qualitative research
Abstract. Research and extension personnel are beginning to lookfor new strategies to
involve more farmers and the non-farm public in their programs. Two approaches we
have used are whale farm case studies (WFCS) andfbcus groups. WFCS in Oregan and
Washington led10 several research andeducationalprogramming ideas that are currently
heing pursued in both states. A focus group to stu~ water quality. nitrate leaching and
farming practices in Skagit County, Washington is one outcome ofthe WFCS process. It
is made up of 16 people. including farmers, university personnel, members ofenviron-
mental groups, and government representatives.
We review these two complementary participatory strategies for systems-oriented sus-
tainable agriculture research and education programs. Both have been very usefill for
building problem-solving partnerships between tire land-grant universities and agricul-
tural and environmental constituents in our area, Noteworthy outcomes include: comple-
mentary applied on-farm andexperiment station research.farmtng systems analysis; pub-
lic education; new linkages with environmental and agricultural interest groups; addi-
tional grant funds In address identified priority issues; and interdisciplinary teams that
cut across the biological and social sciences and include diverse citizen representation.
Whole Farm Case Studies
groups clearly are concerned about agri-
culture. Research and extension personnel
are beginning to look for new strategies to
involve more farmers and the non-farm
public In their programs. Two comple-
mentary approaches we have used are
whole farm case studies (WFCS) and focus
groups. Both strategies can help give di-
rection to on-farm research, experiment
station research, and educational activities,
and both can help build more effective
partnerships between members of the pub-
lic and the LGU. Rather than descrihing
the many specific results of these two pro-
jects, our purpose in this paper is to de-
scribe our experience using these methods
and to outline some strengths and difficul-
ties ofeach approach.
Whole farm case studies and focus
groups contribute most when they are part
ofa larger research and education program.
Fig. 1 shows where WFCS and focus
groups fit within a program in western Ore-
gon and Washington that seeks to increase
fanner participation in research and educa-
tion programs.
while addressing some ofagriculture's so-
cial, environmental, and economic con-
cerns. A major goal ofthe SARE program
has been to examine entire fanning sys-
tem.', not just specific components such as-
weed or insect control. The justification
for this approach is that problems do not
manifest themselves in isolation, so that
understanding the system helps put com- A whole farm case study is a systematic
plex interactions into context. To help ac- examination over time of the biological.
complish this goal, a major emphasis ofthe social, and economic factors of an entire
SARE program has been to increase fanner fanning system, such as production prac-
participation in the development and use of tices, economic status, business manage-
technology. ment, and relations between fanners and
In lhe past, land-grant universities employees. It relies primarily on qualita-
(LGUs) perceived their most importantag- live information unlikely to be derived
ricultural audience to be fanners and lead- from controlled experiments or from one-
ers of farm organizations. This is rapidly time surveys, and. therefore, is excellent as
changing, since a wide range of public a complemenlto quanlitative research and
American Journal or Alternative Agriculture
i 'l:'~·';;· ~h'-;;·;I~k·( ·"llrcliIIJh1r, MinneSOl:l Institute
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Under the 1985 farm legislation, the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
W<15directed to pursue research and educa-
tional activities in low-input sustainable
agriculture (LISA). Now known as Sus-
tainable Agriculture Research and Educa-
tion (SARE), the program was designed to
help agricultural producers to provide an
inexpensive. plentiful and safe food supply
Introduction
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Figure 1. The western Oregon and Washington model for increasing farmer in-
volvement in research and educational activities.
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economic analysis. The case study ap-
proach has been used extensively in busi-
ness, economics, and medicine. In agricul-
ture, case studies can develop a better un-
derstanding of constraints, innovations,
and human interactions in various produc-
tion systems.
Because WFCS are designed to under-
stand systems, participation of biological
and social scientists and farmers in their
development and implementation is cru-
cial to their success. Among the factors to
be considered when designing a WFCS
are: its purposes, available time and
money, expertise of team members, inter-
disciplinary goals and expectations, and
the duration of the study.
During the design phase it is important
to clarify the purpose and anticipated out-
comes ofthe study. The design needs to be
flexible enough to incorporate new infor-
mation. It is important to have a plan, but
it also is important to recognize that the
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plan will change. In our view, the process
ofbuilding an interdisciplinary team is one
product of the activity.
Using a collaborative team approach,
Oregon and Washington State University
personnel conducted WFCS of 16 small
fruit and vegetable farms to provide direc-
tion for applied sustainable agriculture reo
search and education strategies beginning
in 1988. The 16 farms are located between
Skagit County, Washington and Lane
County, Oregon. Seven are certified or-
ganic farms, one has both certified organic
and conventional production, and the reo
maining eight are conventional farms. In
this paper we use the term "conventional"
to describe those farms not meeting the re-
quirements for organic certification. The
farms range in size from 8 to 3,000 acres,
with gross sales ranging from $10,000 to
$4 million annually.
Rather than comparing farms within the
study group, the goal was to identify dif-
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ferent approaches to solving similar prob-
lems and to focus on farmer-developed in-
novations. The study included the follow-
ing steps: development ofan inrerdiscipli-
nary team, design of the study, collection
and analysis of data, and presentation of
findings.
The Implementation Team for the
OSUlWSU project consisted of research
and extension personnel in both states in
the following fields: agricultural econom-
ics, agronomy, anthropology, ecology, en-
tomology, family economics, farming sys-
tems research and extension, home eco-
nomics, horticulture, marketing, plant pa-
thology, soil science, and weed science. A
wide range of disciplinary expertise was
sought to gain a broad understanding ofthe
complex interactions of diversified farm-
ing operations west of the Cascade Moun-
tains. A total of34 OSU and WSU person-
nel worked on the project. Because the
study was conducted in two"tate., we
chose to form a team in each'slate with
similar areas ofexpertise. A single tearn to
conduct the study might have been prefer-
able, but travel time and expense consid-
erations ruled out this option. Allowing
two teams to evolve encouraged more peo-
pie to participate and to assume ownership
of the process and its outcomes.
A sondeo was used to identify farmers
willing to participate. A sondeo is a rapid
apprais~.~ey commonly used in Farm-
ing Systems Research and Extension. It
employs a flexible interview process, per-
mining in-depth examination of issues in a
whole farm context (Hildebrand, 1981;
Beebe, 1985). Using a few open-ended
questions, fanners were asked about crop-
ping patterns, marketing practices, pest
management strategies, and problems as-
sociated with their operations. The sondeo
gave the Implementation Team members
an early opportunity to work together, get
to know each other, and develop a common
understanding of systems problems and
potential solutions. It required the social
scientists to focus on the complex produc-
tion issues that confront producers, and re-
quired the biological scientists to consider
equally complex social and economic is-
sues. Farmers and team members together
were able to identify research and educa-
tion priorities. Brophy et al. (1991) pro-
vide a summary of methods and findings
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from thesondeo interviews in Oregon and
Washington.
After farms for the WFCS were identi-
fied, data were collected using several ap-
proaches: informal interviews; in-depth
structured interviews; observation; forms
completed by both farmers and Implemen-
tation Team members; soil and plant tissue
testing results; photographs of production
practices; and, when available, popular
press articles and other printed materials
about the farm, farm family, or specific
production practices. Field notes were
usedto document interviews and observa-
tions. Use of multiple sources ofinforma-
tion, known as triangulation of sources
(Webb, 1966; Rossman and Wilson, 1985;
Marshall and Rossman, 1989; Patton,
1990), contributed to the validity of the
study.
At least three visits were made to each
farm, besides the sondeo interview. The
first visit focused on production practices,
access to equipment, decision-making
strategies, and sources of information.
During the second trip to each farm, we
talked with farmers about their production
practices and decision-making strategies
during the peak ofthe growing season. We
also discussed marketing approaches and
strategies during the first two visits. Data
were recorded by individual team mem-
bers as we toured the farm with the primary
operator ofthe farm, or at least one member
of the farm family. The first two visits
lasted between two and four hours per
farm. Before visiting each farm, team
members listed information to examine
and discuss during the visits. The flexible
interview process enabled team members
to explore topics and ideas in depth.
The final visit was more structured.
Team members developed and used a
questionnaire to gather specific informa-
tion about management of each farm.
Most questions asked during the third in-
terview were open-ended, enabling re-
spondents to elaborate on topics and allow-
ing the interviewers to ask for clarification
when necessary. We discussed household
management, economic status ofthe farm,
labor issues, and farm management during
this visit. The interviews lasted an average
ofthree hours each and were conducted by
groups of two or three team members, in-
cluding at least one biological and one so-
cial scientist. In this interview we also at-
tempted to talk with each farmer's spouse
or business partner to obtain their view of
the farming operation.
We also requested data on farm labor
use. We gave farmers a brief data form to
record the monthly labor hours (both paid
and unpaid) and electricity and fuel usage.
All the case study farmers agreed to coop-
erate with this part of the study, but not all
farmers supplied us with the requested in-
formation.
Data analysis was done by leam mem-
bers throughout the study. Implementa-
tion Team members met after each series
of farm visits to discuss findings, observa-
tionsand impressions, and to identify areas
requiring clarification. Usually the meet-
ings were in person, although a few were
telephone conferences. Either these meet-
ings were recorded and later transcribed, or
detailed notes were taken to document the
discussion.
Focus Groups
The process of conducting WFCS in
western Oregon and Washington identified
many research and educational needs, es-
pecially the need to include diverse stake-
holders in the planning and implementa-
tion of projects. Some WFCS participants
in Washington identified the focus group
process as a way to involvenon-university
people in research and education projects.
Focus group discussions and interviews
otTera way to understand and interpret how
people see a particular situation or idea.
The process involves collaborative learn-
ing through exchange of information and
perspectives, whichcangenerate informa-
tion and insights that might not emerge
from individual interviews. In a WSU pro-
ject in Skagit County, 16 people repre-
senting diverse interests formed a group to
study interactions among water quality, ni-
trate leaching, and farming practices.
These topics were identified as priority is-
sues during the WFCS study visits to
Skagit Valley farms. Focus group mem-
bers include row crop growers, repre-
sentatives of agricultural industry, an ex-
tension agent, anextension specialist, a re-
searcher, government agency repre-
sentatives, a dairy producer, repre-
sentatives of environmental groups, and a
Tribal community member.
The WSU-Skagit County focus group
has been giving direction to an applied re-
search and education program focusing on
nitrate leaching and water quality. Focus
group members are learning from each
other by sharing knowledge, experiences,
opinions, and ideas, and are building a part-
nership of agricultural and environmental
interest groups and research and extension
personnel. The impetus was the growing
evidenceof excessive concentrations ofni-
trates in groundwater throughout several
western Washington counties. With these
findings came accusations that nitrogen
from animal manures and commercial fer-
tilizers was exceeding the needs of crops.
Excess nitrogen, as nitrate, can leach into
groundwater when rainfall or irrigation ex-
ceeds the waterholding capacity ofthe soil.
The Skagit River, the largest waterway
flowing into the Puget Sound, carries sub-
stantial quantities of nitrogen. This is sig-
nificant for agriculture becl!Jse the lower
Skagit River drains about 68,000 acres of
commercial farmland.
The topic was sensitive because North-
west horticultural producers and dairy op-
erators pride themselves on being good
stewards of the land. They do not believe
their production contributes to nitrate con-
tamination of groundwater. Most believe
that ifthere is a problem, agriculture is not
its sole cause. However, most fanners in
the area are interested in learning about
data.oe nitrate leaching generated under
western Washington climatic and produc-
tion conditions. With this objective in
mind, focusgroup members meteveryfour
to six weeks to analyze the nitrate issue and
its implications for western Washington
farming systems. Since the first meetings
in February 1992, members have met 11
times, in 2-hour time blocks. Table I
showsthedifferent topicsand activities ad-
dressed since February 1992.
Dissemination and Linkages
Outcomes of both the WFCS and the
WSU-Skagit County focus group have in-
cluded new partnerships and teams com-
mitted to collaborative problem solving.
Forexample, team members havecooper-
ated on studies with the Padilla Bay Estu-
arine Research program and the Minto-
Brown Island Park Agricultural Task
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Table I. Washington State University - Skagit County Cropping Strategies and Water Quality Project: Focus group phases
and corresponding activities and topics addressed (February 1992-July 1993).
Phases
Phase I: Learning Together About Nitrates
Phase II: Defining Research and Educational Needs
Phase III: Planning On-Farm Research (OFR)
Phase IV: Implementing On-Farm Research
Phase V: Understanding On-Station Research Results and
Implications
Phase VI: Planning for Public Education
Phase VII: Acquiring Additional Grant Resources
Phase VIII: Broadening our Agenda to Include Wildlife Management
Activitleslfopic Addressed (in sequence)
• Soil nitrogen cycle
• Human health and nitrates
• Cropping strategies and water quality research and
education project model
• Introduction to station research
• Skagit County watershed management and planning
• Nitrates and forest ecosystems
• Baseline survey of nitrates, water quality and farming
• Clarify and document focus group ideas, issues and
questions
• Focusgroup interview regarding nitrates and ground water
contam ination in Skagit County
• Potential OFR
• Implementation subteam preparation for focus group
education regarding OFR
• Education regarding designing and impl~ting OFR
• Generate ideas for on-farm COver crop re4arch
• Identify cooperators
- Project design
- Cropping strategies field day
• Cooperators layout cover crop trials on their own farms
in keeping with their own system and resources
• Developing an OFR evaluation tool
• Evaluation ofOFR (team, cooperators, laboratory)
• Expanding scientific knowledge regarding effects of
winter cover crops, ~ernative fertilizers and rations, use
oflysimeters "-
• Alternative audiences
- Environmental organizations, public
• Important message
• Alternative educational approaches
• Focus group involvement in team presentations
• Grower information needs for use of fall-planted cover
crops
• Need to develop best management practices (BMPs) for
fall-planted cover crops
• Focus group application for grant funds for development
and documentation of BMP information
• Grant funding secured (beginning 1/94)
• Skagit Valley wildlife habitat and agricultural practices
• Effects of increased use ofcover crops
• 'Poco' barley cover crop experiment launched
• Survey ofgrowers regarding history/extent ofwinter cover
crops use
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Table 2. Strengths and difficulties of the Whole Farm Case Study (WFCS) ap-
proach
Force. Both projects have established
linkages with national environmental
groups and have addressed farming, wild-
life, and agricultural-urban interface is-
sues. In both Oregon and Washington, on-
farm and experiment station research has
been initiated on topics such as cover crop-
ping, crop rotation. and alternatives to
commercial fertilizer. Farmer participa-
tion is a key element of these projects.
Fanners, researchers and extension agents
jointly identify projects, plan work, and
collect and analyze data. In the Washing-
ton focus group, members of the non-farm
public also are part of the research team.
Information is shared by field tours and
workshops as part of the ongoing Farming
for Profit and Stewardship conference se-
ries. In both Washington and Oregon the
SARE projects have been augmented by
private and government funding that has
greatly increased the scope and amount of
work.
Educational materials have been created
for conferences and workshops to dissemi-
nate information about participatory meth-
ods and to convey research findings. WSU
and OSU researchers and extension per-
sonnel have shared information at semi-
nars and workshops with colleagues about
the lessons that have been learned from
participating in the focus group and
WFCS. Publications about research re-
sults and methods have been prepared
(Brophy et aI., 1991; DePhelps, 1992;
DePhelps and Butler, 1992; Butler, 1993;
Lev et aI., 1993; Murray et aI., I994a; Mur-
ray et aI., I994b).
Summary and Conclusions
The strengths and difficulties of the
WFCS and focus group approaches are
listed in Tables 2 and 3. Both approaches
arctime consuming: communication takes
time, but ultimately is worthwhile. Inter-
estingly, complaints about the time that
must be devoted to these approaches come
mostly from academics, not farmers.
However, both projects have created new
linkages among diverse groups, strength-
ening research and educational programs
in both states. Land-grant university per-
sonnel have learned a great deal from farm-
ers and other participants. Non-university
participants also have told us that they
Strengths
• Allows great flexibility in addressing
the specific needs, interests and goals
of all participants
• Team members gain better under-
standing of the complexity of entire
farming systems, not just components
of agriculture within their areas of
expertise
• Identifies farmer-developed innova-
tions
• Provides an avenue for increasing
fanner involvement in research and
extension activities
• Offers a means of identifying re-
search and education needs
• Improves communication among a
wide group of people
value the knowledge gained in the pro-
grams.
Despite the time commitment, team
members participating in the Ore-
gon/Washington WFCS project said that
interaction with other team members pro-
vided them with new perspectives and en-
abled them to see how their disciplinary ex-
pertise complements analysis of whole
farm systems. Working across state lines
and institutions has been difficult at times,
but it also has led to valuable new working
relations and has laid the groundwork for
future joint LOU efforts in our region.
The focus group approach is valuable as
a mechanism to understand and interpret
how different people see a particular situ-
ation or idea. Whole fann case studies, on
the other hand, provide information about
how systemsfunction, and area way todo
interdisciplinary work and to increase
fanners' involvement in research and edu-
cation programs. Both approaches gener-
ate in-depth insights, suggest innovative
solutions to problems, and build partici-
pants' ownership ofoutcomes.
Farmers who have participated in the
case studies and focus groups have ex-
changed information with other farmers
Difficultie.
• Need to identify farmers willing to
spend time and to share specific infor-
mation about their farming operations
• The logistics of conducting this type
of research can be challenging; need
to have at least one team member who
is willing to coordinate the day-to-
day details of the study
• Theinstitutional rewards forconduct-
ing this type of research may be lim-
ited
• Analysis of qualitative information
can be difficult and time consuming
• Requires team members to spend
considerable time designjng, plan-
ning and conducting the study
• WFCS research is expensive, primar-
ily because of time involved in plan-
ning, data collection,,flsc:uuion of
findings, analysis and 1f.poitlng
,-':;
and have received nutrient analysis results
and specific answers to questions from par-
ticipating scientists. Farmers have been
invited to participate as teachers and pre-
senters at meetings and conferences and to
serve on prestigious advisory boards and
coml1Jltt~es. The process also has facili-tated'~hange of information with other
people in the United States and in several
other countries. Valuable linkages have
been made between environmental and
other interest groups. Some of these link-
ages have resulted in new partnerships and
grant funds.
Whole farm case studies and focus
groups help to identify farmer innovations
and experiences that are of value to other
fanners, interest groups, and research and
education programs. For university per-
sonnel, a difficulty with both approaches is
gaining institutional rewards for their
work. Farmer and citizen knowledge and
experience are difficult to quantify and
evaluate, and, therefore, the information is
not widely accepted as useful when peer
reviewed. Because this knowledge repre-
sents a nontraditional source of infonna-
tion, it is considered by some to be less
valid than other forms of research-genet-
42 American Journal of Alternative Agriculture
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Table 3. Washington State University - Skagit County Cropping Strategies and Water Quality Project: Strengths and diffi-
culties of the focus group process
Strengths Dirticulties
• Challenges academics to de-emphasize their "expert" roles and
to strengthen their "learner" roles. The opposite is true for
members of the public, who gradually assume more "expert" or
"problem solver" roles
• Provides an opportunity for growers, scientists and other "inter-
eSI"groups to share knowledge, experience, expertise and opin-
ions
• Allows group members to develop a broader, deeper under-
standing of the complexity of western Washington production
systems
• Stimulates participants' curiosity, interest and motivation con-
cerning agriculture, water quality and nitrate leaching
• Provides an opportunity for coalition building by bringing di-
verse groups together in a neutral setting
• Strengthens individuals' problem solving commitments
• With the services of a neutral facilitator, allows extension and
research personnel to participate as focus group members
• Stimulates a proactive stance among growers concerning a prob-
lem that otherwise could have regulatory impact
• Increases participants' interest in the subject in a nonthreatening
atmosphere
• Diffuses potential conflict among participants holding different
beliefs and values
• Identifying and involving environmental interest group
representatives in the early phases of an agriculrure-ori-
ented focus group as shown by token environmental
group participation
• Requires an able facilitator or organizer to nurture and
support group participants; responsibilities are time
consuming and not all people have the needed skills
• Some non-grower members could not understand why
they were in the focus group until considerable time had
elapsed
• Subteam members need to learn to share difficulties and
responsibilities,to give credit for accomplishments, etc.
Requires interteam trust and communication
• Can be dominated by a few strong, vocal individuals
unless there is a competent facilitator
• Requires considerable time commitment by all team
members
• Perception on the part of the subteam that lIIcus &roup
members did not have the time to meet Iice-ta-face;
participants look part regularly and willingly in spite of
numerous community and business responsibilities
ated information. However, the involve-
ment of farmers and interest groups in-
creases the likelihood thai the information
will be applicable to "real world" condi-
tions.
We need to help university administra-
tors, includingdepartmentchairs, research
directors, and deans, to find ways to docu-
ment and show the value and impact of in-
terdisciplinary work and the potential it of-
fers for reaching a broad base of target
audiences. WFCS and focus groups offer
a flexible alternative to traditional research
and education strategies. Both approaches
are valuable tools for understanding sus-
tainable agriculture problems and whole
farm systems. The techniques are also use-
ful for building interdisciplinary teams and
for strengthening partnerships between the
land-grant universities and diverse interest
groups.
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Section V-C
Procedural
References
Guidance for the
Development and Use
of Case Studies as a
Source of
Conservation Effects
Information
Purpose: To provide guidance to SCS field
office and conservation district employees in
the collection and use of case studv
information. Case studies from .
representative resource problem situations
may be used to complete the Conservation
Treatment Information worksheet. The
Conservation Treatment Information
worksheet should be stored in the Tech
Guide, Section V-B-I, titled "Producer
Experiences" for use in future planning
efforts and training activities.
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Introduction
What are case studies
and how can they be used?
A "case study" is an organized set of quantitative
and qualitative information that describes before and
after treatmentresource conditions and the impacts
from installing a conservation system",
A case study is one example of how a recommended
conservation treatment, such as a change in
mllllllement, practice or system installed, actually
worked out to meet cooperator objectives and
effectively treat resource problems.
Case studies provide field offices and districts with a
distinct means to improve on-going conservation
planning. Sharing case study results with poteDtial
cooperators should also promote new couervation
planningopportlinities and accomplish additional
levels of trea1ment.
Case studies developed by field office and district
professionals are intended to be a relatively quick
and practical means of providing potential
cooperators in comparableresource situations with a
vision of the way their current situation might be
modified to achievea desired resource condition.
They are not intended to be definitive analysesof
resource treatments which scientifically determine
complete cause and effect relationships.
Thus, case studies to evaluate the effects of
conservation should contain neither the dqree of
detail nor the rigor of analysis used in university
level case studies. However, they should be much
more insightful thin CIIUa1 observation and help us
gain a better undwiltliidiDg of the ecological
implications of change from current production
systems to new systems based on conservation
treatments. Case study formats may vary.
Exhibits I and 2 illustrate two formats that may be
used.
"Before and after treatment" information allows for
estimating change, but because exact cause and effect
relationships between treatment inputs and
conservation outputs (results) are difficult, and in
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some cases impossible to identify, the eqJeCted
locus of c:ase studies should be on the results or
outcomes of trea"'-t. Given that each
cooperator's resource situation is unique, case
studies should, at a minimum, describesuccessful
treatment situations with some expectation for
replicatingthe results. Unsuccessful treatments
should alsobe notedso mistakes are not repeated,
Many end products can be derived from the
development of case study information in addition to
the case studies themselves:
- Brief information~ containing
highlights of the _ problems addressed,
applied treatments, experienced effects, farmer
satisfaction, etc.;
- Brief one-page iDtormatioa sbeets, modeled
after flict sheets;
- Conservation Treatment Information worksheet
for Sec. V;
- TralDiD& materials for instructing field and
district professionals in planningand use of
technical information;
- Local news and farm magazine articles; and
- Case studyfarms can be the focus of Soil and
Wateror Resource Conservation District tours
and traiDiD& exercises;
All of these products and uses could be part of
public information campaigns and training to
illustrate effective ways to evaluate and treat
resource problems.
Potential problems to be aware of
with Case Studies
Attributing change to a conservationtreatment is
potentiallythe mostcomplex and uncertain aspect of
SCS case studies. Researchers do not like to predict
results based on only one example. In fact, this is a
weakness of using the case study approach to predict
the effects and impacts of conservation work.
However, that weakness does not destroy the
usefulness of the approach. Examples of the
potential problems with case studies that could
complicate our uDderstanding of the effects of
conservation are:
Variability in weather, e.g., unusually low
rainfall during the growing season could
cause yields to be lower than the levels
expected when you planned the conservation
system.
- Changes in management such as a change in
varieties planted, fertilizer used or as a result
of lessons learned during Implementation,
e.g., modifying tillage depth or timing,
Measurement errors with respect to inputs,
outputs or both;
Some other factor might change between
before and after treatment observations, e.g.,
biological or chemical changes in the soil
which might solely be a function of time and
be unrelated to the treatment, i.e., increasing
salinity; and
Significant statistical variation with respect to
yields or any other measurable outcomecan
occur which mayor may not be related to the
treatment.
Paying close attention to details, objectivity in
planning and collecting "after treatment" data, aDd
experience in coDdue:tin& such studies will help
minimize errors.
In addition, data collected over several seasons will
tend to minimize the impact of years with
unexpectedly low or high responses to treatment.
Above all, you need to make it clear t~ subsequent
farmers that "These are the results achieved on one
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of your neighbor's farms. We can't guarantee that
you'll do the same, but we feel reasonably certain
that comparable changes could be achieved. The
exact magnitude of change most likely will be
different, but should fall within some reasonable
proximity to the case study results."
Case studies are recommended
Case studies are highly recommended as planning
and public information tools.
The examples (Exhibits I and 2) are meant to serve
as format examples that may be utilized to develop
the "Conservation Treatment Information" worksheet
(Exhibit 3).
Conservation treatment information can come from a
variety of sources such as university research,
conservation field trials, aDd the expert knowledge of
experienced planners within aDd outside of our
ageacy as w~l as from case studies.
Case studies are simply another planning tool -
perhaps one of the most practical for improving our
planning, for prioritizing assistance, and for reaching
out to new farmers.
Some conservation practices and systems are so
simple or easily understood that most of your
farmers will not need case studies to reach a
decision. Also, nwidatory local ordinances
regarding certain landuse activities may require
specific practices such as sediment basins below
irrigated fields, filter strips adjacent to w~ter ~dies,
or nutrient management plans. Case studies might
be very desirable in these situations, but they
certainly are DOt mandatory .
The incorporation of conservationeffects .
information into the FOTG is a long-term, dynamic
endeavor with case studies being one effective means
to develop representativeeffects information to aid
farmers and ranchers in conservation
decisionmWng.
Case Study Development and Use
Mostcase studies should be a record of what
happened under certain statedconditions when
conservation treatments were applied. A case study
need not be approached as a complex research effort
requiring explicit hypotheses, research design, and
statistical tests of significance, but each of these
concepts could be considered aDd used.
Planners should begin by thinking about the resource
base in their area (COUDty resource aDd laDduse
situations). Ask "WbU resource _ai... are
domiDant In tbls COIIIItymd what are Cbe main
associated problems md opportuaities?"
Answering this question will help you develop a
strategicview of the area aDd will diIect case study
efforts to situations wherethe~ aDd
opportunities are greatest. Somebasic: county level
resource aDd laDduse dara will facilitate the initial
part of the case study developlDellt process.
Once the dominantcropIIivestock aDd resource
settings for your county are identified, predominant
treatments can be identified aDd aligned with the
landuse situations. Then priorities can be established
for developing case studies.
The key to success with case studies is to select
resourcesituations with a broad applicability to
many landusers, i.e., the studies should be
developed for major resource coocems on soil
mapping units aDd in resource use situations that
represent a significant portion of the resource
users in yout county.
This dats and your understanding of the resource
conditions, conflicts in use, current trends, aDd
expected future cbIDps, can be viewed along with
knowledge of the socio-ecollOmiC groups in your
area to select case study subjects and farmer
candidates.
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Selecting the Farmer
A cooperative, knowledgeable farmer is one of the
most iy1portant elements for a successful case
study. If the cooperating farmer can be classified
as an "early adopter" rlther than a "late majority" or
"laggard", you will have an easier job of convincing
other filinen to accept the results (see Exhibit5, "A
Composite Picture of Adopter Categories" for added
information). For new aDd untested technology, an
innovator is probably the best prospect for a case
study.
What information needs to be
collected?
A case study can be conducted as part of your
ongoiq conservationplanning work with li~ extra
time needed during your review of the farm i;
operation aDd while developiqaDd evaluatin&
a1ternatives.(planning elements 4, 5, aDd 6).
Additionally, follow-up (element 10) needed after
the conservation plan bas been implemented
(element 9). will serve to verify or reject planning
expectations aDd the results that the decision maker
hoped to lIcbieve.
t S1udiM Ihow ..... tarm.', IDOIt~ aouta of iDtonnltion
about ... crops, pracac.. aad~.. is GIber fa1'1Dln. If you
em cita rwubI obtaiDIdOD tIMfarm of.~ local rMident, you
will hiv...tidiwl ODe oldie tey concetnI oJ' DM* fal"lDeft.
Therefore. planning notes from an existing
conservation plan might contain all or most of the
information needed to produce a good case study.
However, for best utility. you will need to structure
the inConnation in your case study to include data
on the kinds, amounts, and timing of actions
taken to implement conservation treatments.
Typically, a case study will attempt to measure
quantifiably the level of inputs and outputs
associated with a particular conservation practice or
system (see Exhibits 1,2,3, and 4). You should
record fanning operations undertaken, type of
equipment used, dates of operations, number of
operations to complete work, and the kinds and
amounts of inputs such as seed, fertilizer, pesticides,
tractor hours, fuel consumption, and labor required.
Fertilizer and pesticide use should be based on
development of a nutrient balance sheet and
inventory of existing pests, respectively, in meeting
the nutrient and pest management standards.
To the extent that treatment significantly affects
yields, erosion rates, and other observable indicators
related to the resources of concern (soil, water, air,
plants, and animals) - such data should also be
recorded. Any significant changes in operational
and managerial conditions and decisions should also
be noted.
The degree of detail and selection of input and
output factors to collect data for, should be guided
by common sense and professional judgement. For
example, the conservationistcan ask himself the
question: "What should I observe in order to gauge
results and judge 'success'?" Such efforts will help
prioritize system variables and streamline data
collection and analysis.
Alternative types of case studies
Case studies can be based on:
(I) a comparison of the "before and after
treatment" conditions on a single farm;
(2) a comparison of two separate, but
comparable resource and landuse situations
on different farms or even on the same farm,
i.e., one site "wi.th and one without
treatment"; or
(3) a simple recording of the results a farmer
experiences "with treatment" on a single site
regardless of the "before" treatment
conditions.
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The first and second alternatives mentioned above
require that data be collected for both the "before
treatment" or benchmark situation (without
treatment) and the "after treatment" (with treatment)
condition arising from the conservation option
adopted.
The last alternative represents the simplest, easiest
approach, but inherently has the greatest risk for
misunderstanding cause and effect relationships
because it focuses on "with treatment" conditions
only. Interpreting specificchanges attributable to
conservation treatments with this method is 1101 as
valid as the other two approaches.
This may IIOt matter, for the Immediate future, if the
optional situation is deemed more desirable than the
new cooperator's present situation and the adoption
of conservation technology is aa:ompanied by the
other innovations that were part of the case study
example. However, a more precise understanding of
the cause and effect relationships due to conservation
is important for our work over the longer term.
Indeed, conservation effects and impacts information
incorporated into Section V over time should result
in improvements to Section m.
Conservation Effects vs, Impacts
The difference between 'before and after treatment"
or "with vs. withouttreatment" input/output
conditions represents cbange. This change may be
all or in part due to the conservation treatment.
Change attributable to SCSlDistrict-recommended
treatment is defined as the conservation impact.
Effects represent the quantitative and qualitative
descriptive characteristics of the outcomes of
treatment only. They are the overall results which
provide a general vision of the treatment and its
effectiveness. The effects show wbat a practice or
system looks like, its characteristics and results, and
represent the ,eneral expectations achievable
elsewhere if the resource conditions are relatively
similar.
The effects of a conservation option can be relied
upon by the planner for depicting the expected
response to treatment for a given conservation option
and resource situation. The effects information
developed with approaches I and 2 will influence a
new cooperator's expectations for change and can be
used to focus new planning efforts in order to avoid
unrealistic expectations based on a new cooperator's
impressions of the case study estimated impacts
(change).
The specific changes (impacts) realized in a case
study can aid decision making, but are DOt always
needed. Assuming that the new cooperator's
resource and enteqlrise situation is comparable to the
case study. then a general idea of the kinds of
conditions (effects) to be created should meet his or
her minimum information needs. Thus Alternative 3
is acceptable, but will DOt provide the new
cooperatorwith a detailed understanding of the
pretreatment case study conditions nor an estimate of
the changes realized as would the first two methods.
This point is very important becausethe exact
changeor impacts achievable will vary somewhat for
every farmer who applies a particular conservation
option and the case study approach that you select to
share with a new cooperator will be showing one of
several possiblecomparisons:
• between the newcooperator's current
conditionand the case study "before and after
treatmeIIt conditions" (alternative
approach #I);
• between the newcooperator's current
condition and the case study "with and
without treatment conditions" (alternative
approach #2); or
• between the new cooperator's current
condition and the case study "with or after
treatment conditions" (alternative
approach 13).
An understanding of these analysis concepts and case
study approaches is essential to avoid confusion.
Apart from time requirements. the approach used
does not matter as long as the expected outcomes or
effects are not uniqueand they should DOt be in
similar resource settinp, i.e.• once again, the before
treatmentconditiolll.and after trealm(!llt results
should be represeutltive and therefore replicable.
The main advantage of the first two methods for
conducting a case study is the identification of
conservation impacts (change). They also offer
another advantage over the third approach. Data
from "before and after" or "with and without"
treatmentcase studies helps to assure that all
important issues and planning steps have been
followed. The conservation effects and associated
impacts provide an abundance of information for
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newclients to begin evaluating the appropriateness
of the case study to their specific situation and then
build their own conservation plans.
In summary. the results of any case study must be
described within a context which identifies the
resource situationand the actions and timing of
those actions taken to achieveexpected treatment
outcomes.
Several methods for organization and development
may be used and a minimum of data requirements
must be met to help other farmers understand the
consequeuces of their choice.
The data collected in a case study at a minimum
must:
I. be specificfor a conservation practiceor
system;
2. ldteIIIpt to hold III variables DOt related to
the CODSerVlItion treIImeut CODStant (this
requires careful firmer selectionand
consuItIIion duriDI imp'......"lalioo to ..avoid
changes in varieties, fertiliier, etc.) ,.
3. includethe kinds, amounts and timing of
treatment actions; and
4. identify the physica1 and biologica1 effects
associated with those actions.
Item number 2 above is impossible to completely
control becauseevery year's weather. crop sequence,
and methodology of operationswill vary. Under
certain circumstances, a case study effort could even
be rendered useless becauseof weather. farmer
finance, or other induced changes unrelated to the
conservation beatmeDt.
How should the information be
displayed?
Exhibit 4 illustrates one way case study information
could be displayed for use with a new cooperator.
The left-hand column shows the kinds. amount and
timing of actions undertaken by the case study
farmer in the "beforetreatment" or benchmark
condition.
The second column from the left shows the effects of
those actions. This data is recorded during elements
4 and 5 of the planning process.
The third column from the left shows the impacts
(changes) of adopting the option displayed in
Exhibit 3. Again, the impacts are the differences
between the effects observed in the "before
treatment" benchmark condition and those effects
realized in the option or "after treatment" condition.
The evaluation of impacts essentially constitutes
element 10of the planning process.
Finally, the last or right-hand column shows the
farmer's perception of the value of those impaas.
Such a display of the case study information can be
especially helpful to assist a new farmer to decide
whether or not to develop a conservation plan.
Care and good judgement must be used in deciding
whether to use the participating farmer's name when
presenting results to others. Ideally, the case study
farmer would consent to the public use of the results
and also be an esteemed local resident. However, if
confidentiality is a concern, case study information
can be presented carefully without reference to the
particular cooperating farmer.
How do I handle multi-year
rotations?
Information from each of the years of a multi-year
rotation must be collected and kept separate. If a
multi-year rotation is the conservation option you are
evaluating, and you want to compare it with a
continuous crop benchmark condition, then you will
need to do some summarizing and averaging over
those years to make comparisons.
Some planning assistance from the area or state
office may be needed for your first case study
efforts, but you will soon develop a good idea for
handling multi-year rotations and other
complications. The point to remember is that you
must collect the information regarding the Idnds,
amounts and timin. of actions and the resultin.
effects for each year of the treatment rotation that is
different from the benchmark or "before treatment"
condition. Exhibit 4 displays an example of a two-
year rotation.
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Case Study Information Needs
Summary
The follo.wing is a comprebensive list for conducting
case studies that evaluate change. Some case studies
(see page 6 "Alternative types ... ") would not need
"before treatment" data.
(See Exhibit 6 "Case Study Guidance Summary," for
an outline of the steps to conduct a case study.)
I. Benchmark or "before treatment" resource
and landuse situation (soil mapping unit, slope
range, crop rotation, eec.), problems and
opportunities;
2. The Farmer's objectives, concerns and
understanding of his resource condition and
trends;
3. Treatment response to problem: Kinds,
amounts and timing of actions wbether
practice or system specific;
4. Conservation effects by relevant resources:
land, air, water, plants, animals and as they
relate.to on-farm operations. The effects
measured could be, e.g., soil pH, nutrient or
pesticide loadings, or management related,
etc., but will invariably include the physical
and biological effects. Profitability migbt
also be included;2
5. Conservation impacts (optional for use with
alternative methodsI and 2 covered
previously): The changes that occur as a
result of treatments applied (the difference
between "before treatment" or the Benchmark
conditions and the Option or "after treatment"
conditions); change in profitability might also
be included;
6. Other impacts, sucb as changes that occur
which we cannot attribute to the conservation
treatment: these include changes that we are
unable to explain or quantify, but which are
observable;
2 lDfol'mltioo on the coIU and returns luociated with • ea" lltud)' can
b. developed to IMIp martet COftMn'alion. ConIult your ...c. .oDOmiJt
.for ...i"ftI:e.
7. Did the "after treatment" condition fulfl11
SCSfDistrict goals as well as the farmer's
needs and objectives?
8. Other observations? Lessons learned?
lnfonnation gaps and research needs?
Remember that the purpose is to develop
meaningful effects intonnation that can help
explainthe features and benefits of conservation
treatments.
Developing Case Studies. in a
Group Setting
One of the most interesting and productive ways to
develop case studies is through the simultaneous
conduction of numerous studies by a group of
employees worlting within a specified geographic
area.
Group interaction could greatly facilitate
development of case studies and training in their
development and· use. For example, suppose that
each conservation planner within a given area
develops one completecase study during the fiscal
year.
Assuming that they could be completed within one
year, such an effort could be part of a regional staff
meeting, e.g., an ArealField Office meeting. The
initial meeting could be used to explain the case
study process, set objectives, develop farmer
selection criteria, identify and assign study priorities,
and establish wget dates for review and completion.
In order to gain the most from group interaction,
case studies could either be assignedso that all
participants work on the same resourcellanduse
situationor on compl«ely different situations.
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Working in one group would concentrate attention
on a common theme and enrich the depth of mutual
understanding of both the case study process and the
technical aspects of treatments. Working
individually or in smallgroups would facilitate a
broader understanding of multiple situations and
avoid duplication of efforts.
At subsequent staff meetings, planners could make a
brief report on their case study prosress. The
conservation plan itself, as well as the case study,
will likely be improved by the observations,
questions, and suggestions of your colleagues.
Omissions or needs for additional effort might be
identified with everyooe beuefiliDl from the
experienceof others. Such effom would have a
positive influence on the participaDt's interest in case
studies and the quality of the workperformed.
Once the first follow-up session bas been completed,
studies, reports, or display sheets could be shared
among the participantsto muimjp the transfer of
information. Examples of particularly effective
write-ups and data displays will be helpful to
everyone involved even if the data itself is DOt
pertinent for use in other areas.
In subsequentyears, effort shou1d be direcled
towards fillIngthe gaps in our llllderstanding of
existing case studies and determining other potential
case study topics that could be developed in the
future. Improvements could be lChieved through
additional data on already completed casestudies and
additional efforts with new fanners.
In most cases, planners should be encouraged to
undertake at least one case study per year to maintain
their skills of observation, analysis, and reporting.
Summary and Conclusions
Conducting case studies should not require
significant efforts beyond nonnal conservation
planning activities. Properly structured, they will
provide more insights on actual results from
conservation treatments experienced by producers
in your area.
These insights will improve your Icnowledge of the
outcomes experienced by farmers. Therefore, you
will be able to express your recommendations for
treatment in a morecredible manner because of
greater "product" Icnowledge and understanding.
Farmers will recognize this expertise and your
effectiveness will increase accordingly.
You will also be better able to apply "Professional
Sell ing Skills· and other conservation marketing
concepts to identify and target priority resource
problems and potential cooperators.
Case studies will also help build a permanent
record of treatment results that are very useful for
sellingconservation and that won't disappear as
employee retirements and transfers occur. They
should also serve technology transfer purposes
when shared between field offices and with other
interested parties. The information contained in a
casestudy enables planners with various levels of
experience to have access to the Icnowledge of the
best.
Finally, going through the process of developing
and evaluating a case study could be an excellent
training exercise for new employees to refine their
Icnowledge of planning and to enhance
measurement skills and use of the predictive
models.
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H. Murray, D. Green-McGrath, L.S. Lev, and A.M. Morrow
Figure 1.-The western Oregon and Washington model for
increasing fanner involvement in research and
educational activities.
Agricultural scientists recognize farmer
knowledge and experience can provide
important contributions to the development
of new agricultural technologies. However,
insufficient use has been made of this
valuable resource because farmer knowledge
and experience are difficult to collect,
quantify, and evaluate. Some agricultural
scientists argue that farmers' experiences and
Helene Murray, former Sustainable Agricul-
ture Project associate, Department ofSoil
and Crop Science; Daniel Green-Mctlrath,
Extension agent, Marion County; Larry S.
Lev, Extension economist; and Alice Mills
Morrow. Extension family economics
specialist; Oregon State University.
observations areunique to a specific site or
situation, and information learned is not
transferable to others. Scientists rely on
research-based information derived from
replicated experiments that arc, for the most
part, reductive in nature. Fanners, on the
other hand, often question the relevance of
small, controlled, and replicated plot research
conducted on research stations rather than
farms under normal farm constraints. The
discussion aboutthe relevance andvalue of
scientific agricultural research and farmer
knowledge quickly becomes complex.
How can scientists andfarmers work
together to incorporate their collective
knowledge to make agricultural research
more efficient and effective? One approach
we haveused is whole farm case studies
(WFCS). Case studies offer a systematic
means of compiling information in compli-
cated areas of human endeavor, providing
useful observations that go beyond the range
of controlled experiments. Whole farm case
studiescan be used as a complement to, but
not a replacement for, other methods of
research. Whole farm case studies contribute
the most when they are part of a larger
research andextensionprogram.
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other forms of scientific research. When used
as a single tool in a project, their value
diminishes because much of the information
learned wiII not be put to use. They can,
however, provide insights into how systems
work, and can help identify what is important
to clientele. Most importantly, case study
research provides an avenue for increasing
fanner involvementin research andexten-
sion activities.
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D. Green-McGrath, L.S.Lev, H. Murray, and R.D.William
Figure I.-Types of farmerlscientist communication.
What Are Farmer/Scientist
Focus Sessions?
Farmers and scientists exchange
Information and learn together
Fanner/scientist focus sessions are
collaborative learning experiences in which
farmers and scientists work together as peers
to solve a problem. These focus sessions are
an effective approach to dealing with
especially complex or urgent questions facing
the agricultural community.
Traditionally. scientists have communi-
cated with farmers in two principal ways (see
Figure 1). When scientists seek to. transmit
Daniel Green-Mctlrath, Extension agent,
Marion County; Larry S. Lev, Extension
economist; Helene Murray, former Sustain-
able Agriculture Project associate. Depart-
ment ofSoil and Crop Science; ond Ray D.
William, Extension horticulture specialist;
Oregon State University.
information to farmers, they depend on
lectures, publications, and demonstrations.
The information provided is intended to
increase farmers' knowledge and potentially
influence their actions.
When scientists seek to gather information
from farmers, they use methods such as
surveys and focus groups. Scientists gather
infonnation either to answer a current
question or to direct future research.
Fanner/scientist focus sessions, along with
other activities such as jointly managed on-
farm experiments, are a third and different
styIe of communication between farmers and
scientists.
Focus sessions take advantage of the
creativity and synergism that occur when
farmers and scientists listen carefully to each
other and learn as a team. Because the focus
session is a collaborative process of problem
solving, it gives all participants the chance to
influence the thinking and action of others
and to discover promising new approaches
for themselves.
The philosophy and techniques for
collaborative problem solving described in
Scientists provide
information to farmers
Lectures,
Publications,and
Demonstrations
Focus
Sessions and
On-Farm
Experiments
Surveys
and Focus Groups
Scientists gather
information from farmen
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most complete picture of a given problem
and the most comprehensive list of alterna-
tive strategies for solving that problem that
are available at the time. Individuals can use
this document in developing their own
courses of action.
• Identification of important questions
that need more research, and a frame
work for the research that considers the
whole picture.
• An enhanced sense of teamwork
between farmers and scientists.
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LEARNING METHODS FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL
AND ECONOMIC DIMENSIONS OF SUSTAINABILITY
DECISION CASE STUDY
LEARNING METHOD: Participatory Learning with a Decision Case Study
PRESENTED BY:
SUMMARY (by C.A. Francis):
Tammy Dunrud (Nebraska)
Steve Simmons (Indiana)
Program for Decision Cases
University of Minnesota
Decision cases were pioneered in business colleges and are widely used in such
programs around the world. The method recently has been adapted to create
participatory learning environments for agriculture, natural resources and the
environment. A decision case is focused around a clearly-defined decision maker, who
is struggling with a dilemma to which there is no obvious solution. This learning
method provides a way to approach complex systems or situations that cannot be
reduced to limited variables. Often there are resource, environmental, or ethical
dimensions to the questions or cases presented. Decision cases bring a real world
relevance and non-academic dimensions to the complex issues that face society. This
learning paradigm may incorporate the importance of experience, the power of social
values, and the growing awareness of environmental impact of human society in
decision making within agriculture, natural resources and food systems. This method is
a useful compliment to conventional teaching methods.
KEY REFERENCES:
Crookston, R. K., M. J. Stanford, and S. R. Simmons. 1993. The worth of a sparrow. J. NOl. Res. Life
Sci. Educ. 22:134-138. (Decision Case Example)
Hammond, J. S. 1976. Learning by the case method. Harvard Business School Pub!. on Case
Development and Use (9-367-241). Pub!. Div., Boston, MA 02163.
Simmons, S. R., R. K. Crookston, and M. J. Stanford. 1992. A case for case study. J. NOl. Res. Life Sci.
Educ. 21:2-3.
University of Minnesota. 1994. Case Catalog: Decision Cases for Agriculture, First Edition, Fall.
Program for Decision Cases, Col!. Agric., U. Minnesota, SI. Paul
Taeck, D. L., H. Murray, and S. R. Simmons. Minto-Brown Island Park: A Case Study of Farrning the
Urban Agricultural Interface. J. NOl. Res. Life Sci. Educ. 23:98-103. (Decision Case Example)
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A Case for Case Study
Steve R. Simmons,* R. Kent Crookston, and Melvin J. Stanford
In 1908, Edwin Gay, the first dean of the newly in-
stituted Harvard Business School, predicted that use of
case studies would become widespread in courses of the
college (Copeland, 1955). That visionary, and at the time
controversial, prediction provided the beginning for what
has become one of the most advanced and successful case
educational programs in the world. Decision cases devel-
oped by the Harvard Business School now number in the
thousands and are used in business and management pro-
grams at hundreds of colleges and universities around the
world.
The recent decision by the Editorial Board of the Jour-
nal ofNatural Resources and Life Sciences Education to
publish decision cases could prove to be as important for
stimulating case use in agriculture, natural resources, and
the life sciences as Dean Gay's advocacy was for Harvard.
Although agriculture, natural resource and life science
educators have long used problems, simulations, and
descriptive case situations in their class and extension edu-
cation efforts, the use of decision cases is relatively new
to these fields. Since 1987, the College of Agriculture at
the University of Minnesota has been promoting the de-
velopment and use of decision cases in courses within the
college. We have been participants in this effort and, as
case teachers, we have found great satisfaction in using
decision cases to enrich our programs.
What are Decision Cases? Decision cases have been
described as "a documentation of reality." Specifically,
a decision case describes an actual (not simulated or con-
trived) situation or dilemma requiring that a decision be
made. Within this issue of the Journal are three decision
cases that we hope will be the first of many to be pub-
lishcd in future issues. The protocol and format for de-
cision case development and publication are well
established within the business and management profes-
sions. However, there have been interesting challenges
in adapting the concept of decision cases to agricultural
or scientific contexts. But our experience at Minnesota,
where more than 25 decision cases have been developed
to date, has convinced us that case studies are very well
suited to our professions. .
What is Unique about Decision Cases? The difference
between a decision case and other case-like educational
experiences that we and others have used is subtle, but
profound. The atmosphere of interest, curiosity, and in-
formed debate created by a well-developed decision case
serves as a powerful catalyst for student learning and par-
ticipation. Decision case teaching can be intense. Some
cases precipitate arguments and some students are frus-
trated when the instructor insists that "There is no one
right answer." Good cases usually lead to several plausi-
blc or compelling decision possibilities, each standing the
Ic" of sound reasoning and technical validity. Most im-
portanrly. students learn that although more data would
be desirahle and that no perfect solution seems to exist,
a decision still must be made. Such is the stuff of deci-
2 • J. N.I. Resour. LIfeSci. Educ., Vol. 21, no. I, 1992
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sian making in the Ureal world." The more that we can
prepare students to function in such situations, the better
professionals they will be.
A former Harvard case teacher, Charles Gragg, wrote
a classic article entitled "Because Wisdom Can't be Told"
(Gragg, 1940). In it, Gragg maintained that
the mere act of listening to wise statements and sound ad-
vice does little for anyone. In the process of learning, the
learner's dynamic cooperation is required ... students are
provided with [case) materials which make it possible for
them to think purposefully. They are not given general
theories or hypotheses to criticize. Rather, they are given
the specific facts, the raw materials, out of which deci-
sions have to be reached in life and from which they can
realistically and usefully draw conclusions (italics added
for emphasis).
Gragg proceeded to make a convincing argument that de-
cision case educational experiences lead to the develop-
ment of professional "wisdom."
Why Publish Decision Cases? Although agricultural
and other scientific educators might conceivably publish
cases in business-oriented journals, it is unlikely that they
would have the readership of those published in a forum
Department of Agronomy and Plant Genetics, 411 Borlaug Hall, Univ.
of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108. Received 9 Dec. 1991.
"Corresponding author.
Published in J. Nat. Resour. Life Sci. Educ. 21:2-3 (1992).
Journal Requires Format for Decision Cases
Contemporary interest in providing problem-solving and
decision-making experiences in education has prompted the
adaptation of decision cases to agricultural, natural resource,
and life science situations. At the 1990 annual meeting of the
American Society of Agronomy, the Journal of Natural
Resources and Life Sciences EducationEditorial Board approved
the publication of decision cases suitable for use in classroom
or extension education situations. The following guidelines
describe the format for publication of decision cases. Prospec-
tive authors will find it helpful to consult these guidelines in
manuscript preparation to ensure minimal editorial delay.
Decision Case Guidelines In the Journal of Natural
Resource. and Life Sclencts Education
,
I. Criteria for Evaluation
Primary consideration is given to originalcases that describe
actual situations (not simulations) requiring a decision. Deci-
sian cases should foster integration of concepts, use of problem-
solvingskills, application of technical information, andlor con-
sideration of human, societal, and ethical factors. Appropri-
ate decision-maker roles for published cases include producers,
scientists or other professionals, educators, and policymakers.
Criteria for acceptance of decision cases are:
t. Cases must describean actual(not simulated) situation that
advances understanding or teaching of decision making
2. Cases must be thorough and well-documented(e.g., ade-
quate exhibit support) (continued on p. 3)
such as the Journal of Natural Resources and Life
Sciences Education. Most importantly, it is imperative
that a large number of high-quality decision cases in a
number of disciplinary contexts be developed and shared
if the use of decision cases is to proliferate in agriculture,
natural resources, and the life sciences.
Case development and writing is hard work; it requires
considerable time and effort to identify a suitable deci-
sion maker and decision focus, to research the case back-
ground and supporting data, and to elucidate the decision
issues and alternatives. Such scholarship must have a
ready outlet for publication if professionals are to be ex-
pected to commit the effort needed to develop cases.
Although some modifications are usually necessary to
convert a class or extension-tested decision case into a
refereed manuscript, it is one of the, best options availa-
ble for informing other professionals about the case, its
attributes, and its potential utility for their educational
activities. Peer review also helps to assure high and con-
sistent quality for cases that are shared among insti-
tutions.
Summary. There has been considerable emphasis of
late on the importance of higher-order outcomes in edu-
cation. Such outcomes include developing students' crit-
ical thinking and problem-solving abilities, helping them
deal with ambiguity and the assessment of risks, and en-
(continued from p. 2)
3. Cases must address topics and issues ojinterest to a broad
educational audience
4. Cases must be clearly and concisely written
II. Format Specifications
Abstract. A clearly worded abstract of the case situation in-
cluding description of the decision maker, decision focus, key
issues, and case objectives/use. The abstract should contain a
maximum of 250 words.
The Case. The case text should beinteresting and easy to read.
An introductory paragraph preceeding the case should set forth
the context of the case, including citation of other published
cases of relevance to the case being presented. The case descrip-
tion should permit the reader to fully understand the background
and specific considerations of the case. The text should allow
the reader to readily identify with the decision maker(s) and the
decision. The objectives of the decision maker should be evi~
dent in the case, either by explicit mention or by inference from
other case information. The alternatives or options of the deci-
sion maker in dealing with the issues should also be clear to
the reader. The concluding paragraph of the case should refocus
on the major issue(s). It is convention to write cases in past tense.
Exhibits. Effective cases are usually supported by relevant
exhibits. Examples of exhibits include data bearing on the de-
cision, illustrations, background documents, correspondence,
etc. Exhibits should be drawn from actual, unaltered sources
(exceptionsmay bemade when confidentiality must beprotected)
and should be referenced in the appropriate places within the
case text. Case exhibits should be well-organized and concise
and should not contain information that is irrelevant to the case.
Exhibit information taken directly from citable publications
should be referenced. Exhibits should be numbered in the same
order as they are referenced in the case.
Teaching Note. The teaching note describes the objectives of
the case and the principal issues considered. This section of the
manuscript should provide the reader a concise interpretation
of the significance and educational value of the case. The sec-
tion should also describe how the case has or might be used in
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hancing their decision-making skills. We have found that
decision cases directly and successfully address such out-
comes. Decision cases are not equally suited for every
educational purpose (Dooley and Skinner, 1977), but they
are a powerful part of the educator's "tool box." The
inclusion of decision cases as a regular feature in the Jour-
nal ofNatural Resources and Life Sciences Education is
a positive step and should help stimulate the development
and publication of good cases. We applaud the Journal's
action and encourage readers to consider whether they
might develop, publish. and use decision ca~~s in their
educational and professional activities.
REFERENCES
Copeland, M.T. 19S5. The genesis of the case method in business in-
struction. p. 2S-33. In M.P. McNair (ed.) The case method at the
Harvard Business School. McGraw-Hili. New York, NY.
Dooley, A.R. t and W. Skinner. 1977. Casing casemerbod methods.
Academy of Management Rev. 2:277-289.
Gragg, C.I. 1940. Because wisdom can't be told. Harvard Alumni Bull.,
October 19.
Your comments concerning the content of this editorial or other pub-
lished material in this journal are welcome at any time. Pleasesend your
Letter to the Editor to: David A. Munn, NLE Editor, The Ohio State
Univ., Agricultural Technical Institute, 1328 Dover Road, Wooster,
OH 44691.
a classroom or extension education context. If the case has been
used, the teaching note may provide a summary of student evalu-
ations of the case. The teaching note may also include the
author's analysis of the case, although the detail provided in
this analysis may be limited to protect the potential use of the
case by readers. Educators interested in teaching the case can
usually obtain a full copy of the author's analysis by correspond-
ing directly with the author. The leaching note is particularly
important for assisting readers in deciding whether or how to
use the case.
References. Citable references in the case text, teaching note,
or exhibits should be listed. Use the author/year system for citing
references.
Abridged Case Format. Some cases cannot be published as
complete cases due to their length or complexity. Such cases
may be published in an abridged case formal. All abridged cases
submitted for publication, regardless of length or complexity,
must be reviewed in their entirety prior to acceptance. No case
will be accepted unless both the complete case and abridged ver-
sion has been favorably reviewed by the reviewers and editors.
Text of abridged cases should be identified as "Case
(Abridged)." Thetextof an abridged case,as well as the leaching
note, should be of sufficient length and detail to permit read-
ers to understand the nature of the decision, the identity of the
decision maker(s), the principal issues of the case, and the educa-
tional value of the case. The abridged text and leaching note
should contain sufficient information to allow readers to as-
sess the potential for use of the case. Important exhibits should
also be presented whenever possible. As a minimum, abridged
cases should contain a complete list and brief description of all
exhibits referenced in the complete case. If readers are interest-
ed in teaching a case published in abridged format, they should
request a copy of the complete case directly from the correspond-
ing author.
Examples of complete and abridged cases are published in
the Journal ofNatural Resources and Life Sciences Education
(see pages 9-26). Prospective authors may reference these for
guidance on format and style. See a recent issue of the Journal
for the "Suggestions for Contributors" page for contribution
guidelines and style information (see p. viii).
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LEARNING METHODS FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL
AND ECONOMIC DIMENSIONS OF SUSTAINABILITY
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF SUSTAINABLE
PRACTICES AND SYSTEMS
LEARNING METHOD: Panel Discussion
PRESENTED BY: Chuck Francis (Nebraska)
University of Nebraska - Lincoln
Fred Hitzhusen (Indiana)
The Ohio State University
Concern in this society about water and air quality has resulted in a number of
government regulations on agriculture and other sectors. Participation in government
support programs is contingent on using soil conserving and non-polluting practices on
the farm. Since agriculture has been identified as a major non-point source of some
pollutants, attention of environmental and other public interest groups has focused on
reducing these unintended impacts of food production. One major advantage of
sustainable practices and systems is the potential for reduction of pesticide, fertilizer,
and soil loss from production fields. The reduction in input purchase and substitution
of internal, renewable, non-purchased resources from the farm can result in
considerable cost savings for the producer as well as water quality and other benefits
for the broader environment.
Soil and water quality receive major attention today in the rural areas of the United
States. People who live in smaller communities are concerned about their domestic
water supply as well as that needed for livestock. Costs of soil erosion are paid in the
short term by society, as we pay for extra water treatment, cleaning of harbors,
culverts and road ditches, and shorten the useful lives of dams and other water control
structures. In the long term, the costs of productive topsoil loss are even greater as we
defer these costs to future generations. A thoughtful discussion on environmental
impacts of sustainable practices and systems includes the viewpoints of producers,
federal agency specialists, downstream users and representatives of environmental and
other non-profit organizations.
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CONSERVATION BENEFITS OF AGROFORESTRY
Bruce C. Wight
Soil Conservation Service
Federal Building, Room 152
100 Centennial Mall North
Lincoln, NE 68508-3866
Agroforestry involves planting conservation trees to work for your farm. family and future.
The objectives of this paper are to describe the common agroforestry practices and the
benefits they provide. Agroforestry may be defined as:
An intensive land-management system that optimizes the benefits from the
biological interactions created when trees and/or shrubs are deliberately combined
with crops and/or livestock (Garrett etal .• 1994).
Agroforestry systems can provide many benefits. Depending on the agroforestry practice
established including windbreaks. alleycropping. riparian buffers. etc. the following benefits
(Garrett etal., 19941 can result:
- Increased productivity during successional changes
- Improved economic efficiency
- Increased biodiversity in agricultural landscapes
• Decreased wind and water erosion
- Enhanced biological regulation of major insect problems
- Increased efficiency in use of solar radiation
- Increased soil organic matter
- Decreased agricultural derived contaminants in riparian zones
• Increased uptake and fixation of atmospheric carbon dioxide
- Increased nutrient retention via greater exploitation of soil profiles
- Decreased weed competition
Each of the different agroforestry practices provide different benefits. The following
agroforestry practices are usually oriented in rows:
- Farmstead windbreaks
- Field borders
• Field windbreaks
- Alley cropping
- Livestock windbreaks
- Living snow fences
Whim windbreaks are discussed with most landowners. the value of farmstead windbreaks
is generally recognized. In fact. that is usually the first windbreak planting opportunity for
most farmers. A farmstead windbreak provides a number of benefits to the owner (Wight.
1988). Some of these benefits can be easily translated into dollars but others are
intangible. These benefits include:
I I I
Benefit
Energy Consumption
Snow Removal
Working Conditions
Equipment Maintenance
Structure Maintenance
Road Dust
Property Value
Noise Attenuation
Percent
+/-
Chenge
-10 to -40
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable
+6 to + 12
-10to-20
The energy savings of 10 to 40 % for the home and other buildings results primarily from
reduced heat losses from air infiltration (DeWalle and Heisler. 19881. Windbreaks in
northern climates will provide larger savings. The better built the home resulting in lower
air infiltration. the lower the savings will be.
Farmstead windbreaks can also prevent problem snow drifts around buildings. The cost
savings from less snow removal will vary from year to year but can be substantial.
Additional protection is also provided to buildings and equipment from wind damage and to
humans who have to work outside throughout the year.
A well established windbreak will increase property values. A rural subdivision in North
Dakota established windbreaks prior to selling the lots for homes. The lots were sold for
several thousand dollars more than similar lots without trees (Wight. 19871.
Noise from adjoining highways or other noise sources like grain drying equipment can be
reduced with a properly placed farmstead windbreak. A 10 to 20 percent reduction in
noise can be achieved with well designed plantings. The most reduction results when
trees and shrubs are combined with landforms like earth berms.
A second type of row planting is a field border. These are plantings of trees and/or shrubs
adjacent to fields which can provide wind protection and other microclimatic changes to
adjacent fields similar to field windbreaks. In addition to this. they serve as buffer strips to
help enhance water quality and add wildlife habitat.
Field windbreaks are the third row type agroforestry practice. Field windbreaks provide e
variety of benefits to adjoining fields and crops including the following (Brandle and Hintz,
1987):
Benefit
Crop Production
Wind Erosion
Snow Distribution
Irrigation
I 12
Percent
«t-
Change
+6 to +44
-50 to -100
> +50
-3 to -22
Ask most farmers to describe a field windbreak and they will often describe a large,
multiple-row windbreak planted in the 1940·s. Today's field windbreaks are narrower
windbreaks. These are often single-row and certainly no more than two-row windbreaks in
most cases.
Most of the benefits are a direct result of the changes in the microclimate on the leeward
side of the windbreak. Studies have been done with a number of crops and in many areas
to determine the influence on crop production. In fact, a summary of yield studies for
major crops from around the world indicates a significant increase in the major crops that
are of concern to us in the Midwest. The following table was developed after reviewing
current literature from around the world txcrt. 1988):
Relative responsiveness of various crops to shelter
Crop No. of Weighted mean
field-years yield increase
(%)
Spring wheat 190 8
Winter wheat 131 23
Barley 30 25
Oats 48 6
Rye 39 19
Millet 18 44
Corn 209 12
Alfelfa 3 99
Hay (mixed grasses and legumes) 14 20
Yields are also improved in horticultural crops like fruit orchards (Norton, 1988) and a
variety of vegetable crops (Baldwin, 1988) like onions. Honey production is improved with
windbreaks by providing a calm area for the bees. Generally, the yield benefits extend
from 10 to 15 H (H is the height of the windbreak) to the leeward of a field windbreak and
2 to 5 H to the windward. This yield benefit results in positive economic returns from the
windbreak investment (Brandle etal., 1992)
Field windbreaks are considered most often for their reduction of wind erosion. When they
are combined with other conservation practices such as conservation tillage and annual
crop barriers, an effective wind erosion system can be achieved (Ticknor, 1988). By
reducing soil erosion, the potential damage to young crop seedlings from soil abrasion is
also reduced.
Managing snow to provide additional moisture for crops is another effective use of field
windbreak systems (Scholten, 1988). This is especially important in areas where snow
provides a significant proportion of the available moisture. Care must be taken in the
design of snow management windbreaks since the size and location of the snow drift is a
function of windbreak density.
Snow can be spread evenly across the field with not only tree and/or shrub windbreaks but
also herbaceous barriers. A tree and shrub windbreak system supplemented with
herbaceous barriers like tall wheat grass or switchgrass is a very effective snow harvesting
technique. Systems composed entirely of grass barriers are also very effective in
harvesting snow.
I 13
Moisture management on irrigated fields is enhanced with field windbreaks. By reducing
wind velocity. a windbreak will improve the efficiency of irrigation (Dickey. 1988; Davis.
1988). Windbreaks around and through sprinkler irrigated fields reduce the evaporation
losses.
The fourth type of agroforestry practice in rows is alley cropping. Alley cropping is similar
to field windbreak layouts with single rows of trees or shrubs planted at varying widths
with crops grown in the "alleys" between the tree rows. The major difference with field
windbreaks is that the rows of trees or shrubs are planted with the intention of obtaining a
product in the future such as wood or nuts instead of just protecting the crop. Some of
the benefits of alley cropping include:
- Reduce water and wind erosion.
- Improve crop production.
- Supplement income.
- Provide wildlife habitat and travel corridors.
- Improve aesthetic diversity.
Windbreaks also have a significant role to play in protection of livestock. They improve
animal health. increase feed efficiency. and improve survivability during stress periods such
as winter and spring storms. The benefits of livestock windbreaks include:
Benefit
Feed
Livestock
Percent
+/-
Change
-10 to -30
Variable
All animals increase food intake and energy expenditure when subjected to temperatures
below their comfort zone. For example. the estimated lower critical temperatures for beef
cattle are:
Summer coat or wet
Fall coat
Winter coat
Heavy winter coat
59 0 F
450 F
320 F
180 F
Each degree below this critical temperature is considered a degree of cold. Increased
maintenance energy costs occurs for varying sizes and coats of beef cattle. For example.
a 660 pound beef animal with a winter coat will need approximately 1.1 percent more
feed for each degree of cold below 320 F (Hintz. 1983).
Wind chills contribute to this impact on livestock energy needs. Windbreaks can reduce
this impact by lowering wind velocities by as much as 70 percent. Let's look at an
example of the amount of energy demand on a 660 pound beef animal with a winter coat.
The air temperature is 20 0 F. and the critical temperature is 320 F. For a 20 mph wind the
wind chill on this animal will be 0° F. in the open and 13° F. behind a windbreak. When
these two wind chills are subtracted from the 32° F. critical temperature. the degrees cold
can be determined:
32° - 0° = 32 degrees cold in the open
32° - 13° = 19 degrees cold behind a windbreak
1 14
The degrees cold are then multiplied times the percent increase in energy cost for each
degree cold. In this case it is 1.1 percent:
32 deg. cold (in open) x 1.1 % = 35% increased energy need
19 deg. cold (with windbreak) x 1.1 % = 21 % increased energy need
In this situation the windbreak provides a 14% savings in energy needs of the beef animal.
This translates into less feed demands or less weight loss. Thus a livestock windbreak can
mean added profits not only from feed savings but may also mean the difference between
life and death for animals caught in a storm.
Snow and cold is not only dangerous to livestock but humans as well. Living snow fences
are designed to keep snow off transportation corridors. The sevings for snow removal, use
of slatted snow fence, and traffic flow will vary from year to year but can be significant.
Plowing through drifts versus a well designed living snow fence results in major energy and
time savings for individuals and taxpayers.
In addition to row type agroforestry plantings, block type tree and shrub plantings can also
add economic and ecological diversity to a farm. For example, Christmas trees can provide
a favorable economic return if adequate markets exist.
Many of the agroforestry practices provide wildlife habitat as a secondary benefit.
However, some landowners may want to focus on encouraging wildlife by planting specific
areas with clumps of trees and shrubs. These special plantings can key into specific
wildlife needs such as food, cover or living space. Locating these plantings near water
sources will enhance their wildlife value. Wildlife plantings are often made for the pure
enjoyment of the landowner or can result in economic returns with fee hunting or nature
observation.
Other block agroforestry practices include nut and/or fruit orchards which add economic
diversity to a farm operation. In certain parts of the country, primarily in the South,
investigations are being made to combine livestock grazing of forage under pine plantations
as a means of obtaining both short and long range economic returns from a field.
Riparian vegetation not only provides many aesthetic qualities to the landscape but plays a
major role in water quality. Some of the benefits of riparian trees include:
Reduce floods & erosion
Trap nutrients
Home for wildlife
Store water
A place for people to enjoy
Another economic opportunity may involve producing trees for landscape uses. Again the
market needs to be analyzed first before jumping into production. The final block type
agroforestry practice involves planting fast growing trees in a plantation for fiber
production or for fuelwood either as chips or cordwood.
In conclusion, agroforestry can be the answer to:
- Biodiverse habitats for humans and wildlife.
- Enhancement of local ecosystems.
- Reduction of resource problems and costs.
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- Increase in "profits" for clients and society.
With your interest and help, landscapes with few trees and diversity can be transformed
into multiple species and practices that can enhance the farm, family and future.
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LEARNING METHODS FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL
AND ECONOMIC DIMENSIONS OF SUSTAINABILITY
ECONOMICS OF SUSTAINABLE SYSTEMS
LEARNING METHOD: Presentation, Discussion, Group Activity
PRESENTED BY: John Ikerd
University of Missouri - Columbia
SUMMARY (by C.A. Francis):
One of the most frequent questions asked by farmers today is, "sustainable agriculture may be all
right, but is it profitable?" For the individual farmer, if a system is not profitable in both the short
and the long term, it is obviously not sustainable. Over the past century, the share of the food
dollar that goes to processing and marketing has risen steadily from less than 40% to more than
67%, while the portion paid for purchased inputs has risen from about 12% to near 24%. The
average farmer share of about 9% today is steadily shrinking, and farm size has rapidly increased to
compensate for low profit margins. Unintended impacts of this change have included the
concentration of wealth in fewer hands and the decline of many rural communities.
It is important to evaluate the long-term impacts of introduction of new technologies, on quality of
life for farmers and for communities. The careful choice of practices and reduction of purchased,
fossil-fuel-based inputs and substitution of management can help the producer reduce costs and
capture more of the sale value of farm products. Likewise, adding value on the farm or in the
community, or marketing directly to the consumer can also accrue more of the total sale price of
food to the primary producer. But even more important to the success of both farmers and rural
communities is the careful evaluation of the impact of concentration of land in larger farms, the
vertical integration of production with processing that moves decisions and control away from the
community, and the individual and community decisions that result in loss of family farms and
opportunities for young farmers. The average age of farmers in the Midwest is over 52 years, while
the modal age is about 58 years. To establish a viable agriculture we can build on local natural
resources and social capital, and search for equitable opportunities for all rural residents It is
especially important to examine the long-term impacts of our decisions on quality of life for farmers
and other rural residents.
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ECONOMIC AND QUALITY OF LIFE
ISSUES IN SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
John Ikerd
Sustainable Agriculture Systems Program
University of Missouri
Quality of life is a product of the terms by which people relate to each
other; socially, politically, and economically; and the terms by which people
relate to other elements oftheir physical and biological environment (QOL task
force).
The intrinsic importance of both economic and quality of life issues for sustainable
agriculture were codified by the U.S. Congress in the 1990 FACT act. In setting forth purposes
for research and extension related to sustainable agriculture, the Congress defined sustainable
agriculture as "integrated systems of plant and animal production practices having site specific
application that will over the long term:
• satisfy human food and fiber needs,
• enhance environmental quality and the natural resource base upon which the agricultural
economy depends,
• make the most efficient use of nonrenewable resources and on-farm resources and
integrate, where appropriate, natural biological cycles and controls,
• sustain the economic viability of farm operations, and
• enhance the quality of life for farmers and society as a whole. "
The intent of Congress regarding quality of life issues was further clarified in a House
Agricultural Research subcommittee discussion which confirmed that quality of life research
includes research to "increase income and employment -- especially self-employment --
opportunities in agricultural and rural communities and strengthen the family farm system of
agriculture, a system characterized by small and moderate sized farms which are principally
owner operated" (Congressional Record 10122/90:Hll128).
A universally acceptable definition of sustainable agriculture is yet to be found.
However, there seems to be a growing consensus that a sustainable agriculture must be
ecologically sound, economically viable, and socially acceptable. The criteria for sustainability
identified in the FACT Act fit easily within these ecologic, economic, and social dimensions.
The ecological questions of resource conservation and environmental protection have received
most of the public attention directed to the sustainable agriculture issue to date. The remainder
of this paper represents an attempt to shed some added light on the economic and social
dimensions of sustainability.
Economics of Sustainable Agriculture. Is it possible to sustain economically viable
farming operations while addressing the ecological issues of sustainability? Some will answer,
"Yes, many of the changes in farming systems needed to conserve resources and protect the
environment can also reduce production costs and increase profits." Others will answer, "No,
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if farmers change their operations to address conservation and environmental issues, productivity
will drop, costs will rise, and farmers' profits will fall." Who's right and who's wrong? Is
there any right or wrong answer?
It may be decades before we have sufficient evidence to make general statements about
relationships between farm ecology and farm economics. In the meantime, farmers, policy
makers, and people in general will continue to make decisions that affect the future of American
agriculture. They will base their decisions on whatever information is available at the time. So
the more relevant question might be; what do we know about the tradeoffs between ecology and
economics in farming?
National Economic Impact Studies. Several national studies have attempted to address
the economic implications of reduced chemical use in agriculture. David Pimentel and his
colleagues at Cornell University estimated the national environmental and economic impacts of
reducing agricultural pesticide use to one-half of current use levels. Knutson and Associates
evaluated the potential impacts of a total ban on commercial pesticides and nitrogen fertilizers.
Other studies have attempted to evaluate the profitability of alternative farming systems by
evaluating alternative crop rotations identified as "conventional" and "alternative" or
"sustainable." The World Resources Institute, for example, compared several conventional and
organic cropping systems in two different regions of the country. They estimated off-site
environmental costs and long run depreciation of soil productivity and included these costs in
their economic comparisons. A University of Missouri study was based on "conventional" and
"alternative" farming system scenarios. Each scenario reflected differences in crop rotations,
tillage methods, and input strategies. A recent article in the American Journal of Alternative
Agriculture by Linda Lee provides a review of several studies comparing "organic, low input,
and conventional" systems of farming. Not surprising, each of the above studies reached
different, but not necessarily inconsistent, conclusions.
An individual farmer's problems and opportunities are unique and may be significantly
different from those assumed in national studies. Thus, farmers must rely on their own
judgment concerning whether or not research results are relevant to their particular farming
situation. Policy makers are concerned about profits of individual farmers, but they must also
be concerned with regional and national impacts. Policy makers need information from national
studies, such as those mentioned above, as a basis for policy decisions. But, each of these
studies is based on a unique set of assumptions and research procedures; none of which can
precisely reflect reality. Assumptions and procedures inevitably affect the conclusion of any
study. Thus, policy makers and the public in general must make judgments concerning the
relevance of various studies to their decisions in much the same way as farmers must make
judgments concerning the relevance of research and demonstration projects to their farming
operation.
The Cornell study mentioned previously was based on an extensive review of previously
published research relating primarily to integrated pest management systems. The researchers
estimated costs of alternative pest control methods for all major U.S. crops. They estimated a
"social" or environmental cost of pesticide use of $2.2 billion in addition to the $4.1 billion that
farmers spend annually on pesticides. They concluded that "it might be possible to reduce
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pesticide use by one-half," while maintaining crop yields at current levels, "at a cost of
approximately $1.0 billion," a 25% increase in cost of pest control.
The Knutson study relied primarily on a national panel of Land Grant University
scientists to estimate yield impacts of eliminating pesticides and fertilizers. They used economic
models to estimate the resulting impacts on farmers' costs and profits and consumers'
expenditures on food. They concluded that a total ban on commercial pesticides and nitrogen
fertilizer would result in yield reductions ranging from 37% for soybeans to 78% for peanuts.
Yield reductions would more than offset reductions in costs per acre resulting in higher costs
per unit of production. Smaller supplies would result in higher prices and an increase in profits
for crop producers. However, an offsetting decline in the profitability of livestock production
would leave overall farm profits about the same as before.
The World Resources Institute study was based on yields, production costs, chemical use,
and changes in soil conditions recorded over nine years at two case study sites. In Pennsylvania,
where on-farm and off-farm environmental costs were relatively high, organic rotations were
clearly superior to conventional, chemical-intensive systems; agronomically, environmentally,
and economically. Their resource-conserving practices cut production costs by 25 % and reduced
soil erosion by 50%. In addition, WRI estimated off-site damages to the environment at $30 per
acre of cropland and the present value of maintaining long run soil productivity at $124 per acre.
The addition of these values resulted in an estimated two-to-one economic advantage for the
resource-conserving system over conventional systems. In Nebraska, where on-farm and off-
farm environmental costs were relatively low, conventional systems outperformed the alternative
systems in terms of market profitability by enough to just about offset the lower resource and
environmental costs of alternative systems.
In the Missouri study, a conventional farming scenario was based on cropping practices
in use during 1984-1987, as reported in the 1987 National Resource Inventory. Crop rotations
were matched with soil erodibility characteristics for nine major land resource areas which
include a large proportion of total U.S. field crop production. Resource management strategies;
including tillage, inputs, costs, and production levels were based on budget data supplied by
extension specialists from 13 different states. The lower-input scenario utilized alternative sets
of resource management strategies for each crop rotation and soil category in each region. The
alternative scenario utilized alternative crop rotations, tillage practices, and input strategies to
address soil erosion and environmental risks identified in the conventional farming scenario.
Total acreage and production levels for each crop in each region were the same for conventional
and alternative scenarios although the crops were shifted among soil types and rotations within
regions.
The basic conclusions of the Missouri study were that adoption of logical alternatives to
conventional cropping systems could simultaneously reduce soil loss by 70% from 1987 levels,
reduce fossil fuel use by 21 %, reduce use of commercial herbicides by 40%, reduce nitrogen
fertilizer use by 30%, and reduce total direct production costs by 17%. Lower-input systems
would require more management, but crop production labor was estimated to be only 7% greater
for the alternative scenario. No attempt was made to estimate differences in management or
overhead between the two scenarios. However, the study indicated an economic advantage for
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the alternative scenario in terms of returns of internal resources, including land and management,
if not in overall profitability.
Costs of Transition. None of the studies mentioned above dealt explicitly with sacrifices
in profits associated with a widespread transition from conventional to alternative or sustainable
systems of farming. The most obvious cost would be those associated with changes in machinery
and equipment, such as those required for conservation tillage and reduced input application
methods. Costs associated with changes in nutrient and pest management systems are equally
obvious, but they are more difficult to quantify. For example, the reestablishment of efficient
organic nutrient cycling in regenerative production systems may require several years.
Likewise, re-establishment of beneficial species, an integral part of many integrated pest
management systems, may require several years of limited reliance on chemical pest control
methods. Yields and profits may fall during such transition periods before recovering to long
run sustainable levels.
The most important transition costs may be those associated with changes in management
resources, the farmer's management ability. Sustainable farming operations may be
characterized as highly-integrated, dynamic, site-specific, individualistic, systems of production.
Much of the technology developed and implemented on U.S. farms over the past several decades
has supported specialized, capital-intensive, mechanized, systems of mass production.
Management of lower input farming systems may require a different type of management ability
that could take many years of study and observation for a farmer to acquire.
Iowa's Experience with Economics and the Environment. The best evidence to date of
farmers' ability to profitably reduce use of agricultural chemicals is reflected in fertilizer use
statistics from Iowa (Hallberg, et. al). Since 1982, a consortium of state and federal
organizations has implemented an array of programs to improve the environmental performance
of agriculture in Iowa. The Iowa legislature passed a Groundwater Protection Act in the mid
1980s that raises some $4 million per year for various water quality programs including research
and education for farmers. Coincidentally, Iowa farmers "reduced" nitrogen use per acre of
com by 12 percent from 145 lbs. per acre in 1985 to 1271bs. per acre in 1990. Illinois has had
no comparable groundwater program, and Illinois farmers "increased" nitrogen use by 5%
during the 1985 to 1990 period. Equally important, com yields of Iowa and Illinois were
virtually identical during this entire period. In 1990, Iowa farmers, on the average, applied
nearly 40 lbs, less nitrogen per acre of com than Illinois farmers with no difference in average
yields. Iowa farmers saved an estimated $80-89 million during 1989-90 by practicing better
fertilizer management. By 1992, Iowa com growers had cut nitrogen use even further to only
118 lbs. per acre. That same year, Iowa recorded an all time record com yield of 145 bu. per
acre.
Iowa farmers did not achieve these results simply by cutting nitrogen use per acre without
changing their nutrient management programs. They have increased their reliance on soil tests
in determining whether they really need the fertilizers they are applying. Many farmers make
split applications of nitrogen and use a late spring soil test to determine the amount for their last
application. They have begun to take credit for the application of livestock manure in
calculating commercial nutrient requirements. More farmers have begun to apply nitrogen in
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bands in the root zones of their crops rather than broadcasting. In general, they achieve higher
yields and reduced nitrogen use through better nutrient management.
Food Cost Considerations. The general public may be more concerned with tradeoffs
between environmental quality and food costs than in profitability of individual farms or
agriculture in aggregate. All of the studies cited above provide some general indications of such
tradeoffs. The Cornell study indicates that environmental risks associated with pesticide use
could be cut essentially in half with a resulting price increase in purchased food of only 0.6%.
The Knutson study estimated that food prices would average about 6.5 % higher with a total
pesticide ban and 12% higher if both pesticides and commercial nitrogen were banned.
The WRI report focuses on reducing government farm program costs to tax payers and
off-site environmental and resource depletion costs to society in general. It concludes that such
costs can be reduced with no sacrifice in farm income, in some cases, and that reductions in
social costs will offset lower profits in others. The report suggests changes in current
government programs that could benefit farmers and the general public. The Missouri report
concludes that significant improvements could be made in resource conservation, environmental
protection, and economic performance through wider adoption of farming methods already in
use on many farms. Government programs could be redirected to facilitate the transition from
conventional to alternative systems with no increase in total program costs. Alternative, lower-
input systems could maintain current production levels and, thus, would have no measurable
impact on consumer food prices.
Contrary to popular opinion, changes in farm level productivity and costs have relatively
little impact on consumers. USDA estimates that consumers on the average spent 11.5 %of their
income on food in 1991. Lower income consumers may spend up to 40% of their income on
food, but the basic problem of the poor is low income rather than high food prices. Put another
way, we can't expect to solve the problem of poverty with cheap food. Food costs are now such
a small percentage of total expenditures for most people in the U.S. that changes in food prices
have relatively little impact on their economic well being.
Farmers received only 22% of the amount that consumers spent on food. If seafood and
imports are subtracted out of the farm share, it drops from 22% to 17%. Farm production
expenses account for more than half of this total farm value. These expenses exclude feed,
livestock, and other inputs of farm origin but include interest on borrowed money, land rent,
and hired labor in addition to fertilizers, pesticides, and other purchased inputs. The bottom line
is that less than half of the amount that consumers spend on food goes to farmers' gross margin
to cover costs and profits associated with value added on farms. Thus, less than 10% of the
amount consumers spend on food is affected by productivity of farmers. This means that it takes
a 10% increase or decrease in farm level productivity or costs to account for a 1% change in
food costs to consumers. Thus, a 50% change in farm-level gross margins would result in only
a 5% change in food prices if farm input and marketing costs remain unchanged.
In summary, the potential for major changes in food prices through either positive or
negative changes in farm level productivity is relatively small. Thus, changes in costs and
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profits associated with environmental concerns are matters of economic significance primarily
to farmers rather than consumers.
Ouality of Life and Sustainable A~riculture. Quality of life is related to both
economics and ecology but is determined by neither. Food, clothing, shelter are critical to
quality of life until basic human needs or the economic necessities of life are fulfilled. When
survival is the primary concern, people think mainly about self preservation. As personal
survival becomes less threatened, people begin to assign greater importance to their relationships
with other people. Most people recognize that their well being is interrelated with the other
biological and physical elements of their environment. However, their social bonds with other
people tend to be stronger than their bonds with the non-human elements of the ecosystem.
Quality of life is the product of the terms by which people relate to each other; socially,
politically, economically; in the present, and the terms by which people of this generation relate
to future generations through stewardship of the natural resource base and protection of the
natural environment. Quality of life is the social dimension of agricultural sustainability.
The Industrialization of U.S. Agriculture, Most would agree that American agriculture
has made tremendous gains in productivity during this century, at least when measured in terms
of output per hour of labor on per acre of land. These advances were achieved primarily
through specialization and mechanization which allowed farmers to realize economies of large
scale production. Commercial fertilizers and pesticides allowed farmers to break away from
crop rotations and diversified crop and livestock farms. They could now specialize in crops, or
livestock, or even in single crops, or single phases of the livestock business. By doing fewer
things better, each farmer could do more. Mechanization and inexpensive fossil fuels allowed
farmers to farm more acres or produce more livestock and thus, achieve greater economies of
scale. Not only were input-intensive, industrial farming systems economically viable in the
U.S., they were considered to be the model of efficient food production for the World. Farms
became factories without roofs.
Industrial systems of farming, however, have begun to raise significant economic and
environmental concerns. First, there are growing indications of declining effectiveness of the
inputs and technologies which support specialized systems. Increased concentration of a single
crop within a geographic region increases pest pressures for that crop. In addition, insects and
weeds are becoming resistant to pesticides and require higher rates of application or new, more
costly pesticides for control. Previously fertile soils in some areas have lost organic matter and
natural fertility through monocropping, conventional tillage, and removal of crop aftermath year
after year. Lower organic matter has meant less microbial activity, less ability to hold water,
and less availability of nutrients in root zones, meaning lower yields from a given level of water
and fertilization or higher fertilizer and irrigation costs to maintain yields.
Water tables in some of the major irrigated areas are declining as rates of irrigation
surpass rates of natural regeneration of aquifers. Irrigation supports some of the largest of the
large farming operations. Salinization of soils is occurring in some of these areas as a
consequence of continuous irrigation. Soil conservation rose to the top of the political agenda
in 1985 primarily because of rising soil erosion rates. Soil losses went up as farmers abandoned
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forage grass and legume based crop rotations in the 1960s and rose still further as farmers
intensified row crop production for growing export markets during the 1970s.
Other costs of increasing specializationare showing up in the form of health risks related
to pesticide residues in foods and to farmers' handling of pesticides. Chemical contamination
of farm wells and of rural and urban water supplies are additional concerns. Nitrate leaching
into groundwater may be attributed as much or more to organic sources, such as livestock waste
and crop residues, as to the use of commercial fertilizer. However, the nitrogen leaching issue,
as much as any other, has increased awareness in rural areas of the potential environmental
hazards of chemically dependent farming.
The industrialization of agriculture has also changed rural landscapes. Farmers planted
"fence row to fence row" during the 1970s and many tore down the fences and plowed out the
fence rows. Farming areas were no longer patchworks of fields, meadows, grassy hills, and
valleys separated by rows of trees. The previously diverse rural vistas were pleasing to the
human eye and were hospitable for wildlife. Rural landscapes, however, have become field after
field of com, soybeans, wheat, and cotton across the hills and valleys. Even the wooded hills
were cleared to make way for cow herds. Livestock feeding and poultry operations became
large concentrated feed lots, animal producing factories.
Impacts of Industrialization on Farmers. Larger, more specialized farming operations
have meant fewer farming families. There are less than one-third as many farmers today as
there were in the 1930's, prior to the boom in agricultural mechanization and widespread use
of agricultural chemicals. The only notable exception to the downward trend in farm numbers
was during the export boom years of the 1970s. Fewer people are needed on farms with
industrial farming technologies. Not only have machines been substituted for labor, but
purchased inputs have been substituted for human knowledge, and technology in general has
been substituted for people.
The unneeded human resources have been squeezed out of agriculture as a natural
economic consequence of substitution of technology-based inputs for people. Technological
advances reduced costs of production and provided incentives for expanded production which,
in tum, reduced market prices and ultimately reduced farm incomes. Only those farmers who
adopted new technologies first made profits. Those who lagged behind were forced to adopt in
order to survive. Those who couldn't adopt or adapt quickly enough were forced to sell out to
their more progressing or lucky neighbors.
The continual repetition of this process over time has ensured that the economic returns
to those remaining in agriculture were kept well below that of growing economic sectors. This
process was an economic necessity to move unwilling people and resources out of agriculture
and into other uses within the economy. But, there were costs associated with this migration
out of agriculture. These costs have included "social disorganization, shrinking rural economic
bases, declining rural communities and institutions, and the specter of a permanent underclass
in the cities" (Glover).
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New Economic Realities. If industrial trends of the past were to continue, the quality
of life objectives of sustainable agriculture would be very difficult if not impossible to achieve.
There would be little hope of increasing income and self-employment opportunities in
agricultural and rural communities or of strengthening the family farm system of agriculture
through profitable, owner-operated, small and moderate sized farms. But, the World is
continually changing.
Alvin Toffler, in his book Powershift, points out that many forecasters simply present
unrelated trends, as if they would continue indefinitely, without providing any insight regarding
how the trends are interconnected or the forces likely to reverse them. He contends that the
forces of industrialization have run their course and are now reversing. The Industrial models
of economic progress are becoming increasingly obsolete. Old notions of efficiency and
productivity are no longer valid. Mass production is no longer a symbol of "modem" business
operation. The new "modem" model is to produce customized goods and services aimed at
niche markets, to constantly innovate, to focus on value-added products, and specialized
production. Toffler contends that these are the trends of the future.
He goes on to state that "the most important economic development of our lifetime has
been the rise of a new system of creating wealth, based no longer on muscle but on the mind"
(Toffler, p. 9). He contends that "the conventional factors of production -- land, labor, raw
materials, and capital -- become less important as knowledge is substituted for them" (Toffler,
p. 238). "Because it reduces the need for raw material, labor, time, space, and capital,
knowledge becomes the central resource of the advanced economy (Toffler, p. 91). Toffler also
provides some insights into the nature of knowledge-based production. He states that separate
and sequential systems of production are being replaced with synthesis and simultaneous systems
of production. Synergism is replacing specialization as a source of production efficiency.
Tailoring products to desires of specific customers is replacing low price as source of value.
Simultaneity, synthesis, synergism, tailored production; this is the "mind work" of the future.
Peter Drucker, a noted business consultant, talks of the "Post Business Society," in his
book, The New Realities. He states "the biggest shift -- bigger by far than the changes in
politics, government or economics -- is the shift to the knowledge society. The social center of
gravity has shifted to the knowledge worker. All developed countries are becoming post-
business, knowledge societies. Looked at one way, this is the logical result of a long evolution
in which we moved from working by the sweat of our brow and by muscle to industrial work
and finally to knowledge work" (Drucker, p. 173).
Drucker contends that there is an important, fundamental difference between knowledge
work and industrial work. Industrial work is fundamentally a mechanical process whereas the
basic principle of knowledge work is biological. He relates this difference to determining the
"right size" of organization required to perform a given task. "Greater performance in a
mechanical system is obtained by scaling up. Greater power means greater output: bigger is
better. But this does not hold for biological systems. Their size follows function. It would
surely be counterproductive for a cockroach to be big, and equally counterproductive for the
elephant to be small. As biologists are fond of saying, 'The rat knows everything it needs to
know to be a successful rat.' Whether the rat is more intelligent that the human being is a
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stupid question; in what it takes to be a successful rat, the rat is way ahead of any other animal,
including human beings" (Drucker, p. 259).
Differences in organizing principles may be critically important in determining the future
size and ownership structure of economic enterprises, including farms. Other things equal, the
smallest effective size is best for enterprises based on information and knowledge work.
"'Bigger' will be 'better' only if the task cannot be done otherwise" (Drucker, p. 260).
As American business has struggled to maintain its competitiveness in global markets,
management strategies have begun to reflect these new economic realities. The old model of
large scale, centralized production characterized by high volume production, standardized units,
and little flexibility has fallen out of favor. In the past 10 years, about two-thirds of all new
non-farm jobs were created by small business. A recent National Science Foundation study
showed that small businesses produce 24 times as many innovations per research dollar as do
large businesses. Large companies often employ small business management strategies, with
more employee involvement and attention to improving quality through quality circles, zero
defect quality standards, and just-in-time inventory management. Many large, industrial
organizations such as Sears, IBM, GM, and AIT are facing stiff competition from much smaller
competitors. ffiM is in the process of breaking up into a series of smaller independent
businesses that will be more flexible and quicker to respond to changing economic conditions
(Stein, 1991). GM created a new, much smaller automobile company to produce the Saturn.
In "The Real Economy," an article by Robert Reich, he writes: "Worldwide competition
continues to compress profits on anything that is uniform, routine, and standard -- that is, on
anything that can be made, reproduced, or extracted in volume almost anywhere on the globe. "
Higher earnings are concentrated in businesses that are knowledge-intensive, that solve problems
for customers, and meet social needs. Large corporations are downsizing and decentralizing to
smaller, more flexible, problem solving units.
Clearly, big business is moving away from many of the principles that conventional
agriculture continues to embrace. Conventional agriculture is behind the learning curve in
aggressively investing in people, management skills and education, and away from low skill
labor and large scale capital intensive approaches.
Enhancin& Ouality of Life for Farm Families. Sustainable agriculture, with attention to
equity, empowerment, and high levels of management skills is consistent with trends in the
business world. The increased knowledge needed to manage resources sustainable suggests a
trend toward smaller family farms that allows farm families to remain personally connected to
the land. Sustainable agriculture strategies provide more opportunities for local ownership,
hands-on management, and long term commitment to the local community. A high level of
farming skill increases returns to management and leads to greater profitability for small farms.
Farming becomes profitable for farmers and for rural communities as more dollars remain in
the community.
The essential linkages among quality of life, conservation of our natural resource base,
and sustainable agriculture are becoming recognized by many leaders in the environmental and
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conservation communities. It is now generally recognized that the best way to protect the
environment is to have people living in local communities who understand and care for the
environment. In the long run, we probably will not be able to achieve environmental quality
without this essential ingredient. Similarly, soil conservation, without which we will not be able
to maintain agricultural productivity, cannot be achieved without people on the land who are
willing and able to care for the land.
Agricultural sustainability requires a systems approach to decision making which treats
farms, families, and communities as parts of shared ecological systems. Such systems embody
enormous complexity in simultaneous and dynamic linkages among a multitude of interrelated
factors. Cognitive scientists have shown that humans can deal consciously with only a very
small number of separate variables simultaneously. Yet humans can perform enormously
complex tasks; such as driving a car in heavy traffic, playing a tennis match, or carrying on a
conversation that baffles the most sophisticated computers. People are capable of performing
such tasks routinely by using their well developed subconscious minds.
The subconscious human mind appears to be virtually unlimited in its capacity to cope
with complexity. As organizational theorist Charles Keifer puts it, "When the switch is thrown
subconsciously, you become a systems thinker thereafter. Reality is automatically seen
systemically as well as linearly. Alternatives that are impossible to see linearly are surfaced by
the subconscious as proposed solutions. Solutions that were outside of our 'feasible set' become
part of our feasible set. 'Systemic' becomes a way of thinking and not just a problem solving
methodology" (as quoted in Senge, The Fifth Discipline, p. 366). The subconscious mind is
capable of assimilating hundreds of feedback relationships simultaneously as it integrates detail
and dynamic complexities together (Senge, The Fifth Discipline p. 367). The human mind may
be the only mechanism capable of dealing effectively with the systems complexities embodied
in the concept of sustainable agriculture.
Wendell Berry, a Kentucky farmer, has clearly articulated the connections among people,
quality of life, and a sustainable agriculture. ".. .if agriculture is to remain productive, it must
preserve the land and the fertility and ecological health of the land; the land, that is, must be
used well. A further requirement, therefore, is that if the land is to be used well, the people
who use it must know it well, must be highly motivated to use it well, must know how to use
it well, must have time to use it well, and must be able to afford to use it well" (What are
People For? p. 147).
Without knowledgeable people living on the land who have some sense of ownership,
empowerment, and independence, we are not likely to see the land managed in responsible ways.
The opportunity for people to live a quality life on the land is therefore indispensable to a
sustainable agriculture.
Enhancing Quality of Life in Rural Communities. Community economic development
strategies are also undergoing a significant change consistent with sustainable agriculture
incorporating critically important quality of life issues. The old strategies of industrial
recruitment through building industrial parks by offering tax breaks has given way to growth-
from-within policies. This strategy, in line with the business theories of Reich and others,
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invests in entrepreneurs within the community to build small businesses and strengthen the local
economy. Local buyer-supplier projects plug the loss in dollars leaving the community by
replacing imports with locally produced goods and services.
As large companies and branch plants move overseas for cheap labor, efforts to attract
these low quality, low paying jobs are increasingly regarded as an expensive and ineffective
strategy for economic development. Attracting large companies, although they may provide a
large number of jobs, often pay poorly and may be unstable since there is no local commitment;
they are expensive to attract and maintain, and are slow to respond to new economic conditions.
Economic development professionals are beginning to concentrate on improving the quality of
jobs rather than quantity, as the number of working poor -- workers with full time jobs who live
below the poverty line -- continues to increase.
Sustainable agriculture is a growth-from-within approach to rural economic development.
It is an asset-based rather than deficiency-based strategy where human capital is more highly
valued than financial capital. Intellectual capital, as it is employed, is enhanced in value rather
than depleted as are other resources. It is the "virtuous cycle" of education, increased
innovation, increased investment, increased value, and higher wages. Sustainable development
offers an alternative to the vicious cycle of industrial recruitment, low wages, declining emphasis
on education, declining communities, and resulting downward spiral (Reich, 1991).
The well-being of rural communities is essential to the future well-being of the nation.
A viable rural economy can use existing resources of land and experienced farmers to provide
a strong agricultural component to the rural community, supplying food and creating jobs.
Urban citizens benefit as well from a healthy, sustainable, rural economy. They benefit not only
through better quality water, green space, and a higher quality food supply, but also through the
support of strong rural partners to relieve urban pressures on in-migration of unemployed or
underemployed workers.
It is well known that different farming systems have different implications for the
community and its quality of life. Sustainable agriculture relies on a knowledge of the land and
the ecology that supports the production of food and fiber. The strength of this approach lies
in human intellectual capacity to work with nature and maintain productivity. It empowers the
farmer and the local community through its dependence upon people rather than money and
strengthens local economies.
The management of resources to enhance the dignity of work and quality of life for farm
families is powerfully connected to the resulting knowledge and productivity that is needed to
keep agriculture productive and profitable and to protect the environment, preserve the natural
resource base, and enhance the quality of life of society as a whole for the present and for future
generations.
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Agriculture's
search
for sustainability
and profitability
Tradeoffs between resource conservation and environmental
soundness and productivity and competitiveness are the key
in the search for sustainable agricultural systems
By John E. Ikerd
JX.E sustainable systems necessarilyprofitable? Are profitable systemsnecessarily sustainable? The an-
swers to these questions depend on whether
one talks about the long or short run Of
about an individual farm or society in
general.
Sustainability, by definition, is a long-Icon
concept. The term sustainability, as used
here, refers to farming systems that arc
capable of maintaining their productivity
and utility indefinitely. Sustainable systems
must be resource-conserving, environmen-
lally compatible, socially supportive, and
commercially competitive.
Systems that fail to conserve the resource
base eventually lose Iheir abilily to produce.
Systems that fail to protect the environment
eventually dC5tmytheir reason for existence.
Farming systems that fail to provide an ade-
quate food supply at reasonable costs lose
their utility to society. And finally, systems
that are not commercially competitive will
not generate the profits that are necessary
for economic survival,
A system must be profitable in the long
run or it cannot be sustained. A system must
he sustainable or it cannot be profitable in
Ihe long run. Some may quibble about the
philosophical concept of long tun and at
whal point in lime sustainability and prof-
Jahn E. Ike", is a Ilsiting prr(cuor in the Depart-
fttrnt al Agricultuml Economics, University 01
MiJ.muri, Columbia, 652/1. and project teaderfar
th~ Low-I"put. Susta;nableAgri""'tI,rt', R,rm Deci-
sion S"ppnrt Sy.ttcm project, us. Depnrtm~nt of
Agrh'ul,urt'.
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ilability converge. But most would agree thai
in the long run there is no conflict between
sustainability and profitability,
Even in the short run, there is no conflict
between sustainability and profitability from
the standpoint of society as a whole. Soci-
eties that exploit resources and degrade the
environment for unsustainable, short-run
benefits are not profitable from the stand-
point of society as a whole. They create an
illusion of productivity and profitability by
failing 10 consider all social costs. One seg-
ment of society bears the costs that another
segment ignores, or one generation beam the
costs thai a previous generation failed to
consider. Social benefits exceed costs only
for those systems that also are sustainable.
The conflict between sustalnability and
profltabillty arises for individual producers
in the short run. Profitable individual farm-
ing systems mayor may not be sustainable
in the long run. Also. sustainable, individ-
ual r.1r~ing Systems may or may not beprof-
itable in the short run. Thus, a conflict may
arise that forces farmers to choose between
short-run profit maximization and long-run
sustainability. This potential conflict is Ihe
root of most economic issues related to low-
input, sustainable agricultural systems.
A sustainable, individual farming system
must be able to survive short-run losses due
to periodic crop failures or depressed mar-
kets Ihat characterize the agricultural sec-
tors of most economics. Thus. sustainable
fanning systems may be unprofitable. at least
at times. In fact. sustainable fanning systems
may be less profitable than unsustainable
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alternatives, even for extended periods of
time.
Farmers may generate short-run profits hy
mining or wasting the resource base.
degrading the environment, or exploiting the
consuming public. Such systemsare not sus-
tainable in the long run, but they may well
be profitable, even most profilable, for ex-
tended periods of time.
This potcntial conflict between long-run
sustainabillty and short-run profitability is
perhaps the most significant question con-
fronling U.S. farmers IOOay.
Are low-Input systems sU8talnable?
Low-input, sustainable agriculture is a rel-
atively new term and, thus, has no univer-
sally accepted definition. The term actual-
Iy embodies two separate concepts: low-
input and sustainable agriculture. These two
terms do not mean the same thing.
The term "low input," ns used here.
means systems that rely less on external,
purchased inputs and more on internal re-
sources (/0). Some people add other quali-
fications to purchased inputs, such as non-
renewable energy, inorganic, or synthetic in-
puts (3). These qualifications add clarity in
some contexts but add confusion in others.
The broader concept of inputs, which in-
cludes all external or purchased inputs. is
used here unless otherwise specified.
There is no clear division or point of sep-
aration between low-input and high-input
farming systems. Thus. lower input rather
Ihan low inpul might be • more appropriate
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term, Systems become lower input ones over
lime as they increase their reliance on pro-
ductivity from internal resources and reduce
reliance on purchased inputs. Higher input
sysrcms substitute external inputs for inter-
nal resources instead. Lower input. like
profitability.can be viewed either in the long
run or short run.
Lower input systems may or may not be
more sustainable than higher input, conven-
tional farming systems. Lower input systems
tend 10be more resource-conserving and en-
vironmentally compatible than conventional
~ystcms that rely more on external purchased
inputs. Thus, if the socioeconomic dimen-
-ions of sustainabiliry are ignored, low-input
may appear to be synonymous with sus-
'ainabili'y.
However. the socioeconomic issues of
-uxtainabiliry cannot be ignored. Questions
regarding sustainability of lower input sys-
1l.":n1S tend to focus on their productivity or
.Jhility [0 support growing populations and
on their commercially competitiveness with
higher input systems. Continuing profitabili-
ty tends to reflect both productive efficien-
cy and commercial competitiveness.
Systems that are both lower input and sus-
tainable must measure up to socioeconomic
standards of productivity and competitive-
ness. in addition to resource conservation
and environmental soundness. Neither lower
mpuis nor higher profits alone are adequate
short-run measures of sustainability.
In some cases, lower input systems may
ulso be higher profit systems. even in the
short run (2). In many cases. however.
fanners may be forced to choose between
systems that are more resource-conserving
and environmentally sound and alternative
systems that are more productive and com-
mercially competitive.
The search for sustainability in agricul-
ture. in a practical sense, is the search for
an acceptable balance between lower exter-
nal inputs and greater profitability.
Are we going backward?
Critics of low-input, sustainable agricul-
tural systems point mit similarities between
lower input systems and earlier conventional
agricultural systems. They have observed the
positive correlation between greater reliance
on purchased inputs and greater agricultural
output at lower costs. Does lower input
mean lower output? Aren't low-input, sus-
tainable agricultural systems really fanning
systems of the past rather than fanning
systems of the future?
U.S. fanners have persistently increased
their reliance on purchased inputs over the
past several decades because of the need to
reduce costs. remain competitive. and pur-
sue greater profitability in their fanning op-
erations. Conventional, higher input farm-
ing systems have become conventional, that
is, widely adopted, in large pan because
farmers were motivated by the promise of
greater profitability.
Efficiency gains from specialization gen-
erally have been recognized and widely ac-
cepted for centuries as an economic fact of
life. Profitability from higher input fanning
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systems has come in no stuall pall I"tl/Ill I.:
alization of gains from specializanou. L""ll
mercial fertilizers and synthetic pesticides
allowed farmers to abandon crop rotatiuns
andmixed livestock. cropping systems in fa-
vor of more specialized cropping and spec-
ialized livestock systems. Low energy prices
also allowed economic use of larger, more
specialized equipment and production facil-
ities that encouraged greater specialization.
The trend toward greater reliance on ex-
ternal inputs has not been limited to com-
mercial fertilizers and pesticides or nonre-
newable, energy-based inputs. Specialization
also hasfacilitatedgreater use of specialized,
hired labor. And it has allowed fanners 10
acquire more specialized knowledge bases
and management skills. sometimes taking
the form of paid consultants. The shift
toward greater reliance on these particular
external inputs has imponanr but often ig-
nored implications for socioeconomic sus-
tainability.
Fanning seemed to be following the spe-
cialization trends of other sectors of the
economy. Farms were becoming factories
without roofs; specially trained people per-
fonning specific tasks at specific times;
assembly lines dictated by weather; farmers
following recipes that specify varieties,
tillage practices. fertilizers, inigation sched-
ules, pesticides, and harvest times required
to produce a quality-controlled product.
Why consider changing that trend? Low-
input. sustainable agriculture implies diver-
sification rather than specialization. Such
systems require broad knowledge rather than
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specialized information or training. They re-
quire judgment and flexibility rather than
assembly-line repetition. There are no
recipes for successful low-input, sustainable
agricultural systems.
Old concepts wuh new I.chnologi.,. A
return to more diversified, less specialized
farming systems does not necessarily mean
a return to farming systems of the past. A
wide range of technology is available today
that was not available to fanners 40 or 50
years ago. Fanners who use low-input, sus-
tainable agricultural systems now may be
able to usc many of those technologies to
enhance the productivity of internal rea
sources, thus reducing dependence on ex-
ternal inputs.
First, low-input, sustainable agriculture
does not imply total elimination of external
inputs, only lower use of external inputs.
Thus. low-input, sustainable agricultural
systems that use environmentally compati-
ble level of fertilizers and pesticides and
nonrenewable energy conservatively may be
far more productive and profitable than
similar systems of 40 years ago.
Microcomputers represent a new tech-
nology ihat holds great promise for old
farming systems. Computer setups costing
less than $3.000. for example. give farmers
access to more computing power than that
available 10most large corporations less than
three decades ago. Microcomputers can
complement and enhance the farmer's man-
agement abilities. allowing him or her to ef-
fectively substitute infonnation and knowl-
edge for purchased inputs.
A farmer with a computer can plan.
organize, direct, and control the most com-
plex of farming S)'Slems. Today's farmers can
apply logic and sciemiflc knowledge to sys-
tems that farmers of the past managed most-
ly by intuition and guesswork.
Modem mechanization Iil<ewise opens
new opportunities for farmers to apply old,
tried, and proven principles. No-till and low-
till farming equipment not only conserve
and enhance the soil resource but make in-
tercropping systems more feasible and po-
tentially profitable. Deep-tillage systems can
improve drainage and inherent productivi-
ty of soils and reduce water quality risks.
Modem electric fencing makes intensive
grazing systems economically practical. ena-
bling possibly greater returns from forages
used in crop rotation systems.
These are just a few of the technologies
that uOIiI recenuy were viewed largely as
ways of enhancing specialized farming oper-
ations. But they may have equal or even
greater impacts on enhancing the potential
producuvity and profitability of low-input,
diversified farming systems. All that is re-
quired is a change in the farming paradigm.
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a new model or wayof thinking, Wilb a new
paradigm, diversified farming may be
viewed as the system of the future rather
than the system of the past.
Not only may existing technology be ap-
plied in new ways. but new technology may
be forthcoming that will make possible even
more sustainable and profitable fanning sys-
tems in the future. Systems technology may
follow once there has been a change in the
farming paradigm.
Rising cou. of ,peciDJized'Y.,.m" There
are several other logical reasons why fann-
ers should question the advisability of con-
tinuing the trend toward greater reliance on
external, purchased inputs, even if they view
a return to diversified systems as going
backward. First. there are growing indica-
tions of declining effectiveness of the tech-
nologies that allowed greater specialization.
Insects are becoming resistant to insec-
ticides, necessitating higher rates of applica-
tion or new insecticides. New insects some-
times replace the old. Beneficial insects
often are destroyed along with the pests, re-
quiring even greater reliance on insecticides,
at higher costs. The same types of problems
are appearing for herbicides as new weeds
appear after others are brought under con-
trol. In addition, herbicide build-up in some
soils seems to be causing problems.
Some previously fenile soils have lost
organic maner and natural fertility through
monocropping or removal of aftermath year
after year. Lower organic matter levels have
meant less ability to hold water and nutrients
in root zones. meaning lower yields from a
given level of water and fenilization or
higher fenilizer costs to maintain yields.
Other costs of increasing specialization
arc begiMing to show up in the enviromnent
of farm families and workers. Health risks
in handling pesticides have become a ma-
jor issue in farm safety. These risks even-
tually translate into less effective pest con-
trol, higher labor costs, or greater health
risks for family members.
Chemical contamination of farm water
supplies is another emerging concern of
farm families. This issue, as much as any
other. has increased the awareness of farmers
to the potential environmental hazards of
chemically dependent farming. Until recent-
ly, the environmental costs of increased use
of chemical fertilizers and pesticides were
external to the farm or imposed on society
in general. The health risks to farm families
and workers are internal costs andthuScom-
mand the immediate auention of farmers
(4).
In short, current trends in fenilizer and
pesticide use seem to point to an increasing
cost of supporting specialized farming sys-
tems. Research currently is underway to val-
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idate or refute this hypothesis and, if valid.
to evaluate its significance'.
However. some farmers already have seen
costs increase and productivity fall 10 the
point where gains from specialization no
longer offset increased COSl<. For them.
lower input systems are also the most prof-
itable systems.
Gains from integndion: Synergism.
Gains from specialization are undeniable,
but specialization is not the only mule to
greater efficiency. There arc potential gair»,
also from integration. The productivity of
an Integrated system can be greater than the
sum of the products of the individual system
components. This phenomenon is called
synergism (8). Specialized systems sacrifice
the potenual gains from synergistic interac-
tion among the various components of diver-
sified systems.
An obvious example of synergism is the
interaction between livestock and crop rota-
tions that include high quality legume forage
crops. Livestock add value to the forage and
recycle nutrients back 10 the soil in the form
or manure. Legumes add nitrogen to the
soil, break row-crop pest cycles, and pro-
vide feed for the livestock. Livestock with-
out high-quality legume pastures maynot be
profitable. Legume rotations without live-
stock may not be profitable. However. in-
tegrated livestock. legume rotation systems
may add profitability to the total farming
operation. This is but one example of the
potential synergistic gains from integrated
farming systems.
Risk is another imponant but ofien
overlooked consideration in diversification.
Risks are far greater in a specialized farm-
ing operation than in a diversified fanning
system with the same basic level of uncer-
tainty in each system componenl.
For example. assume that one fanner has
four enterprises and thai each has an equal
chance of returning a positive $6.OOll or
negative $2.000 net return in any given year.
Thus. iflbey all are positive. the farmer will
make $24.000. aod if they all are negative.
he or she will lose $8,000. But lei's assume
that the enterprises are totally uncorrelated.
Net returns from each enterprise move up
or down independently of each other.
Now assume that another farmer ~p~
cializes in one of the four ~nt~l'pri~t:. L.ll
produces four times as much Ilfil ,,:, ,,\11 I .. :,
farmer. The second farmer Ilil~, (IlL
chance of making $24.000 01' losing ss». ,! I
in any given year as the first has of making
$6,000 or losing $2,000 on Ibat one par-
ticular enterprise.
BOlh farmers have the same long-run
averageor expected net return, about Ss.ooo,
However, the diversified farmer is far more
certain of a positive return than is the
~pccializcd farmer. In fact. the variability of
his net return from year to year will be on-
ly about one-half as great as for the spe-
cialized farmer in this case.
Ri~k-n:ducing effects of diversification are
even greater if enterprise returns are cora
rdal<d n<galively. bUI will be less if they are
I"lSili,<ly correlated. Stalislically calculated
variance relationships between specialized
and diversified operations vary from case to
case. However, the general relationship
holds: diversified systems yield more stable
returns over rime than do specialized
systems. This is the foundation for the old
saying. "Don'l put all your eggs in one
bask«:t."
Many farmers are only beginning to rec-
ognize the wisdom of this old advice. The
risk of specialization seemed acceptable to
farmers when fann export markets boomed
during the 1970s. But the risks became in-
tolerable for many farmers during the fann
«isis of the early 1980s. Most crop pro-
ducers currently are shielded from those
risk> by a generous federal fann program.
BUI more and more are asking if there isn't
a bener way-a way that will address the en-
vironmental questions surrounding modem
agriculture and allow farmers to usc the risk
insurance provided by nature through more
diversified fanning systems.
nethrcal of1f!gulaJion. Another reason
(or questioning greater reliance on external
inpurs is growing evidence of their external
social or environmental costs. Environmen-
tal concerns have replaced farm profltabil-
i.y at the top of the political agenda for ag-
riculture in Washington (9). This is a direct
result of a growing awareness of the envi-
mnmental impacts of an agriculture that de-
pends upon chemical fertilizers and syn-
thctic pesticides.
Nitrogen fertilizer and a select group of
herbicides seem to represent the greatest
agricultural threat to groundwater contami-
nation. Soil erosion carries a wider range
of potential chemical contaminants from
farms into surface water supplies. Sedimen-
tation of lakes and streams is still another
vignificant external cost of specialized sys-
tems of continuous cropping.
Waler quality has moved to the top of the
research agenda. However, accurate assess-
ments of negative environmental impacts
and associated social costs may take several
years (/). It seems doubtful that state and
federal legislators will wait for a consensus
IlR this issue before they act. Thus, farmers
cannot afford 10 wait for regulation before
they search for ahemative fanning systems.
Threats of regulation may be the primary
motive for many farmers who have become
interested in low-input. sustainable agricul-
tural systems. Public policy provides a
means to internalize costs that otherwise
would be external and thus of no economic
consequence 10 individual fanners. Costs of
technologies thai have allowed specialization
may outweigh gains from specialization
when all costs. private and social. are ac-
counted for.
In fact, regulations may impose costs in
excess of total social COSIS. This potential
for overregulation provides an additional in-
centive for fanners to address environmen-
tal concerns voluntary. The threat of regula-
tion provides a primary motive for fanners
to ask whether or not they should reexamine
the feasibility of low-input systems.
Sustainable prt)jils, nal proj/l maximiZA-
tion. Many farmers feel special respon-
sibilities to society that go beyond those
spelled out in government regulations.
Fanners occupy most of the geographic area
of the United States. They own most of the
country. so to speak. Farmers also are
responsible for providing food. clothing, and
shelter for the people. People depend upon
farmers for their very existence.
Society has given special consideration
SUSTAINABLE MUST BE
PROFITABLE
As a nation, we are now centering much
debate and rhetoric around "sustainable
agriculture:' As a society, we have been
able to achieve a real mind set as to what
susrainableagriculture is. Unfortunately, in
my opinion, we immediately identify it as
some son of new and oftentimes exotic ap-
proach to the business of fanning, such as
growing Belgian endive, or other new and
(to us) strange crops, often along the way
ignoring markets. adaptability to our cli-
mate, and similar concerns.
While such factors as government fann
programs, conservationconcerns, and water
quality are factors in sustainable agricul-
ture, I feel we lend to miss the most im-
portant factor, namely, that sustainable
agriculture, to besustainable, must first and
foremost be profitable.
Ultimately, profitableagriculture must re-
main the ccrnersrore of what we view as
sustainable. Withoutprofits. producers can-
not continue in the business of agriculture.
When we recognize this, we can then direct
our efforts to deal with concerns about
water quality and quantity, conservation,
and appropriate use of chemicals in agri-
culture-issues that concern farmers as well
as the public in general.
Farmers themselves are as important to
the concept of sustainableagriculture as soil
and water. The business of fanning must
be profitablefor ilto be sustainable.-Bryce
Po Neidig, Nebraska Fann Bureau Federa-
lion, Lincoln.
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and concessions to farmers reflecting these
critical relationships. Many farmers, in
return, feel a moral obligation to fulfill their
responsibilities and live up to this trust. This
gives such farmers a set of values that call-
nut be caprured in the dollar-and-cent
language of most economic analyses.
Many fann families also place a high
value on fanning as a way of life. They may
be willing to work harder for less money be-
cause they feel that the fann is a good place
to live and to raise their children. They may
value enterprises and activities that provide
opportunities for family interacuons and
learning experiences in terms other than net
returns. ..
But fanners cannot live on appreciation
from society. And a desirable quality of life
requires an acceptable level of income. A
farming operation must be profitable or it
cannot fulfill its social responsibility or be
a good way of life for farm families.
Profitability is a necessary and, thus, irn-
ponant objective of any fanning operation.
However, profitability does not imply the
same thing as profit maximization. Many
fanners appear to be at least as concerned
with other objectives as with profits. Such
fanners, in growing numbers, support the
alternative agricultural movement in U.S.
agriculture.
Alternative agriculture includes farmers
who identify with a wide range of concepts,
including low-input, sustainable, regenera-
tive, organic, bolistic, agroecology, and
others (7). All of these alternative agricui-
rural concepts have one thing in common.
They challenge the concept of profit max-
imization as the dominant factor in fann
decision-making. Many fanners are chal-
lenging the wisdom of conventional farm-
ing systems because they challenge the mo-
tive of profit maximization, which has
driven farmers to greater specialization.
Economic Implications
Economists seem well prepared lu .I, ..1
with the macroeconomics of the social costs
and social benefits associated with sus-
tainable agricultural systems,' However, they
seem less prepared to deal with the micro-
economic, fann-Ievel choices among con-
ventional enterprises and sustainable fann-
ing systems. The microeconomics of sustain-
able agriculture call for a change of eco-
nomic paradigms, but not a change in the
basic principles of economics. We need new
economic mind-sets or models but not new
'Havlicek. JOKph. and Fredril:k HitzhuKn. "Mil:fO- and
Mal:ro-Eoonomil: Aspcl:U of Sustainable Agril:ultun:"·
Paper presenlCd III the International Conference on Sustain·
ablc Agril:ult\lrc Systcms. Columbus. Ohio. September
1988.
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This is the fundamental question of eco-
nomies.
However, many conventional economic
paradigms or models are based on economic
assumptions that are not valid when deal-
ing with issues of sustainability. Economists
simply need to rethink their paradigms, not
their fundamental laws. They need to go
back 10 the basics.
Profl1 maximiZJltion, The assumption of
profit maximization allows economists to
develop models for optimum resource allo-
cation. Profit maximization assumes thal
money can be convened into any good or
service. Higher levels of net income or profit
allow fanners to have more of everything or
at least to have more of some things without
giving up anything else. Thus, more profil
will make farmers better off.
However. profns reflect only those costs
and returns that are internal to the farm and
thus are translated into dollars and cents.
Social costs and benefits are not reflected
in profus unless they are internalized
through public policy.
External costs and returns. when includ-
ed in economic analyses, are considered
through a process of constrained rnaximi-
zauon. Constrained maximization assumes
that fanners maximize profits subject to
individual constraints that might include
maximum levels of soil loss, nonrenewable
energy use, or environmental degradation.
However. this paradigm implies that profit
maximization is the dominant consideration.
economic principles to address the issue of
sustainability.
Economics is the social science that deals
with allocation of scarce resources among
competing ends. Economics provides the
principles for making choioes that enable so-
ciety and individuals to realize as much sat-
isfaction as possible from limited resources.
The basic assumptions of economics arc that
wants and needs are unlimited and that re-
sources are scarce. We do not have sufficient
resources to provide everyone with every-
thing. We must make difficult choices.
The fundamental principles of economics
are derived from the law of diminishing
reiurns, As more and more of any good or
service is consumed, at some point that
good or service diminishes in its ability to
provide added satisfaction. As more and
more of any input is applied to a given, fixed
resource base to produce something useful,
at some point the input will diminish in its
ability to add productivity.
Decisions based on sustainability are in
no way inconsistent with these basic eco-
nomic principles or with the fundamental
laws on which economic principles are
based. In fact, the issue of sustainability
seems to be a perfect illustration of the rele-
vance of economics to real world problems.
How are scarce resources best used for the
greatest benefit for individuals and society?
Tradeoff. 'n productivity between
extema' and JntemBI Input. I'" critical In
echlevlng e belence between plOllteblllty
and IUltalnability.
.. t.;'·,
'.
',',
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Economists could JUSt as easily assume
that farmers minimize environmental deg-
radation or maximize resource conservation
subject '0 a profit constraint. Such a para-
digm would seem more consistent with ob-
jectives of most farmers currently interested
in alternative farming systems. Sustainable
levels of profit maybe viewed as a constraint
to achieving environmental and social nh
jectives. Considering profit <.l~ a c:on'dl. illl
rather than the objective of tkLi~.itJII 10:.;"1
is completely consistent with 11111,1;".
economic principles, but would be .... ,
paradigm for most economists.
Managing for multiple objectives would
seem to be a better model for those families
who view farming as a ""y of life as well
as a business and for those who choose: to
consider social costs and benefits in their
private decisions. Managing for multiple ob-
jectives rather than maximizing profits is
good economics and good common sense.
External inputs versus internal re-
sources. Economists typically separate costs
of production into fixed and variable cate-
gories. Fixed costs are associated with any
resource or input that already is commined
to the production process. Fixed costs will
be the same regardless of how much, or
even if nothing, is produced.
Variable costs are associated with those
inputs not yet commined [0 production. nil'
ferent quantities of variable inputs can be
used, and the level chosen will affect COSlS
of production aod expected levels and pro-
duction or output.
Economic analysis typicelly begins by
assuming a given level of fixed costs 85S0-
dated with committed resources. The ob-
jective then becomes to choose the level of
variable input that will maximize profits or
net returns.
This paradigm has been used by econo-
mists to showthai. any deviation from profit-
maximizing levels of purchased inputs,
nitrogen fertilizer, for example, will repre-
sent a reduction in fann profits (5). This
traditional paradigm ignores the possibility
of generating productivity and profitability
from internal resources as well as from ex-
ternal inputs.
Assume, for example, that 200 pounds of
nitrogen is the profit-maximizing level of
total nitrogen for a com crop on a given field
in a given year, This might indicate an ad-
dition of 180 pounds of nitrogen, assuming
that 20 pounds of nnrogen are available from
the soil. Traditional economic analysis
would imply that any deviation from the 180
pounds of purchased nitrogen input would
reduce profits.
This paradigm ignores the possibility 01
generating nitrogen through managemem,of
the soil resource rather than purchasing
nitnJgen externally. Profits might instead be
n13:\imum with 130 pounds of purchased
nilr\lgen per acre if SO pounds of nitrogen
could he generated at a lower cost internal-
tv. through the use of legumes. for exam-
ple. than the cost of SO pounds of nitrogen
purcha~ed in commercial fertilizer.
Tho paradigm of fixed and variable re-
SOU~C5 is not an inherent limitation of
economic analysis. Economics provides the
concepls and tools for dealing with changes
in productivity of resources as well as in-
puts. The limitations are nOl in the economic
principles but rather in the way those prin-
ciples have been applicd.
R"oure. risks-tho cost ofd'p'nd.IIce.
The concept of comparative advantage com-
monly is used by economists to illustrate
potential gains from specialization and trade
(6). The principles of comparative advan-
lOuze show that maximum output can be
~hie..-ed at minimum cost if all producers
sp'-ocialize in producing things they can pro-
duce most efficiently relative to other
producers.
Specialized producers can trade their
surplus production to others who have
specialized in producing other things. Each
producer trades with others to acquire the
things they need and want but did not pro-
duce tor themselves. By realizing com-
pcrativeadvantages, everybody could be bet-
ter off without making anybody \\'Orse off.
Comparative advantage is a valid, useful
concept. However. it ignores risks that are
associated with real world economic deci-
\ions. In a perfect world, everyone would
depend upon each other. In a perfect world.
wewould have perfect informationabout the
present and the future. In the real world,
however. we have learned that we cannot
always depend upon others for our own well
being. and we face uncertainty concerning
both the present and the future,
Few countries are willing to depend toIaIly
on any other country for its survival. Coun-
tries sacrifice potential gains from special-
ization and free trade to maintain some min-
imum level of economic security. Few
regions. Slates.or communities within coun-
tries seem comfortable with employment
bases that rely on markets or input suppliers
in places beyond their economic control or
intluence.
Countries. regions. and communities rec-
ognize the necessity to specialize asa means
of realizing their comparative advantages.
The costs of self-sufficiency are too high.
However. they also are willing to sacrifice
SOme level of economic gain from speciali-
zation to maintain a degree of economic or
:i.ocial independence.
Farmers who rely on external inputs and
specialized fanning systems for their
economic well-being are similar in many
respects to countries, regions. and com-
munities that rely on specialization and trade
for their economic well-being. They gain
from greater economic efficiency by realiz-
ing their competitive advantages relative to
other economic entities.
However, reliance on external markets and
inputs embodies risks-risk that currently
profitable markets will be lost and risk Ihat
inputs will no longer be available at reason-
able costs from external sources.
Perhaps the most graphic, recent exam-
ple of such risks was the reliance of U.S.
crop producers on expertmarkets lOr wheat.
com. and soybeans during the 1970s. Many
farmers borrowed large sums of money 10
buy additional land and buy specialized
equipment to supply these potentially prof-
itable markets.
Specialized fanners producing export
commodities were hardest hit by the finan-
cial crisis of American agriculture in the
early 1980s. They had taken the risks asso-
ciated with dependence on external inputs,
including capital and labor-saving equip-
ment in addition to chemical fertilizers and
synthetic pesticides. to produce for markets
that were vulnerable to an unpredictable
world economy.
Fanners today who rely heavily on syn-
thetic chemical pesticides and fertilizers
must consider the risk of future restrictions
on useof those inputs. Such restrictions may
make some inputs unavailable and others
more costly. Economists have developed
well-defined concepts and tools for evalu-
ating financial risks associated with reliance
on borrowed capital. Financial risks are a
specialized case of the more general concept
of resource risks.
The economic principles of decision-
making under uncertainty and risk are ade-
quate to address the issue of resource risks
associated with various levels of reliance on
purchased inputs versus internal resources.
However. those principles are yet to be ap-
plied to the question of low-input. sus-
tainable agricultural systems.
The key: ll'adeoffs
Tradeoffs are the key 10 decision-making,
the key 10 evaluating the sustainability of
fanning systems. Systems must be chosen
that consider tradeoffs between resource
conservation and environmental soundness
on the one hand and productivity and com-
petitiveness on theother, In IlWly cases, this
will mean considering tradeoffs between
long-run sustainability on the one hand and
greater short-run profitability on the other.
Tradeoffs between productivity from ex-
ternal inputs and productivity from internal
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resources are critical in achieving an accept-
able balance between short-run profitabili-
ty and sustainabitity, Productivity from in-
ternal resources is the result of synergism
achieved through integrared limning sys-
terns, Productivity from external inputs often
reflects gains from specialization. TraJc\J(I~;
between gains from specializauuu and g'H1I:'
from integration are critical in developing
systems that are both profitable and sus-
tainable.
Tradeoffs between comparative advantage
and resource risks are another critical con-
sideration in balancing short-run profitabili-
ty with long-run survival. Systems that are
most profitable in the shon run may be most
vulnerable in the long run.
Economics is the science of tradeoffs.
Economics is sometimes called the dismal
science because it points to the tradeoffs of
potential cost and potential benefit associ-
ated with each decision alternative. How-
ever, economics is reality. There are poten-
tial costs associated with each potential ben-
efit in all cases of significant choice. There
arc potential losses in short-run prcfitabili-
ty that must be weighed against the benefits
of long-run sustainability.
Better decisions rarely result from sys-
tematically ignoring reality. Economics has
a vital contribution of make to low-input,
sustainable agriculture. Economists must be
willing to change their paradigms to address
the relevant issues. Low-input, suslainable
agriculture advocates must be willing to ac-
cept economic reality,
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ABetter
,
Row to Hoe
The Economic,
• 0# / ••••
'Environmental, and
Social Impact of
Sustainable Agriculture
Northwest Area Foundation December 1994
There is a contradiction in American agriculture. A succession of
mechanical, biological, and chemical innovations has transformed agri-
...
culture into a powerful industrial machine that produces food abun-
dantly, But these innovations have also had serious environmental
impacts, including increased soil erosion, water pollution and depletion,
disappearing wildlife, elevated environmental health risks for farmers,
and food safety concerns for consumers. At the same time, these tech-
nological changes have fueled farm consolidation, depopulating rural
communities and shrinking rural business opportunities.
Concern about these adverse effects increasingly influences national
farm policy debates, as society searches for a way to resolve the contra-
diction between abundant food and deteriorating rural resources and
communities.
Many farmers share the growing public concern about the future of
our food system. Some are deliberately searching for ways to farm that
are not only profitable, but durable. They aspire to a more "sustainable"
agriculture.
Sustainable agriculture usually involves substituting renewable
resources generated on the farm for nonrenewable, purchased
resources. It also makes use of ecological practices such as crop rota-
tions, landscape management, and livestock waste management. Most
important, sustainable farming involves a commitment to such prac-
tices as a means of achieving permanence. In this sense, sustainable
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. . managementtechnology, Itrelles •... .
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slve, often site-specific Information.
• Sustainable. agriculture has real
and measurable environmental ben-
•. efits Including reduced toxins In~.·."··V'iM~·;~,h'····"ii-S.";~U1l\.;~~~~~fIi''''~~~~
enhanced wildlife habitat. and lower
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economically competitive with eon-
ventional agriculture, as evidenced
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
resources.
COrtTINUED.FROM PAGE 1
by the performance of the best
sustainable farmers. However, to
-; :'PeQorne the technology of choice
, ...'.,.'.' .. :,,; .: ... ';. .
for mostfarmers, the management
systems and technology required of
sustainable agriculture must be fur-
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To inform the growing debate over sustainable agriculture, the
Northwest Area Foundation launched a research initiative to evaluate
the impact of a shift toward sustainable agriculture on the 'economy,
environment, and rural communities in the eight-state region the
Foundation serves (Minnesota, Iowa, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Montana, Idaho, Washington, and Oregon). In all, the initiative totaled
an investment of over $4.5 million over six years. A Better Row to Hoe
presents the Foundation's interpretation of this entire body of research.
Sustainable Agriculture: A Modern, Evolving Technology
Sustainable agriculture is a management goal that relies on a modern,
evolving, and highly adaptable management technology. It has real and
measurable environmental benefits and will become more popular as
environmental constraints grow. It can also provide new farming and
business opportunities for people in rural communities, A rural devel-
opment policy that identifies and supports entrepreneurs willing to
accept the challenge of defining and exploiting these markets is needed.
While it is already clear that the best sustainable farmers can be eco-
- nomically competitive with conventional agriculture: more research and
education efforts needto be directed toward it and policy changes must
be made to level the playing field with conventional agriculture.
Agricultural science will have to adapt itself to long-term, whole-farm
methods of analysis to support the development and adoption of sus-
tainable agriculture.
Farm Practices and Ylalds
Sustainable farms are more diversified in both crops and livestock than
are conventional farms and have less land planted to VIe major com-
modities that; within current systems of production, deplete the soil
most. Sustainable farmers use less, commercial fertilizer, pesticides, and
energy. Instead of these purchased inputs, they rotate crops, recycle
plant nutrients and manure, and plant more soil-building crops than do
conventional farmers. They also use more cover crops, strip crops, con-
tour grass waterways, and field windbreaks to conserve moisture for
crop production and reduce soil erosion.
, These practices ci~ cause some, although in most cases not large, '
losses of yield of some crops. But they have positive environmental
impacts. And importantly, the best sustainable farmers have yields com-
parable with conventional farming despite lower resource use.
Farm Finance and Economic Performance
The economic performance of sustainable agriculture is difficult to
compare with conventional agriculture on a year-to-year basis because
the economic strategy involved in sustainable agriculture is long term.
On average, sustainable farms have fewer farm assets than conven-
tional farms, but are proportionately no more heavily in debt.
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Sustainable farmers spend less on some items. but
average total production expenditures reported by
conventional and sustainable farmers are not consis-
tently or significantly different.
Conventional farms generally report higher gross
income, and in 1991 performed better overall than -
sustainable farms, except in Iowa, where sustainable '
farmers produced twice as much net farm income
per acre as conventional farmers. In general, factors
other than the practice of sustainable agriculture
contributed as much or more to the comparatively
poorer performance of sustainable agriculture in
other states, according to statistical analysis. More-
over, the top one-third of the sustainable farmers
performed very competitively with conventional
farmers, even after principal and interest payments,
family labor costs, and adjustments in value of live-
stock were taken into account. .
Some sustainable farmers did extremely well.
These top-performing sustainable farms were often
smaller than other sustainable farms. Management
skill appears to be the crucial factor in their success;
Labol and Mana.ement
Sustainablefarmers (operator and spouse combined)
spend over one-fourth more time on farm work than
do conventional farmers. However, the sustainable
; farmers' work is more centered on livestock and is
therefore spread out more evenly over the year, while'
labor demands on conventional farms are more con-
centrated during crop-growing seasons.
Sustainable farmers are more likely than conven-
tional farmers to share management decisions with
other family members, The toughest management
issues for sustainable farmers involve crop produc-
tion and soil management, while for conventional
farmers, the biggest problem is how to market the
large volume of commodities they produce.
These relationships suggest that snstainable agri-
culture is even more of a partnership between spous-
es than is conventional agriculture, and that the
demands on this partnership are substantial.
Community Inter.etlana
Sustainable farmers buy less fertilizer and pesticide
than conventional farmers and less of some related
services, like custom crop spraying. They travel farther
to buy livestock and livestock products, but not as far
, to take out operating loans. They are also more likely
to purchase locally produced products and services, .
both from other farmers and from nonfarm business-
es. And although they generally spend less per farm on
these locally produced inputs, sustainable farmer~,:.},
spend more per acre because their farms are smaller. 'C
These differences may, in part, reflect differences
in the availability of goods and services needed most
by the two groups.
Both groups market their crops and livestock
within their home state, but sustainable farmers are
more likely to sell out-of-state because of the lack of
available markets for the products they produce. To
realize the business development potential of new
markets for products from sustainable farms, the
business infrastructure of rural communities will
----------._._.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-
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have to be diversified to reflect the greater diversity
of crops produced on sustainable farms.
Sustainable farmers also participate in the social
an'd civic life of the community. They are as likely as'
conventional farmers to participate in and provide
leadership to farm, church, and civic groups, despite
working more hours on the farm.
Adopting Sustainable Agriculture
Sustainable farmers are innovators whose farms are
likely to be smaller, but who are likely to own a
greater portion of the land they farm. They are slight-
ly younger than conventional farmers and adopted
sustainable ,Practices early in their farming careers.
They are likely to cite environmental and health con-
cerns as the basis for adopting those practices.
When first adopting sustainable practices, sustain-
able farmers were most concerned about how it
~ould affect crop yields, weeds, profitability;and
workload. Many of these concerns have lessened,
while others have not. Sustainable farmers get help
on these issues from 'research they do themselves on
their o~n farm, from other sustainable farmers, sus-
tainable farm organizations, and farm magazines.
Most do not rely much on extension personnel, uni-
versity scientists, or government agency staff.
Conventional farmers are discouraged from
adopting sustainable agriculture primarily from fear
of reduced crop yields, more labor, and lower
income. But those who convert report that many of
these concerns have been reduced as their experience
with sustainable agriculture grows.
Both sustainable and conventional farmers report
stress related to their farming operations, but are sat-
isfied with farming as a way of life.
A Matter of Choice
Sustainable agriculture is a matter of choice, both for
,t farmers and for society.
For farmers, the choice is made more inviting by
the clear success that some sustainable farmers have
achieved. But it is made more difficult by public
policies that discourage sustainable practices. :
Federal farm commodity programs reward top- .
yield production of grain crops and provide smaller
benefits to those who minimize inputs and plant
soil-conserving crops and forages. The commodity
programs should be reformed to reward environ-
mental performance, remove penalties from farmers
making a shift to sustainable agriculture, and extend
benefits to those who have been penalized in the past
for using sustainable practices.
Greater emphasis should be placed on sustainable
agriculture in research and education programs to de- ,
velop, refine, and teach the management systems sus-
fainable agriculture requires. Progress has been made
in establishing policy goals in legislation, but these
goals have been poorly supported by weak funding.
More also needs to be done to support beginning
farmers who use sustainable practices. Manysustain-
able farmers adopt their practices when they are
young. It may be even easier to start farming with
sustainable practices than it is to convert after years
of experience and substantial investments have been
made in conventional practices. At the same time,
low-cost sustainable strategies may present an ideal
way for beginning farmers to break the financial bar-
riers to entry into agriculture._ .
Sustainable agriculture and rural development
need each other, and our nation needs a policy that
advances both. A comprehensive rural development
policy ought to support development of the local
rural business infrastructure needed by sustainable .
agriculture, and farm policy that nourishes sustain-
able agriculture ought to foster new business oppor-
tunities in rural communities.
Likemanynew technologies, sustainable agricul-' ,f .
, ture faces an uncertain future. Clearly, interest in the
principles that underlie it is now widespread, and the
. public benefits of its practice are becoming more
apparent. Fears and apprehension, especially among
farmers, remain significant, but no. longer seem
daunting. Because sustainable agriculture requires a
new management technology, the need to refine and
teach the principles that guide decision-making is
especially important,
Choices should be made deliberately, whether
they are the personal choices of farmers or the policy
choices of society. A Better Row to Hoe distills over
$4.5 million worth of research into sustainable agri-
culture and tries to make the choices both clearer
and better informed. We cannot say that sustainable
agriculture will prevail. But we can share the vision it
offers of a farming system that rewards land steward-
, ship, yields food abundantly, provides economic
opportunity for farmers, and supports healthy rural
communities. -
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About the Re..arch
Overthe last six years, Northwest Area Foundation has provided over
$4.5 million to support research on the economic; environmental, and
social impacts of sustainable agriculture in seven states: Iowa;
Minnesota, North' Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, Oregon, and
Washington. A BetterRow to Hoe summarizes the Foundation's inter-
pretation of the results of this research. .
Research participants include: Iowa State University, Practical _
. Farmers of Iowa, University of Minnesota, Land Stewardship Project,
North Dakota State University, Northern Plains Sustainable Agriculture
Society, Montana State University, University of Montana, Alternative
. Energy Resources Organization, Oregon State University, Oregon Tilth,
Washington State University, South Dakota State University, Tufts
University, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, and
Center for Rural Affairs.
About the Report
A BetterROw to Hoe is a publication of the Northwest Area Foundation.
It was prepared with the assistance of Marty Strange an4 Cheryl Miller, '
consultants to the Foundation. Readers who would like to request the
full report, additional copies of this executive summary, or Plantingthe
Future, a bookreporting on the research to be published by Iowa State
University Press, may use the order fo~m on page 3'.
About the Foundation .
Northwest Area Foundation is a private regional foundation established
in 1934. Its missi~n is to contribute to the vitality of its eight-state _
region-Minnesota, Iowa, North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana,
Idaho, Washington, and Oregon-by promoting economic revitalization
and improving the standard of living for the region's most vulnerable
citizens.
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LEARNINGMETHODS, ENVIRONMENTAL, ANDECONOMIC DIMENSIONS
ON-FARM RESEARCH, DEMONSTRATIONS, AND TOURS
SUMMARY (by C. A. Francis): On-farm researchactivities providea valuable resource both for
demonstration and for generating location- and management-specific information for the
producer. Much ofthe research conducted "on farm" in the past has actually been planned and
managed by researchers. This maybe valuable for collecting additional information on specific
components of technology under a new set ofconditions, but in most cases shouldnot be
considered "participatory on-farm research." In contrast, muchofthe methodology that comes
from the Farming Systems ResearchlExtension experience in the U.S. and in the international
community is highly relevant to the study ofcropping and crop/animal systems under conditions
ofthe farm. It involves the farm owner or operator as a full member ofthe researchand
educationteam. A list of key references to the methods used in on-farm researchand
demonstration has been assembled by Hildebrand, King, and Francis. More detailed information
on recent innovations in this area has been assembled and published by the Center for Sustainable
Agricultural systems with partial support from a SAREgrant:
"Alternative Approaches to On-Farm Research and Technology Exchange," Charles Francis,
RhondaJanke, VictoriaMundy, and JamesKing, editors. Centerfor Sustainable Agricultural
Systems, Coop. Extension Division, University ofNebraska, Lincoln, NE 68583-0949. 174p.
Alternative practicesand crop/livestock systems that depend on fewer purchased inputs are
receiving increased attention due to the success of progressive farmers who substitute
management and biological structure for conventional use ofchemical pesticides and fertilizers.
Organic farming providesa sharp contrast to conventional use ofchemical inputs. This option
offersan opportunityto explorenew markets in a society that is concerned about both food
quality and the impacts ofconventional agriculture on the environment. A farmtour that includes
a presentation ofthe philosophy and goals that drive decisions by an organicfarmer can be
valuable as a point ofcontrast to conventional operations. An on-sitevisit to a farm that
integratescrops and animals without chemical inputscan provide first handevidence to
participants of the integration efficiencies and biological structuring ofalternative systems. A field
tour should have clear learning objectives and a structuredapproach that will help reach them, and
a way to evaluateimpact.
Learning objectives for a farm demonstration visitor tour should be carefully planned, and the
activities on farm designed to meet those objectives. Examples ofthese objectives (modified from
a list developed by Dr. HeleneMurray, Coordinator, MISA, U. Minnesota) include:
• explorethe guiding philosophy and long-term goals of the farmer in order to better
understand decision making and how goals will be attained
• identifY what factors are influencing management decisions amongfarmers in the
region, and document farmer perceptions ofproblems, needs, immediate concerns
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• examine how farmers with different farm size or resource base choose different
production methods and respond to changes in the market place or environmental
rules
• identify farmers' visions for the future, such as threats to the current agricultural
system, opportunities for long-term investment, and multi-generational concerns
• identifY potential collaborating farmers for longer-term projects, such as educational
tours or participatory research projects
Before leaving for a farm tour, it is useful to have an overview document or handout that profiles
the farm and its resources, philosophy of the owner and/or manager, general approach and acres
in each crop or dedicated to each enterprise. This facilitates discussion after arrival and makes the
transfer of information more efficient. It also allows visitors to formulate questions and be ready
to initiation discussion ofkey issues with the farmer host. Drawn from this document and the
learning objectives of the tour, it is useful to design an evaluation instrument to get feedback from
the participants. They should be asked about content of the tour as well as the method of
communication. What lesson was most important from this visit? What information will be most
useful in their own future activities? How would they suggest that the tour could be improved?
The evaluation should be related specifically to the learning objectives, in order to determine if
they have been achieved. Farmers who host tours are usually very interested in getting copies of
the evaluations of the tour.
Additional comments on farm tours were submitted by Dr. Mary Hanks, Program Supervisor,
Energy and Sustainable Agriculture Program, Minnesota Department of Agriculture: "In our
farm tours, we try to avoid having an Extension educator in front of the audience with a flip chart.
We put the farmer in charge of the tour and provide help with the plan. The farmer is the main
speaker. He or she identifies other presenters from a pool of specialists and decides when they
speak on the program. We have a "run through" the day before to work out any glitches.
Another approach we have used is to tour two, contrasting farms, such as a confinement dairy and
one that practices rotational grazing. At the end of the day, we compare and contrast both
operations. We discuss the benefits and disadvantages of each one regarding economic,
environmental, and social parameters. The comparison/contrast farm tour has worked especially
well with graduate students. We will be trying it next with Extension educators."
We welcome any comments or suggestions you have about on-farm research and on-farm
demonstrations and tours. The SARE project will continue to collect relevant information on
these topics and make it available to researchers, farmers, non-profit groups, Extension specialists
and educators, and state and federal agency people in the region. Please send these comments to
Charles Francis at the Center for Sustainable Agricultural Systems, University ofNebraska,
Lincoln, NE 68583-0949.
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INTRODUCTION
What is the latest thinking about on-farm research and education opportunities and
challenges in the U.S.? A symposium on "Alternative Approaches to On-Farm Research
and Technology Exchange" was convened in Seattle on November 1995, sponsored by the
Division A-8 (Integrated Agricultural Systems) of the American Society of Agronomy. The
symposium was chaired by Wanda Collins and Steve Oberle (Chair of Division A-8) and
attended by more than 100 people. Following the symposium, a number of attendees
requested that we bring the papers together for distribution to a wider audience and make
them available as a publication. Gary Peterson, Editor-in-Chief for ASA publications, gave
us permission to print the papers presented in the symposium, and editors of several journals
likewise agreed that key papers could be reproduced here for easy reference.
There is growing interest in the concept and practice of "participatory on-farm
research" since the highly successful conference at University of Illinois in 1992 (Clement,
1992). Although many key research activities continue to be planted on farmers' fields under
the accepted definition of "researcher-designed, researcher-managed" experiments, there is
growing acceptance of the concept of farmer-designed or team-designed participatory
activities. As we become more convinced of the site-specificity of results and
recommendations, it becomes obvious that there is a vital role for individual farmers to
conduct some of their own testing of new components and systems. We have heard farmers
say, "Research does not cost, it actually pays!" The cooperative spirit is further reflected in
a current series of Extension and NRCS training sessions with the theme, "Everyone a
Teacher, Everyone a Learner" (Carter and Francis, 1995).
Seven papers from the symposium represent current ideas and practices of
participatory on-farm research and education. Fourteen other recent papers or discussion
summaries include items that have received major attention in the last several years, or
represent ideas that have not had broad distribution. A report on "Participatory Research and
Other Sharing of Experience" came from an "open space" discussion at the recent Santa Cruz
cluster workshop of the Integrated Farming Systems initiative sponsored by W.K. Kellogg
Foundation. Others are from University of Illinois and Kansas State University. We realize
there are many more people working in this area, and sincerely invite you to send current
reports of experiences and programs to our Center. If there is a: critical mass of additional
materials, we will put them together in a similar summary document for distribution.
Charles Francis, Rhonda Janke (Kansas State U.), Victoria Mundy, James King
Editors
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INTEGRATIVE SYSTEMS AND RESOURCES FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
INTEGRATED RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
IN SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
LEARNING METHOD: Talk Show, Group Exercises, Jeopardy
PRESENTED BY: Barbara Maureen Vining, CCA
Midwest National Technical Center
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service
Lincoln, NE
Talk shows have become popular with the American public, emphasizing that
people have something to say and want a chance to say it. What appeals to
loyal listeners is the ability of the talk show host (or hostess?) to state what the
listener has on his/her mind. This approach will be tried to generate ideas from
the group before beginning exercises. This is brainstorming with a new face.
We will investigate the question "How do we interlink various management
systems or enterprises to address environmental, economic, and ethos concerns
of the farmer, the community and the federal government?" Group exercises
focusing on a proposed planning process will involve the audience and challenge
each individual to be attentive. An adaptation of the gameshow "Jeopardy" will
be used to evaluate student's retention of material presented during the session.
KEY REFERENCES:
Public Law 101-624-Nov. 28, 1990. (1990 Farm Bill). Subtitle B -Sustainable Agriculture Research and
Education.
Dornbusch, Jr., A. J., B. M. Vining, and J. L. Kearney. (In Press, 1995). Total Resource Management
Planning Approach for Addressing Ground Water Concerns. IN Conservation of Great Plains
Ecosystems: Current Science, Future Options. Kluwer Press.
Midwest National Technical Center. 1992. USDA Soil Conservation Service. Technology Technical
Note No. 45O-U-2, Subject: TCH - Technology - A Strategy to Promote Residue Management.
Midwest National Technical Center. 1991. USDA Soil Conservation Service. Technology Technical
Note No. 45O-U-I, Subject: TCH - Technology - FOTG, Section V-C, Procedural References -
Guidance for the Development and Use of Case Studies as a Source of Conservation Effects
Information.
Vining, Barbara M. 1995. The 3 E's of Integrated Resource Management Planning. USDA Natural
Resources Conservation Service. Midwest National Technical Center. Lincoln, NE.
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CHAPTER IV • CONSERVATION EFFECTS FOR DECISION·MAKING:
. A FRAMEWORK FOR ECONOMIC EVALUATION
INTRODUCTION
Conservation Effects for Decision-Making (CEO) is a process that
was developed to enable SCS planners to display and evaluate
positive and negative effects of various conservation options
available to the land user.
The CEO process can be used to assist land users with
their conservation decisions by:
1. providing a framework in which to organize and present
information in a form that facilitates comparison of
the positive (gains) and negative (losses) effects of a
conservation option.
2. Permitting consideration of all physical, sociological, and
economic values pertinent to the evaluation.
3. Encouraging the employment of analytical to01s at
appropriate levels of sophistication, as needed, to
enable land users to make informed decisions.
4. Capitalizing on the knowledge and experience of our agency
professionals and clients to foster interaction
throughout the decision-making process.
COLLECTING AND RECORDING INFORMATION
The collecting and recording of effects information for the
Conservation Effects for Decision-Making (CEO) process is not a
new approach; it has been the major thrust of conservation
management systems (CMS) and planning in general. The CEO idea
emerged from a national economic applications work group as a
conceptual framework linking the planning process with economic
input and emphasizing the end objective, i.e. the identification
of the expected effects from applied conservation which allows
decisions and actions to be taken. The CEO framework is
conceptually applicable to all SCS programs and planning
situations. Consequently, it is also the theme and
organizational tool for this handbook. What follows is an
explanation of the steps in the process of evaluation, a diagram
of the decision making process, and presentation of examples of
evaluation approaches. Case studies have been included as
examples from each of the four Technical Center Regions.
Subsequent chapters in this handbook explain the various economic
principles, tools, and techniques available for use if one wishes
to carry evaluations to a more detailed level of analysis.
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THE FRAMEWORK
The CED framework enables the combination of information from
many different disciplines so that a comprehensive and effective
evaluation can be made. For more guidance on bow to carry out a
CED analysis consult with your state office about CED training,
the CED Training Manual and the Conservation Effects for Decision
Making Workbook. The CED Workbook contains step-by-step
instructions on how to carry out a CED analysis and explains each
step of the process. Lessons and questions are provided for self
stUdy. One should always keep in mind that economics is just one
of the many tools available to help SCS do a better job and help
the land user make more informed decisions.
STEPS IN THE CED PROCESS
THE FIRST STEP
Field office level planning efforts should always first identify
the benchmark condition. The planner and land user work together
to develop a picture of existing conditions, trends, problems,
opportunities, and objectives. The assistance provided is based
on soil, water, and other natural and cultural resource
information. The description of benchmark conditions could also
include other inventories and evaluations as needed. These may
include a description of current crops, farming practices,
livestock type and condition, and available equipment. It could
also include consideration of sociological and economic
characteristics. Planning objectives and problem complexity for
each specific situation determine the detail of inventories and
evaluations needed.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the land user will usually affect the kinds and
amounts of information gathered and evaluated. However, it is
important to point out that the formulation of planning
objectives requires that both the objectives of society as well
as those of the land user be considered as problems and concerns
are identified. The planning process should also identify
opportunities. This assists in creating a broader view that
spans beyond the search for resource problems to recognize those
situations where resource enhancements may be achieved. For
example, if a given situation is evaluated to not have a
significant soil resource problem onsite, opportunities may still
exist to make on-farm improvements which could increase farm
efficiency and profitability while at the same time reducing
negative offsite water or air quality effects.
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OPTIONS
Those options appropriate to meet the individual and societal
objectives need to be considered after a picture of the benchmark
situation and expected future trends is developed. An option is
a desired view of the future.
Proposed options enable planners to develop a new picture of the
conditions that could exist on the farm or ranch. with
treatmentjfconditions are referred to, in the CEO framework, as
options. options represent the world of possibilities, a vision
of what could be, based on predictive models, professional
jUdgement, and experience regarding the expected effects of each
action or set of actions considered. Options are the
alternatives to the existing situation that are proposed to deal
with current and future problems or issues.
options are generally componen~~ o~~ Resource Management System
(RMS), but could also be an A~~ernat~e Management System (AMS),
~~ceptable Conservation system (ACS) for plans developed for the
1985 Food Security Act, be a single practice or simply an
adjustment to present farming operations. Proposed options must
be consistent with sections III and IV of the Field Office
Technical Guide (FOTG). They must also be within the approval
authority of the planner. Apart from the FOTG, the experience
and knOWledge of the planner and decision maker are the main
sources of information used for selecting proposed options.
ACTIONS
To achieve a specific option, steps or actions need to be taken
to achieve that option. Examples of actions could include a
change in cropping sequence, land use, time of seeding, tillage
or timing of cultivation, structural improvements to the farm or
simply a lowering of the speed of a single tillage operation.
Each individual has a different experience base which can be
increased by on-the-job training, specialized training courses,
field trials, or the use of models. One of the most useful
learning experiences for planners is to visit land users with
successful conservation treatments already applied. Technology
transfer through exposure in this manner rapidly broadens an
employee's perspective and improves their expertise and
confidence. If successful on-farm experiences are documented and
shared as case stUdies, the knowledge base of others within and
outside of the Agency could also be easily enhanced. Such
experiences should be recorded first in physical and biological
terms rather than monetary terms because monetary values are
simply a translation of the former and can be expressed in
current dollars at any time.
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l:HPACTS
The completed option is compared with the benchmark condition to
estimate the impacts of the actions. The impacts of applied
conservation options are the ditterence between the conservation
ettects ot the benchmark or current condition and trends, and the
effects of the options situation. Quantification of the impacts
is dependent upon the degree of detail used to describe or
measure the benchmark and expected option conditions. The
impacts should be described in narrative form at a minimum, and
in quantitative terms to the extent possible. They should also
be recorded in an easy to understand manner for consideration by
the decision maker. One way to do this is on Conservation
Effects or Impacts Worksheets. Differences in erosion rates,
habitat values, water quality, acres farmed, bushels harvested,
labor and fuel requirements, pesticides used, etc. should all be
documented to the extent that such information serves the agency.
The time frame when the impacts occur might also be identified
because certain actions such as pasture improvements can result
in immediate costs, but the reSUlting yield increases may be
delayed and then occur for an extended period of time.
VALUES
Each individual's values will affect the relative merits of an
impact. Ten additional quail may be a positive impact to one
person and a negative impact to another. An individual's set of
values may be in harmony with "society's best interest" or it may
be in direct conflict. Once the land user's set of values has
been applied to the impacts, the positive and negative effects
may be listed. This listing can go through many iterations of
detail, starting rather general and working to more and more
detailed levels. The iteration process may involve travelling
completely back through the decision making process, or it may
involve increasingly more sophisticated levels of detail on the
same impacts. The process is continued until the land user has
sufficient detail to make an intormed decision. In most cases
the planner will identify the costs and describe necessary
maintenance for each of the options. Often this low amount of
detailed information will be sufficient for the land user to make
a decision. However, occasionally a more complex analysis will
be necessary, which will require higher levels of detail. This
is where the concepts presented in this handbook may help.
THE PLANNl:RG PROCESS
The CEO process is completely consistent with the National
Planning Manual. It is not a new system, but rather a method of
thought organization. The CEO process provides a method to
evaluate the continuum of all options available to the land user.
It is intended that the process will make conservation planning
and application easier and more efficient. The following diagram
is presented to graphically explain the CEO decision making
process.
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On Augusf14;1991, the Chief of:theSoiliC1>nllervation Service released the
"Three-Year Action Plan to Accelerate Adoption'()f Residue Management." This
plan is designed to facilitate the near doubling of current residue management
acreages needed for conservation compliance by 1995. An initial step in the plan
was to formulate focus groups comprising of agents (SCS, ASCS, SWCD).
producers, and farm managers from around the country. As part of their objectives,
the focus groups developed some prelirnlnarY:lindingsregarding residue
manaqement, ., \;'~:,- :'~'" ':;.~ ,":,~-'" :'~~<.1'>.1; .~' '~' > ,
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The purpose of this technical noteistoaddrassas many of the focus groups'
findings as possible using simple, available tools and approaches. The information
contained in this document is most important atthe field level, and should be
shared at that level in some form.,.Speci,fical,IYi,~hl! strategy and information that·
follows is meant to: " ", .""'i(;,'c'?f~;';~;!" ': '
1. allow SCS and our clientsto.lav.out :theiepol1olTlics of residue manaqernent "
:~:I\e,~~~tl~e~,i,,;:},:!j.1::i,:~';(iii~~\;,:!:6}S~c*¥(·;:/':<:.. .' .'·'~~i.·· ",:"'.
helpour clients overcometheteer of thaunknown involved in changing the
way that theyoperate,'/J'" ··..,fS:",;}",'> ..' .. ' "..""",
) ~';"
~(
3. help our clients understand the physical effects they may achieve on
resource problems and concerns with proper residue management,
4. facilitate the clients feeling of ownership of the plan,
5. encourage farmer to farmer demonstrations,
6. make residue management data more available to the client who is
contemplating a change of operation, and
7. allow for localized aspects of decisionmaking.
Strategy
There are two main ingredients needed to meet the objectives outlined above. They
are: 1) localized data on residue management, and 2) a tool to use that data in a
customized analysis.
Case Studies' - One of the most effective and cost-efficient methods of
collecting localized data on residue management is through the use of case
studies. A case study is an organized set of quantitative and qualitative
information that describes benchmark and planned condition of the resource and
the impacts from installing that treatment. It basically documents how residue
management meets cooperator objectives and effectively treats resource
problems. (This documentation should be stored in Section V-B-l (Producer
Experiences) of the Field Office Technical Guide.)
A case study can be conducted as part of your ongoing conservation planning
work during review of the farm operation and while developing and evaluating
alternatives. Additionally, follow-up after the conservation plan has been
implemented will serve to verify or reject planning expectations. Planning notes
from an existing plan might contain all or most of the information needed to
produce a good case study. One purpose of this technical note is to give
information on structuring that data to include kinds. amounts, and timing of
actions taken to implement residue management.
Typically, actions to implement residue management include changes in inputs
and outputs. Therefore, the case studies should attempt to measure or quantify
those changes. They should reflect farming operations undertaken, type of
equipment used. dates of operations, number of operations to complete work.
and the kinds and amounts of inputs such as seed, fertilizer. pesticides, tractor
hours, fuel consumption, and labor required.
They should reflect yields, erosion rates, and other observable indicators related
to the resources of concern (soil, water, air, plants, and animals).
They should reflect any significant changes in operational and managerial
conditions and decisions.
• More information on case studies can be found in the National Technical
Center Technical Note entitled "Guidance for the Development and Use of
Case Studies as a Source of Conservation Effects Information. "
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All available data on changes in the five resources should be recorded as that
deals directly with our SCS mission. The degree of detail and selection of input
and output factors to collect data for. however. should be guided by common
sense and professional judgement. For example. the conservationist can ask the
question: "What should I observe in order to gauge results and judge
'success'?" Such efforts will help prioritize and streamline data collection and
analysis.
Case studies of residue management can be of three types:
1. a comparison of the "before and after treatment" conditions on a single
site.
2. a comparison of two separate. but comparable resources and landuse
situations (sites) on different farms or even on the same farm. i.e .• one
site "with and one without treatment"; or
3. a simple recording of the results a farmer experiences "with treatment"
on a single site regardless of the "before" treatment conditions.
The first and second types mentioned above require that data be collected for
both the "before treatment" or benchmark situation (without treatment) and the
"after treatment" (with treatment) condition arising from the adoption of residue
management.
The last alternative represents the simplest. easiest approach. but inherently has
the greatest risk for misunderstanding cause and effect relationships because it
focuses on "with treatment" conditions only. This may not matter. for the
immediate future. as the optional situation with residue management is deemed
more desirable than the new cooperator's present situation. However. a more
precise understanding of the cause and effect relationships due to conservation
is important for our work over the longer term. Indeed. conservation effects
information incorporated into Section V over time should result in improvements
to Section III.
Exhibits 1 • and 2' illustrate one way case study information could be displayed.
To start the process. a "Type 3" case study could be completed by recording
the results of Farmer A's experiences with residue management. as part of a
successfully applied conservation plan. Exhibit 1. This format allows for the
recording of actions and effects from Farmer A's successful application of a
conservation treatment which includes residue management. (The collection of
this type of information was suggested at the FOTG training sessions in 1990
and 1991. Some states are well on the way to obtaining many useful sets.)
Exhibit 2 illustrates how the case study from Farmer A can be used to promote
residue management as a viable option for Farmer B.
• Exhibits 1 and 2 were derived from actual case studies developed for use by
a Midwest State.
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.(J.I U. S. Department of AgricultureSoil Conservation Service
Exhibit 1
Conservation Treatment Information Technical GuideSection V
Field Office:
Farmer A. Somewhere. USA
Conservation Treatment:
Residue Management - No-Till Corn and Soybeans
Nutrient Management
Pesticide Management
Actions
(Kinds, Amounts, lind Timing}
No-Till Corn in Soybean Residue
Surface applied herbicides 22 of March.
28% liquid nitrogen 100 Ibs. of Actual N.
Bicep (Dual & Atrazine) (2 quart rate)
Spray broad leaf weeds with Bladex
and 2,4-0 amine
No-Till Beans in Corn Stalks
Spray preplant herbicides
Gramoxone Prowl/Surfast X-77
residual 2,4-DB
Apply lime in Spring
Comments:
Resource Setting:
Blair Silt Loam - 8% Slope.
Resource Problems BeforeTreatment:
Excessive soil erosion - nutrient
and pesticide runoff.
Effects
(Effects of conservetton Treetmentt
Soil loss 3T/Ac
P205 runoff diminished
~runoff decreased
Nutrient pollution reduced
Machinery
75 HP Tractor
No-Till Planter
Chopper
Stalk buster bush hog
Sprayer
Planter
Chemicals: Corn Bladex .3 Gal./Ac
Beans Gramoxone 1 pt.lAc
Fertilizer: Corn - N 40# Starter 8-100#
P205 60 IblAe
K20-g0 Ib/Ac
Soybeans' Lime 2 TonslAc
Fuel: Corn· 6.5 Gal/Ae
Soybeans 5.0 GaiiAc
Labor: Corn - 7.4 Hr/Ac
Soybeans - 6.0 Hr/Ae
Yields· Corn· 105 BulAe
Soybeans' 28 Bu/Ae
I ThlJ use o( b,IJnd nam('l$ dolts not constitute 8n endorsement by th8 So;1 Conservst;on Serv;clJ.
SCS·Any State
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The left-hand column of Exhibit 2 shows the kinds, amount and timing of
actions undertaken by Farmer B in the "before treatment" or benchmark
condition. The second column from the left shows the effects of those actions.
This data is recorded during elements 4 and 5 of the nine step planning process.
The third column from the left in Exhibit 2 shows the impacts (changes) of
adopting the option displayed in Exhibit 1. The impacts are the differences
between the effects observed in the" before treatment" benchmark condition of
Farmer B and those effects realized by Farmer A in the option of "after
treatment" condition. The evaluation of impacts essentially constitutes
element 9 of the nine step planning process.
Finally, the last or right-hand column of Exhibit 2 shows Farmer B's perception
of the value of those impacts. Such a display of the case study information can
be especially helpful to assist client in deciding whether or not to develop a
conservation plan.
Care and good judgement must be used in deciding whether to use the
participating farmer's name when presenting results to others. Ideally, the case
study farmer would consent to the public use of the results and also be an
esteemed local resident. However, if confidentiality is a concern, case study
information can be presented carefully without reference to the particular
cooperating farmer.
If this physical information in Exhibit 2 is enough to allow Farmer B to make a
decision on applying residue management, then the strategy has succeeded. If,
however, Farmer B wants to see how this option will effect his/her bottom line
economically, then the strategy must continue.
Quick Budget - The second part of the strategy to promote residue management
is to develop a tool that is capable of turning case study data into a customized
analysis for the farmer. Fortunately, this tool has been developed by SCS and
resides currently in CAMPS 1.6 and a future issue of FOCS. Quick Budget, the
field office option of the Cost and Return Estimator (CARE), was developed
specifically to analyze conservation options such as residue management.
Quick Budget uses "base crop budgets" developed at the state office as a
starting point. Then, information from the farmer is easily incorporated to
customize a budget reflecting the current condition for that individual. Now the
fun begins as data from appropriate case studies are interjected to answer any
"what if" questions the farmer might have about residue management for his
own farm.
Data requirements beyond the case studies are not excessive. Over ninety
percent of the data comes from base budgets which are developed at the state
office. The remaining ten percent or less comes from asking the farmer enough
questions to customize a base budget to reflect his or her situation. Quick
Budget was designed to make this customization process extremely easy. Also
extremely easy is the way it can be used with case studies to analyze residue
management options using a "what if" approach.
What makes these processes in Quick Budget so easy? The best way to
answer this question is to walk through a demonstration using a state's base
budget and the case study described previously in Exhibits 1 and 2.
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The MAKE sub-option of Quick Budget pulls a selected base budget to the
screen for editing. Exhibit 3 shows how a base budget would appear on the
screen in its Quick Budget form. The Quick Budget data screen consists of
seven parts entitled:
I. Parameters. - Budget Title, 10, associated field, land and management
charges, and number of acres.
II. Revenue. - Total income from the crop (Yield x Price).
III. Machinery Operations. - A base set of machinery operations can be loaded
into the Quick Budget form by selecting an appropriate budget to MAKE.
Machinery operations can be added with a machinery worksheet or deleted
with a few keystrokes.
IV. Materials and Services. - A base set of materials and services can be loaded
into the Quick Budget form by selecting an appropriate budget to MAKE.
Materials and Services can be added or deleted with a few keystrokes.
V. Other Charges. - Other charges include interest on operating capital. crop
drying costs and parameters, settlement month, etc.
VI. Total Costs. - Sum of all costs to produce the crop.
VII. Net Returns. - Revenue minus total costs.
Exhibits 4 and 5 illustrate the editing features available. These features aid in
customizing the base budget to match the particular farmer's situation
(Farmer B). Overall, Quick Budget functions as a full screen editor, allowing for
easy on screen changes. In addition, unique "auto-select" windows can be
invoked giving the user a list of selections from which to choose. This feature
eliminates the need for typing and greatly speeds up the editing process. Auto-
select windows are available for all noncalculated sections of Quick Budget and
the data sets for these functions are developed as part of the base budgets by
the state office. Many states have completed this task. Exhibit 4
illustrates how this process works for Part IV, Materials and Services. Not only
are inputs added, deleted, or replaced; but the costs associated with those
inputs are also carried along with the input.
Exhibit 5 illustrates the auto-select windowing available for the Machinery
Operations Section. The first window is a machinery calculator which aids in
the addition of a new operation, while the second level window gives a list of
machines to select for that operation. All operations are sorted chronologically
and costs are automatically brought in when a new machinery combination is
selected. Again, the data needs for this function are supplied in the program by
the state office.
An "auto-recalculation" feature of Quick Budget is extremely useful for the
"what if" type analyses.
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r ar-eor A Corn Cr Residue Quid:: Budget Report - (US·021·0021). 105 BUshels of Corn Crain
land Is 1 acr-es of somewhere, U~A at No charge
Prepared for Planning Purposes Only.
I. Parameters
Title Farmer A Corn Gr Residue Budget 10 : US-021·0021Field Name SometJtJere, USA Acres 1
land Charge Type No Charge land Charge 0.00
Mgmt Charge Type None Hgmt Charge 0.000
II. Reverue Quant Pr-Ice Value Total
Crop Name Units -fty !Unit fAcre Reve~
Corn lirafn Bushels 105.00 2.00 210.00 210.00
Total Crop Revenue 210.00 210.00
III. Mach Incry Operat Ions. Acres Times Cost Cost tctet
Date Operation fHour over /Unit /Acre Cost
PreMHarVest Activities
Hor Sprayer Pull Type 15.36 1.00 0.01 1.42 1.'2
Apr Custom Fertilize 24.24 1.00 0.00 0.23 0.23
Hay Planter No-Till 6R 5.4B 1.00 0.08 B.26 B.26
Jun Sprayer Pull Type 15.36 1.00 0.01 1.42 1.42
Pre-Harvest Total 0.11 11.33 11.33
Harvest Activities
Oct Combine Head Corn 6R 4.5B 1.00 0.29 30.36 30.36
Harvest Total 0.29 30.36 30.36
Machinery Operations SubTotal 0.40 41.69 41.69
IV. Materials and Services Quant Cost Cost Tout
Date Materfal f Service Units -tty /Unlt /Acre Cost
Har Herbicide Bicep Gallons 0.50 21.60 10.BO 10.BO
Apr Nitrogen 28X liquid Pounds 40.00 0.17 6.BO 6.80
Apr Phosptlorous Pelrod, 60.00 0.11 6.60 6.60
Apr Potassh,1ft Pounds 90.00 0.12 10.80 10.80
Hay Nitrogen Pounds 100.00 0.17 17.00 17.00
Hay Corn Seed Bushels 0.25 64.90 16.23 16.23
Jun Herbicfde Bladex Gallons 0.30 17.50 5.25 5.25
Jun Herbicfde 2,40 amine Gallons 0.13 8.00 1.04 1.04
Haterfats end Services SubTotal 0.71 74.52 74.52
Cost Cost Toul
V. Other Charges fUnit /Acre Cost
Interest On Operating Capital 0.04 4.14 4.14
Settlement Honth Oct
Interest Rate 11.000
Crop Drying Costs 0.04 3. r.; 3.r.;
Percentage Drfed 75.000
Startfng Moisture 20.000
Ending Moisture 15.000
Drying Fuel lP Gas
Custom Rate 0.00
lend Charges 0.00 0.00 0.00
Hanagement Charges 0.00 0.00 0.00
Other Charges SubTotal 0.08 7.89 7.89
Cost Cost Total
/Unlt /Acre Cost
VI. Total Costs 1.18 124.10 124.10
VI I. Net Returns 0.82 85.90 85.90
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Page M 1
12/06/91
User • Scenario 09 On Farm Drying of 751 of yield from 20X moisture to 15X moisture. using LP Gas
Exhibit 3. Quick Btrlget Report
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/ Add/Del ? - Key Help Fl, F2 - Help F4 - Auto-Select FlO Save
IV. Materials/services Quant Cost Cost Total
Date Material/Service Units ity /Unit jAcre Cost
Mar Nitrogen Pounds 40.00 0.17 6.80 1496.00
Mar Phosphorous Pounds 150.00 0.11 16.50 ]630.00
Apr potassium Pounds 200.00 0.12 24.00 5280.00
May Herbicide Lariat Gallons 0.88 15.00 13 .20 2904.00
May Corn Seed select an Innu 3570.60
Jun Herbicide Banve Alfalfa 334.40
Jun Nitrogen Alfalfa Seed 3740.00
Anhydrous Ammonia
Materials/Services SU Corn Grain 20955.00
Corn Seed
Corn Silage Total
V. other Charges Corn Stalks Cost
Fallow
Interest On Operati Herbicide 1373.10
Settlement Month Herbicide 2,4-08 Res
Interest Rate Herbicide 2 40 lunine
Crop Drying Costs Press Escape to cancel or ENTER to Select 826.02
Percentaae Dried 75.000
Total Revenue - 46200.00 Total Cost = 40696.58 Net Pr-o f Lt; 5503.42
Exhibit 4. Quick Budget Materials and Services Selection
/ - Add/Del ? - Kev Helo Fl, F2 - Help F4 - Auto-Select FlO - Save
Corn Grain Bushels 105.00 2.00 210.00 46200.00
Total Crop Revenue Bushels 210.00 46200.00
Quick Budaet Mac nerv Cost Ca cu a or
I
D Machinery Used Misc. Data
I. Tractor 130 hp Operation Month .. Apr
p 2. Disk - Tandem 21' Times Over ....... 1.00
M 3. Selec a ac Ine 0
A 4. Disk - Tandem 14' 0
A Disk - Tandem. 21' 00
A Fert Anhydrous APP 15 withTank
M Labor Cost / Hour Fert Anhydrous App 21 No Tank 20.00
J Fuel & Lub Cost / Harrow Springtooth Drag 30' 9.16
J operating costs / Hay Baler Large Round 900 lb 24.01
J Ownership costs / Hay Baler Large Round 1500 lb 15.37
Hay Hauler Large Round Bales
p Esc - ABORT ? - Ke Hay Swather pull Typ w/eond 9 10 - Save
Hay Swather PUl~/;YP w/eond 12
Harvest Activities Hav Swather SP w cond 12'
Oct Combine Head Cor Press Escane to cancel or ENTER to select 6677.33
Total Revenue ~ 46200.00 Total Cost = 40696.58 Net Profit - 5503.42
Exhibit 5. Quick Budget Machinery Cost Calculator Selection
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Whenever any number is added, deleted, changed, or replaced, based on
information from a case study, the total budget recalculates and results are
instantaneously seen. A stationary bar at the bottom of the screen gives Total
Revenue, Total Costs. and Net Returns. Thus. wherever the user is at in the
budget, a change will be reflected on the bar and a new "bottom line" will
appear without scrolling. Instant simulations can be produced employing various
levels of residue management. customized for Farmer B, based on Farmer A's
experiences.
Currently, an option has been added to Quick Budget to specifically address
without and with treatment comparisons. This option, called COMPARE, is an
additional report available to users. This report (Exhibit 6), allows a user to
select two budgets (current condition and with residue management) and have
them compared to each other in one report.
This report is a useful study tool for the farmer as he or she makes conservation
compliance decisions because the predicted economic effects from moving to
residue management are clearly laid out.
In this example. Exhibit 6, Farmer B's current condition for corn (customized by
Quick Budget using a state supplied base budget as a starting point) is
compared to a residue management alternative (using Farmer A's case study
and Quick Budget). The resulting comparison shows that a move to residue
management could change Farmer B's corn operation in the following
economic' ways:
a) Machinery operation costs decreased by $38.04 per acre.
b) Material useage costs (including fertiizer and pesticides) decreased by
$24.06 per acre.
c) Fuel and labor costs decreased by $10.39 per acre.
d) Net returns increased by $64.57 per acre.
In Exhibit 7, the economic effects of Farmer B's move to residue management
on the soybean enterprise is examined. This COMPARE report illustrates that a
move to residue management could change Farmer B's soybean operation in the
following economic ways:
a) Machinery operation costs decreased by $10.86 per acre.
b) Material useage costs (including fertilizer and pesticides) decreased by $4.53
per acre.
c) Fuel and labor costs decreased by $2.71 per acre.
d) Net returns increased by $15.84 per acre.
• Remember that Farmer A's case study supplies the non-economic (5
resources) changes that Farmer B might expect. The changes in Exhibit 6,
deal specifically with economic changes as computed by CARE.
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'Ouic~Budget CO!l'p:lrison Report
Budget ttl ; US-011'C011 Farmer B Corn nr Convent
Budget tt2 : US-021-C021 Farmer A Corn nr Residue
Prepared for Planning Purposes Only.
Modified: 12/06/1991
Modified: 12/06/1991
Page - 1
Date • 12/06/91
I. Budget Infonmation
Field NarTll!
NUTber of Acres
Land Charge Type
Lend Charge Amount
Management Type
Management Charge Amount
Budget
S~ere, USA
1 Acres
No Charge
0.00
None
0.00
Budget 2
Somewhere, USA
1 Acres
No Charge
0.00
None
0.00
II. Crop Produc::tIon Budget 1 Budget 2 oi r tereoce
Yield Price Total Vleld Price Totat Yield Price Total
Crop Name Units I Acre I Unlt R<venue I Acre I Unlt Revenue I Acre I Unit Revenue
Corn Grain Bushels 105.00 2.00 210.00 105.00 2.00 210.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total Revenue 210.00 210.00 0.00
III. Machinery Operations Budget Budget 2 Difference
Cost Cost Toul Cost Cost retet Cost Cost Total
Date Pre·Harvest Operations I Acre I Unit Cost I Acre I Unit Cost I Acre I Unit Cost
Moe Custom Fertit he 0.23 0.00 0.23
Apc plow Moldboard 5-16 14.71 0.14 14.71
Apc Disk - Tandem 21· 5.07 0.05 5.07
Apc Disk • Tand~ Z1· 4.56 0.04 4.56
M,y phnter 6-30 9.64 0.09 9.64
Jun Sprayer Pull Type 2.05 0.02 Z.05
Jun f ert Ari'l)'drous App 1 7.28 0.07 7.28
Jun Cultivator a Row 6R 5.83 0.06 5.83
Moe Sprayer Pull Type 1.42 0.01 1.42
Apc Custom Fertilize 0.23 0.00 0.23
M,y Ptanter No-Till 6R 8.26 0.08 8.26
Jun Sprayer Putt Type 1.42 0.01 1.42
fotal Pre·Harvest Operations Costs 49.37 0.47 49.37 11.33 0.11 11.33 '38.04 -0.36 -)!.04
Harvest Operations
~
--- --- ---O,t Conbine Head Corn 6R 30.36 0.29 30.36
OCt Combine Head Corn 6R 30.36 0.29 30.36
fotal Harvest Operations Costs 30.36 0.29 30.36 30.36 0.29 30.36 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total Operltions Costs 79.73 0.76 79.73 41.69 0.40 41.69 ·38.04 ·0.36 ·38.04
v. Haterlal Usage Budget Budget 2 Difference
Quant Cost Total Quant Cost fotat Quant Cost Total
Material Name Units I Acre I Unit Cost I Acre I Unit Cost I Acre I Unft Cost
Corn Seed Bushels 0.25 64.90 16.23 0.25 64.90 16.23 0.00 0.00 0.00
Herbicide Z,4D amine Gallons 0.13 8.00 1.04 0.13 8.00 1.04
Herbicide Banvel Callons 0.06 50.80 3.05 -0.06 -50.80 ·3.05
Herbicide Bleep Cations 0.50 21.60 '9. 80 0.50 21.60 10.80
Herbicide 8tedex Callons 0.30 17.50 5.25 0.30 17.50 5.25
Herbicide lariat Gel lons 1.00 15.00 15.00 -1.00 -15.00 -15.00
Nitrogen Poo,nd, 40.00 0.17 6.80 100.00 0.17 17.00 60.00 0.00 10.20
Nitrogen 28% Liquid Poo,nd, 40.00 0.17 6.80 40_00 0.17 6.80
Nitrogen side Poo,nd, 100.00 0.17 17.00 ·100_00 -0.17 ·17.00
Phosphorous Poo,nd, 150.00 0.11 16.50 60.00 0.11 6.60 ·90.00 0.00 -9.90
Pousslun Poo,nd, 200.00 0.12 24.00 90.00 0.12 10.80 -110.00 0.00 ·13 .20
Total Haterlat Cost 98.57 74.51 -24.06
VI. Other Charges Budget 1 Budget 2 Difference
Cost Cost Total Cost Cost Totel Cost Cost Total
I Acre I Unit Cost I Acre I Unit Cost I Acre I Unit Cost
Other. Charlles SlbTotat 10.36 0.10 10.36 7.89 0.08 7.89 -2.107 -0.02 -Z.47
Total Costs 188.67 1.80 188.67 124.10 1.18 124.10 -64.57 -0.62 -64.57
Net Returns 21.33 0.20 21.3] 85.90 0.8> 85.90 64.57 0.62 64.57
Totat Fuel Cost 14.46 8.97 -5.49
fotal labor Cost 9.70 4.80 -(,.90
Exhibit 6. Quick Btxiget COlT[laX"ison Report. Corn Grain
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ouid:.Budget Cortt>0rlsol1 Report
Budget #1 : US·012-00\2 Farmer B Soybeans
Budget '2 : US-022-0022 Farmer A Soybeans
Convent
Resid:ue
Prepared for Planning Purposes Only_
Modified: 12106/1991
Modified: 12/06/1991
Page • 1
Date - 12/06/91
1. Budget Information
field Name
Nl.II'ber of Acres
Und Charge Type
land Charge~t
Management Type
Management Charge Amount
Budget
Scmewhere. USA
1 "cres
No Charge
0.00
None
0.00
SOtnewhere. USA
1 Acres
No CharGe
0.00
None
0.00
II. Crop Produetion Budget 1 Budget 2 Difference
Yield Priee ToUl Yfeld Prlee Total Yield Price Total
Crop Name Units / Acre / Unit Revenue / Acre I Unit Reven.Je I Acre I Unit Revenue
---
soybeans Bushels 28.00 5.10 142.80 28.00 5.10 142.80 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total Revenue 142.80 142.80 0.00
III. Maehlnery OperatIons Budget 1 Budget 2 Difference
Cost Cost Totat Cost Cost Totel Cost Cost Total
Date Pre-Harvest Operations / Aere I Unit Cost I Acre I Unit Cost I Aere / Unit Cost
---
Har Custom Fertilize 0.23 0.01 0.23
Apr Disk - Tandem 21' 5.07 0.18 5.07
Apr Disk - Tandem 21' 5.07 0.18 5.07
Hay Plenter 6-30 9.64 0.34 9.64
Jun Cultivator· Row 6R 5.83 0.21 5.83
Har Stalk Chopper. 12' 5.07 0.18 5.07
Hor Custom Fertfl he 0.23 0.01 0.23
Apr Sprayer Pull Type 1.42 0.05 1.42
Hay Ptanter No-Till 6R 8.26 0.30 8.26
ToUl Pre-Harvest Operations Costs 25.84 0.92 25.84 14.98 0.54 14.98 -10.86 -0.38 -10.86
Harvest Operations
--- --- --- ---
sep Combine Platfonm w/p 28.44 1.02 28.44
Oct Combine Platform w/p 28.44 1.02 28.44
---
Total Harvest Operations Costs 28.44 1.02 28.44 28.44 1.02 28.44 0.00 0.00 0.00
Tout Operations Costs 54.28 1.94 54.28 43.42 1.56 43.42 -10.86 -0.38 -10.86
V. Material Usage Booget 1 Booget 2 Difference
Quant Cost Total Quant Cost Total Quant Cost Total
Material Name Units I Aere I Unit Cost I Acre I Unit Cost I Acre I Unit Cost
---
Herblelde 2.4-08 Res Callons 0.13 10.00 1.30 0.13 10.00 1.30
Herbicide Gramoxone Gallons 0.13 40.00 5.20 0.13 40.00 5.20
Herblelde lasso Gallons 0.09 20.00 1.80 -0.09 -20.00 -1.80
Herbicide prowl/surf Galtons 0.13 24.00 3.12 0.13 24.00 3.12
Herbicide Seneore Gattons 0.13 95.00 12.35 ·0.13 -95.00 -12.35
Lime Application Tons 2.00 22.00 44.00 2.00 22.00 44.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Soybean Seed Bushell 1.00 13.00 13.00 1.00 13.00 13.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total Material Cost 71.15 66.62 ·4.53
VI. Other Charges Booget 1 Budget 2 Differenee
Cost Cost Total Cost Cost Total Cost Cost Total
I Acre / Unit Cost I Aere / Unit Cost I Acre I Unit Cost
Other Charges SubTotal 4.92 0.18 4.92 4.47 0.16 4.47 -0.45 -0.02 -0.~5
Total Costs 130.35 4.66 130.35 114.51 4.09 114.51 -15.84 -0.57 -15.84
Net Returns 12.45 0.44 12.45 28.29 1.01 28.29 15.84 0.57 15.84
Yotal fuel Cost 7.45 5.59 ·1.66
Total labor Cost 6.30 5.45 ·0.85
Exhibit 7. Quick Budget canparison Report. Soybeans
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Summary
As SCS continues its promotion of residue management to aid farmers in meeting
conservation compliance goals. we must continue to be responsive to the needs of
those farmers. Farmers tell us that one of the most needed types of information is
economics. They want the residue management alternatives laid out in a logical
manner using data from their neighbors who are using residue management. They
also want to feel an ownership in the conservation plan and have localized
emphasis placed on that plan.
To meet these needs. the use of localized case studies in conjunction with Quick
Budget (if needed by the decisionmaker) is recommended. Case studies provide
insights on actual localized results experienced by neighbors. They allow SCS to
express residue management recommendations in a more credible manner which
will be recognized by our clients. Case studies will also help build a permanent
record of treatment results that would not disappear as employee retirements and
transfers occur. The process of developing a case study is excellent training for our
employees to refine their planning skills.
The use of Quick Budget to compare a farmer's actual current operation to an
alternative including residue management (with effects obtained from a innovative
neighbor) can effectively customize a conservation plan for that particular farmer.
His or her ownership of that plan is greatly enhanced when it is customized in such
a manner. The customizing process for Farmer B can be summarized in 4 steps:
1. Select a base budget in CARE (supplied to the field by the state office) that
most closely approximates Farmer B's current operation.
2. Use the editing features of Quick Budget and input from Farmer B to quickly
customize the base budget for Farmer B's current operation.
3. Develop an alternative budget for Farmer B including residue management
options based On a case study developed for Farmer A.
4. Produce a "COMPARE" report (using Quick Budget) as a decision tool for
Farmer B.
After Farmer B decides to apply residue management. you may want to develop a
case study of his or her situation for inclusion in Section V-B-1 of the FOTG.
Remember. part of the benefit of this strategy is the documentation of results for
future use. This type of documentation process will greatly enhance our future
effectiveness. Think of the possibilities if we in SCS had begun developing case
studies of this type 50 years ago.
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INTEGRATIVE SYSTEMS AND RESOURCES FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
CULTURAL RESOURCES
AND SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
LEARNING METHOD: Video Module and Workbook, Brief Lecture, Small Group
Discussion, Audience Feedback; Display of Selected Information
Sources
PRESENTED BY: Stan Riggle
Midwest National Technical Center
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service
Lincoln, NE
Cultural resources are nonrenewable pieces of our past that have scientific, cultural and
historical value for families, communities and the Nation. These archeological and
historical sites are part of our social fabric and literally are part of the soil. One half of
the known archeological sites in the United States are in private ownership, mostly in
rural settings. With care these resources are sustainable to the degree that agriculture is
sustainable. Existing sources of technical and financial assistance help conserve these
technical and financial assistance help conserve these dwindling resources that, once
gone, can never be replaced. Partnerships between local governments and the private
sector enhance such efforts. A revolution is needed, and it should focus on treating
cultural resources as a component of the soil and agricultural "eco"- system of which it
is already an inextricable part and on which such energy is focused in an effort to
sustain. The land owner is in the key position for, as with virtually all resources on
private land, it will be through that owner's personal commitment to stewardship and
sustainability that conservation of significant cultural resources will best be carried out.
KEY REFERENCES:
Derry, A., H. W. Jandl, C. D. Shull. 1985 (Revised). Guidelines for Local Surveys: A Basis
for Preservation Planning. U.S. Dept. of Interior, National Park Service, Interagency
Resources Division, Washington, DC.
Henry, S. L. 1993. Protecting Archeological Sites on Private Lands. U.S. Dept. of Interior,
National Park Service, Interagency Resources Division, Washington, DC.
Johnson, D. W. 1988. Using Old Farm Buildings. North Dakota State University,
Agricultural Engineering Research Report No. 88-1. Fargo, North Dakota.
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Module 1
Module 2
Module 3
Module 4
Module 5
Module 6
Module 7
Module 8
SUMMARY OF MODULES
Cultural Resources-Why Are They Important?
This module defines cultural resources, discusses why they are important,
and explains the reasons why SCS protects them.
Cultural Resources in the Planning Process.
This module explains the importance of planning for the presence of
cultural resources in conservation activities and outlines the planning
process.
Using Existing Information to Identify Cultural Resources.
This module shows how to conduct a cultural resource review by
examining current sources of information.
Identifying Cultural Resources in the Field.
This module explains how to identify and document the presence of
cultural resources on the ground as part of an environmental evaluation
during planning.
Evaluating Cultural Resources.
This module explains how a cultural resource is determined to be signifi-
cant and eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.
Considering Cultural Resources During Implementation.
This module discusses different types of mitigation plans, tells how such
plans are carried out, and explains how to handle cultural resources
discovered during construction.
The Early Americans-Regional History and Prehistory.
This module treats the history and prehistory of North America in gen-
eral. Understanding and identifying cultural resources that are unique to a
region is also covered. The separate regional modules are: California,
Northeast. Southeast, the Plains, Midwest, Southwest/Great Basin, Pacific
Northwest. Arctic, and Hawaii/Pacific Islands.
Cultural Resources Field Workshop.
This module is an in-the-field session to learn how to identify artifacts and
other cultural resources while laying out practices or projects. The 1- to 2-
day workshop is scheduled upon satisfactory completion of Modules 1
through 7.
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OBJECTIVES
INTRODUCTION
WHAT ARE CULTURAL
RESOURCES?
MODULE 1
CULTURAL RESOURCES-
WHY ARE THEY IMPORTANT?
This module defines cultural resources and
explains why SCS considers them in agency
activities. You will need General Manual
420, Part 401 close at hand for reference.
When you have completed this module, you will be able to:
1. Define cultural resources.
2. Explain why SCS considers cultural resources in agency activities.
3. State SCS policy and identify the procedures SCS uses.
4. List public benefits gained from protecting cultural resources.
Start your audiovisual equipment for Module 1.
Do you enjoy looking at your family's photograph albums and souvenirs?
Do you like hearing stories about your parents and their parents? Are
family traditions important to you? Most of us are interested in our
personal histories. We want to know about the past because it helps us
recognize who we are, how we became what we are, and how we are
similar as well as different from others.
In a broader sense, it is important to all of us to preserve the past-e-our
North American cultural heritage-a legacy of over 10,000years. To learn
about these deepest roots of human development is to learn something of
what humanity is, what shapes it, and of what it is capable.
It may be easy for you to dig into old trunks and talk with relatives to
learn your personal heritage, but it is sometimes difficult to piece together
the story of humankind. These stories await discovery in the fragile traces
of the past. Some traces are easy to see and identify, while others are
harder to detect. By carefully studying and recording these clues, we can
learn how people lived, where they lived, what their homes were like, and
if they were friendly with neighboring groups of people. We can begin to
outline human history down through the ages and learn from the suc-
cesses and failures of those before us.
We call these traces of the past cultural resources. Simply stated, cultural
resources are all the past activities and accomplishments of people. They
are of many types. They include buildings, objects, locations, and struc-
tures that have scientific, historic, and cultural value. You may be sur-
prised that folkways, dance forms, and other less tangible resources are
also considered cultural resources.
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YOUR TURN
The cultural resources that SCS deals with most often are known as
historic properties. These may be prehistoric or historic districts, sites,
buildings, structures, features, or objects. The type of historic property
encountered most by SCS field personnel is a non-structural archeological
site. It often extendsbelow the soil surface and must be protected during
SCS conservation practices because it is part of the overall resource base.
Artifacts, records, and other scientific remains related to the historic
property must also be conserved. Even a few flakes of chert deserve
attention and should be recorded. Such a find, which initially might seem
unimportant, could contribute to a larger pattern of knowledge about the
past.
Which of the following cultural resources may be encountered
during SCS activities?
1. Town festival. U
2.
3.
4.
Remnants of an old road.
Trailer park.
Arrowheads (projectile points).
'.J
FEEDBACK
WHY DOES SCS CONSIDER
CULTURAL RESOURCES?
'lllj!P al~ no" 't pue l sraqumu pa>pallJ no" II
There are many reasons why SCS considers and protects cultural re-
sources. Major reasons are that they are non-renewable, they provide
information about the past, and they help solve modern-day problems.
There is no way to "grow" a new archeological site or historic house once
it has been destroyed. Even the act of excavating an archeological site and
recording its information is ultimately destructive. That is why detailed
record keeping is such an important part of archeological excavations.
The information recovered from studying cultural resources can be
applied to present day activities. Archeological sites are important be-
cause they are the only way to learn about people who kept no written
records. Information from archeological sites can also be used to confirm
or correct the written records left by our ancestors.
._--_._--
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YOUR TURN
FEEDB.ACK
ANOTHER REASON WE
CONSIDER CULTURAL
RESOURCES:
IT'S THE LAW!
Briefly explain two major reasons why cultural resources
should be protected.
You are right on track if your explanation goes like this.
-surarqord Aep-ulapow aAjOS
sn djal{ OSje Aal{l ·a1l1.J~ al{,lOj ajje,llal{ 1110 pa,old pue ised 1110 moqa
uoueuuojut aptxord ll!l{lsaamosai ajql!MaUal-uou all! saJ1I10Sal Il!1I1.Jjn:)
Because of the unique value of these resources, Congress passed many
laws protecting cultural resources from unnecessary destruction. One of
the most important of these laws is the National Historic Preservation Act
of 1966 (NHPA) and its amendments that established a national policy for
protecting our important cultural resources. It also established the Advi-
sory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP), a body of the Executive
Branch that serves as an overseer for historic preservation.
Section 106 of the NHPA requires Federal agencies to provide the Advi-
sory Council on Historic Preservation an opportunity to comment on any
Federal undertaking that may affect a cultural resource that meets specific
criteria making it important enough to list in a register of historic places.
A diagram of the section 106 process is included for reference at the end of
this module.
The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation has procedures for imple-
menting this section and other historic preservation requirements. All
Federal agencies are required to follow these procedures, whichare entitled
"Protection of Historic Properties."
Under an agreement with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation,
SCS is allowed to follow its own procedures and to consider cultural
resources as another resource concern in environmental evaluations.
Failure to follow those procedures could result in lawsuits. Noncompli-
ance with Section 106 of NHPA and/or other laws would result in the
termination of the program agreement with the Advisory Council on
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YOUR TURN
FEEDBACK
Nice-Io-Know
Rule of Thumb
Historic Preservation. lack of an agreement would then require renegotia-
tion with each State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and result in
innumerable conservation planning delays while this process was taking
place. SCS procedures are shown in General Manual (GM) 420, Part 401. A
full list of preservation laws and their summaries can be found in the GM
420, Part 401.1. A selected list of preservation law summaries can also be
found at the end of this module
Turn to GM 401.1 to familiarize yourself with the com-
plete list.
Which of the following appear in the list of preservation
laws in GM 401.1?
YES NO
1. Antiquities Act of 1906. 0 ':J
2. Reservoir Salvage Act of Q .J
1960.
3. National Historic Q '':;'
Preservation Act of 1966
'suopElnllalliupuawa,dwl snouax
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The Department of Agriculture has the distinction of being one of the first
Federal agencies to be involved in protecting cultural resources. The
Antiquities Act of 1906 gave this mandate to the Secretaries of Agricul-
ture, Interior, and War, thus initiating a proud commitment on behalf of
the Department.
IF CULTURAL RESOURCES ARE lOCATED ON FEDERAL LAND,
or if
FEDERALASSISTANCE IS PROVIDED,
or if
FEDERAL PERMITS ARE NEEDED,
or if
IN ANY WAYTHE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS INVOLVED IN
ANY ACTIVITYWHICH MAY AFFECT A CULTURAL RESOURCE,
then
CULTURAL RESOURCES PROTECTION PROCEDURES
MUST BE FOLLOWED.
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WHAT IS SCS POLICY
REGARDING CULTURAL
RESOURCES?
YOUR TURN
SCS recognizes that cultural resources are an important part of our
national heritage. It is SCS policy to protect and consider cultural re-
sources in all its conservation programs. The protection and consideration
of cultural resources is to be accomplished by:
a. identifying and making plans to protect resources early in the
planning and environmental evaluation phases of all assistance
activities.
b. preserving resources in the original place to the fullest extent
possible and developing feasible alternatives to lessen unavoid-
able impacts that may be hannful.
c. informing participants about the importance of the cultural
environment and providing training to all field personnel.
d. working with state and local authorities, other federal agencies,
SCS participants, and the public to ensure the best way for
conserving our Nation's heritage.
More detailed information on SCS policy can be found in GM 420, Part
401.2. Procedures for implementing this policy in conservation operations,
projects, and discoveries during construction are covered in GM 420, Parts
401.6-8.
Which of these two statements is true?
FEEDBACK
1. It is the policy of SCS to
wait until construction
begins to think about
cultural resources.
2. SCS will provide training
for field personnel to ensure
consideration of historic
properties.
·lU3W3lels 3~ e s! s!1U. ·Z
·lU3W3lelS 3S[eJ e SJ S!'1L ·1
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TRUE
o
Ci
FALSE
o
WHAT PUBLIC BENEFITS
CAN BE GAINED BY
PROTECTING CULTURAL
RESOURCES?
For Inquiring Minds
There are many informational, educational, and economical benefits to be
gained from stud ying cultural resources. For example, they can give us
information on cOl1seroatioH problems. By studying resource use in the past,
we can learn which practices were destructive and resulted in the deple-
tion of resources and which practices were successful. Using this informa-
tion, we can develop better conservation practices today.
Because the age of archeological sites often can be determined, they can
provide us with information on el1v;romnellfalfluctuaUol1s. Archeological
sites provide a much longer record of past climatic variation than do
historic records. Many historic records only contain consistent information
of the last 50 years. Information on rainfall and waterflow fluctuations
from pollen, plant, and sediment studies can assist planners in designing
water control structures that will adequately retain floodwater.
Prehistoric (before written history) archeological sites also provide the
only record of the rf!iaticltlships hetwrcH people and their cllviromne"ts in the
remote past. By understanding how changing environments affected
people in the past, we can better understand our own relationship with
the natural environment. For example, we can take a lesson from the
Mesopotamian civilization of 5000 years ago. The people who gave us
writing, the wheel, and irrigation were overpowered by problems with
their natural environment. This complex civilization wrestled with the
problems of salinity and lost. We are faced with similar problems today.
The recent droughts of 1980 and 1988 have had major impacts on agricul-
ture and our economy. The need to predict these climatic events is dearly
the best way of planning for and coping with them when they occur. It is
important to know how often these events are likely to happen. The
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has proposed a study
of archeological sites for this kind of information. Our future may, indeed,
be tied to the past more than we realize at this moment!
Rural development programs can also benefit from the management of
cultural resources. Restoring historic building is not only economical; it also
conseroes energy, produces lessair pollution, and creates morejabs than con-
structing new buildings. Rehabilitation is more labor intensive.
An Advisory Council on Historic Preservation study found, for example,
that restoring the Grand Central Arcade, an old hotel in Seattle, Washing-
ton, saved 90 billion BTUs (British thermal units) of energy. The energy
saved was enough to operate the building for the next 200 years. Rehabili-
tation also encourages the use of already existing but unused buildings
within a community rather than encouraging growth and development
into surrounding farmland areas.
For more information on public benefits, see the extra pages at the end of
this module for an interesting account of prehistoric Hohokam Indians of
Arizona and what we are learning from their way of life.
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YOUR TURN
FEEDBACK
Spirit oflaw
THIS CONCLUDES
MODULE 1
The audiovisual presentation and this study guide gave
numerous examples of benefits derived from preserva-
tion of cultural resources.
List five examples of scientific or public benefits gained
from the study of cultural resources.
a.
b.
c.
d,
e.
If your answers included any of the following, you have been paying
attention.
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The Federal Government protects cultural resources because they are our
heritage and identity. They give us all a sense of direction and belonging,
Cultural resources are the tangible symbols of our beginnings as well as
the reminders of our growth and maturity.
Will future generations forgive us if we allow our roots to be neglected or
destroyed?
You deserve a break before continuing with Module 2-
Cultural Resources in the Planning Process.
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CAN THE CENTURIES-LONG EXPERIENCE
OF THE HOHOKAM, WHOSE PAST LIES
BURIED BENEATH MODERN PHOENIX,
BE IGNORED?
By Fred Plog, Professor in the Anthropology ISociology Department at
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces.
(This article is reprinted by permission of Fred Plog)
Phoenix and its suburban area encompassing Tempe, Scottsdale and
Mesa, with a population of more than one-and-one half million, com-
prises one of the most rapidly growing metropolises in the country.
Sustained only by transportation ties that bring food, dams and canals
that bring water, and power that is produced on the plateaus hundreds of
miles aWilY, this urban complex covering 9,253 square miles may be
described as a modern miracle arising in the southern Arizona desert.
Can such an enterprise be sustained? Better yet: What do we need to
know to sustain it?
The history of our own society, barely 100 years old in the southwestern
deserts, does not provide answers. In lesser time than this, desert cities all
over the planet have failed. Those that have lasted for centuries are
relatively few. One group of desert people with more success were the
Hohokarn. whose archeological remains lie buried beneath the Phoenix
metropolis, and who mastered the difficult environment of the southern
Arizona desert for at least ten centuries, and perhaps much longer-from
300 B.C. to A.D. 1450.
Surely, such a record of success-but of ultimate failure-can provide
important clues to the problems that modern inhabitants of the area are
facing now and must confront in the future.
Differences in technology between modern society and the ancient
Hohokarn are not so great as one might think. A simple example: The
thick, adobe-walled buildings of the Hohokarn are increasingly being
copied as a means of maintaining even temperatures- "passive heating/
cooling"-in the sometimes torrid, sometimes frigid desert.
Even more notable; The very water supply on which the modem me-
tropolis depends is fundamentally the one that served the Hohokam.
Omar Turney, an amateur archeologist who made major contributions to
our understanding of Hohokam life, was the first Phoenix city engineer.
He was hired to build a water supply system, and recognizing the
importance of the centuries-old remnants of Hohokam canals, he mod-
elled his system on the pattern of ancientchannels.
What else can be learned from these resourceful people of the past?
Water, salt, and people are pivotal concerns.
Floods: Even a desert, the variation in water flowing through the rivers is
enormous, and in the last decade, Phoenix has experienced several
"hundred year floods". With only a hundred years of stream flow records
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for the area, however, the extent of a genuine hundred year flood is
unlikely to have been recorded. In fact, farther from the present-day river
channel than any modern flood has reached are Hokokam sites containing
dense silt layers left by flooding. It is quite likely that these prehistoric
sites contain the very record of flooding that modern residents should be
aware of to prepare for a truly major flood.
Drought: The Central Arizona Project is a canal system being built to bring
Colorado River water to Phoenix and Tucson. Tunnels have been drilled
through mountains and concrete-lined channels excavated across the
desert. But will there be enough water? Extending back into Hohokam
times, records compiled in the Southwest of tree-rings, which are formed
annually and vary in thickness proportionate to yearly precipitation,
suggest a problem. II these records are correct. Arizona and the other
western states drew up their plans to divide the waters of the Colorado
River on the basis of the two wettest decades in centuries.
Salt: Desert rivers are often saline-the Salt River of the Phoenix area is
not casually named. In desert environments, soils are also fragile. When
large volumes of water are dumped on them, these soils trap the salt. In
large quantities, salt poisons plants. Today, residents of the area routinely
purchase chemicals to offset the ubiquitous yellowing of lawns and shrubs
caused by chlorosis or salt poisoning. The government spends millions of
dollars each year to remove salt from downstream canals whose waters
are poisoning field along the Mexican border.
One early theory is the Hohokam demise focused on salt. Maps of their
canals correspond closely with charts of the Phoenix area today showing
where soils are strongly alkaline-heavily saturated with soil salts. Studies
of prehistoric pollens suggest that Hohokam peoples during the later
periods may have grown salt-loving plants in their agricultural fields to
avert impending catastrophe.
Salt may not have been the only cause of the Hohokam demise, but it
almost certainly contributed to this society's collapse. Which Hohokam
groups overcame the salt problem? And How?
The answers to these questions could provide the solutions to a major
problem in the Southwest.
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Executive Order No. 11593
Antiquities Actof 1906
National Environmental
Policy Actof 1969
CULTURAL RESOURCE
LEGISLATION
"Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment," 3 c.P.R. 154 (1971),
reprinted in 16 U.S.c. §470, note
This directs Federal agencies to take a leadership role in preserving, restoring, and
maintaining the historic and cultural environment of the Nation. Agencies must
locate, inventory, and nominate to the National Register all historic resources under
their jurisdiction or control. Until this process is completed, agencies must ensure
that potentially qualified properties are not transferred, sold, demolished. or
substantially altered. When planning projects, agencies request the opinion of the
Secretary of the Interior as to the eligibility for National Register listing of proper-
ties whose resource value is unknown. Agencies are directed to institute proce-
dures. in consultation with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, to
ensure that Federal plans and programs contribute to the preservation and en-
hancement of non-federally owned historic resources.
For information and procedures on requesting determinations of eligibility, consult
the Keeper of the National Register of Historic Places, National Park Service, Depart-
ment of the Interior, P.O. Box 37127, Washington. IX 20013-7127.
16 us.c. §§431-433
This authorizes the President to designate as National Monuments historic and
natural resources of national significance located on federally owned or controlled
lands. The act further provides for the protection of all historic and prehistoric ruins
and objects of antiquity located on Federal lands by providing criminal sanctions
against excavation, injury, or destruction of such antiquities without the pennission
of the Federal department. The Secretaries of the Interior, Agriculture, and Defense
are further authorized to issue permits for archeological investigations on lands
under their control to recognized educational and scientific institutions for the
purpose of systematically and professionally gathering data of scientific value.
For further information consult the Departmental Consulting Archeologist,
National Park Service, Department of the Interior, P.O. Box 37127, Washington, IX
20013-7127.
42 u.s.c, §§4321-4347
This directs Federal agencies to administer Federal programs and resources to
foster environmental quality and preservation. For major Federal actions signifi·
candy affecting the quality of the human environment, Federal agencies must
prepare and make available for public comment an environmental impact state-
ment.
Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act may be done in coordina-
tion with compliance with the National Preservation Act (NPHA) under the
regulations of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, 36 eFRPart 800.
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Archaeological Resources
Protection Actof 1979
National Historic
Preservation Actof 1966
(NPHA)
For further information, consult the Office of Program Review and Education.
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, 1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW,
Room 803, Washington, DC 20004 (Telephone: FrS 786-0505 or 202-786·0505).
16 u.s.c, §§470aa-4701l
This requires a permit for any excavation or removal of archeological resources
from public lands or Indian lands. Excavations must be undertaken for the
purpose of furthering archeological knowledge in the public interest, and re-
sources removed remain the property of the United States. The act provides both
civil and criminal penalties for violation of the permit requirements. Consent must
be obtained from the Indian tribe owning or having jurisdiction over lands on
which a resource is located prior to issuance of a permit, and the permit must
contain any terms or conditions requested by the tribe.
16 u.s.c. §§470-470w-6
This expresses a general policy of supporting and encouraging the preservation of
prehistoric and historic resources for present and future generations by directing
Federal agencies to assume responsibility for considering historic resources in
their activities.
First, the act authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to maintain a National
Register of Historic Places and establishes procedures for nomination of properties
to the Register.
Second, the act directs State preservation programs that provide for the designa-
tion of a State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) to administer preservation
efforts, a State Historic preservation review board, and public participation in the
State program.
Third, the act authorizes a grant program that provides funds to the States for
historic preservation projects and to individuals for the preservation of properties
listed in the National Register,
Fourth, the statute established the Advisorv Council on Historic Preservation as an
independent Federal agency. The act directs the Council to advise the President,
Congress, and other Federal agencies on historic preservation matters, conduct
training and other educational programs, and encourage public interest in
preservation.
The Council is also responsible for implementation of Section 106of NHPA.
Section 106 requires Federal agencies to take into account the effect of their
undertakings on historic properties and afford the Council an opportunity to
comment on the undertakings. To administer these requests, the Council has
issued regulations to govern agencies in their compliance with Section 106.
Fifth, the act established procedures that Federal agencies must follow in manag-
ing federally owned or controlled property and requires that, prior to the approval
of any Federal undertaking, agencies must undertake such planning to minimize
harm to the landmark,
Procedures for the nomination of properties to the National Register under NHPA
have been established by the National Park Service at 36 CFR Part 60. Procedures
for the Section 106 are at 36 CFR Part 800.
For further information on the nomination procedures, consul! the Keeper of the
National Register of Historic Places, National Park Service, Department of the
Interior, P.O. Box 37127, Washington, DC 20013-7127. For further information on
the Council's procedures, consult the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation,
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW., Room 809, Washington, D\ '20004.
-----------_._--_._._- -------------------
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1972 amendment to
the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act
of 1949
The Historic and
Archaeological Data
Preservation Actof 1974
Historic Sites Act
of 1935
40 us.c. §484(k)(3)
This authorizes the General Services Administration to convey approved surplus
Federal property to any State agency or municipality free of charge, provided that
the property is used as a historic monument for the benefit of the public. The act
includes recapture provisions under which the property would revert to the
Federal Government should it be used for purposes incompatible with the
objective of preserving historic monuments.
Address inquiries to the Federal Property Resources Service, Office of Real
Property, General Services Administration, 18th and F Streets, NW, Room 4236,
Washington, DC 20405.
16 us.c. §§469-469c
This is directed to the preservation of historic and archeological data that would
otherwise be lost as a result of Federal construction or other federally licensed or
assisted activities. when Federal agencies find that their undertakings may cause
damage to archeological resources, the agencies must notify the Secretary of the
Interior, in writing, of the situation. The agencies involved may undertake
recovery, protection, and preservation of data with their own project funds, or
they may request the Secretary of the Interior to undertake preservation measures.
For further information consult the Associate Director, Cultural Resources,
National Park Service, Department of the Interior, p.o. Box 37127, Washington,
DC 20013-7127.
16 u.s.c. §§461-467
This establishes as national policy the preservation for public use of historic
resources by giving the Secretary of the Interior the power to make historic
surveys and to document, evaluate, acquire, and preserve archeological and
historic sites across the countrv, The act led' to the eventual establishment within
the National Park Service of the Historic Sites Survey, the Historic American
Buildings Survey, and the Historic American Engineering Record.
For further information consult the Associate Director, Cultural Resources,
National Park Service, Department of the Interior, P.O. Box 37127, Washington,
DC 20013-7127.
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Protecting Archeolo.~icai Sites on Private Lands
Appendix G
ARCHEOLOGICAL
SITE STABILIZATION
TECHNIQUES
Sources ofAdditional lriformation
National Clearinghouse for Archaeological Site Stabilization
Center for Archaeological Research
University ofMississippi'
University, Mississippi 38677
(601) 232-7129
U.S. Army Corps ofEngineers
Warerways Experiment Station
3909 Halls Ferry Road
Vicksburg, Mississippi 391-6199
(601) 634-3111
ARCHEOLOGICAL
SOCIETIES
Society for American Archaeology
900 2nd Street, NE. Suite 12
WashingtDn. D.C. 20002
(202) 543-7164
Societv for Professional Archaeologists
Larry D, Banks. President
4909 Weyland Drive
Hurst, Texas 76053
Socierv for Historical Archaeology
P,O, BDx 30446
Tucson, Arizona 8575 I
CERTIFIED LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS
COMMUNITY
ARCHEOLOGY
PROGRAMS
\
For information on professional and avocarional societies in your state, contact your
State Historic Preservation Office.
Contact your State Historic Preservation Office.
Contact your State Historic Preservation Office.
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CONSERVATION
ORGANIZA nONS
The Archeological Conservancy has three offices across the country:
National Office:
5301 Central Ave., NE, Suite 1218
Albuquerque, New Mexico S710S
(505) 266-1540
\Vestern Regional Office:
1217 23rd Street
Sacramento, Calitornia 95H16
(916) 448-1Sn
The Conservation Foundation
1250 24th Street. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 211(136
(202) 293-481111
The Nature Conservancv
1815 North Lvnn Srreer
Arlingron, Virginia 222()9
(703) 841 -53111 1
Midwestern Regional Office:
91 Fletcher Court
Groveport. Ohio ..JJ 125
(614) 836-3603
Southeastern Regional Office:
)·+35 Rovce Drive
Duluth. Georgia 311136
(4114) (,64-11507
Land Trust Alliance
'Jilil 17,h Street. N.W.. SUite 410
W;l~hjl1~'loll.D,C. 200(1(1
(21121 785-141 II
The Trust tor Public Lind
1I () Nt'\\' Mourgomerv Srreer
San Fr.incisco. California l)..J 105
Narional Wildlit"t' Federation
14L~ 1(,th Street. N. W.
Woshinpon. D.C. 2(111.)(,
FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE
Contact your State Historic Preservation Office.
National Endowment for the Hurnaniries
lion Pennsylvania Avenue. N.W.. Suite 31H
W..hington. D.C. 2050()
(202) 6116- H3111
National Endowment tor the Arts
111)0 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Wa,hingron. D.C. 21)506
(202) 682-5437
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.'\1,1 tion.i I Science Ponndanou
1HIIII G Street. N.W.
\'.:!;1~hill!!t0I1.D.C. 20050
'2(12) J~/-7:;()-f
The Fonndarion Center
11101 Connecticut Avenue. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 211036
~/J"-424-9836 mil-free
Protccuno ArcliCt}{agical Sites 011 Private Lands
nisroeic
PRESERVATION
ORGANIZA TIONS
INVENTORIES OF
ARCHEOLOGICAL
SITES
LAW
Contact your State Historic Preservation Office for information all state and local
organizations.
The National Trust for Historic Preservation
1785 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 673-4100
Contact YOUt State Historic Preservation Office.
Your local library should have copies of your state laws and local ordinances.
LOCAL
PRESERVATION
COMMISSIONS
NATIONAL REGISTER
OF HlSTOmC PLACES
PLANNING
The National Center for Preservation Law
1333 Connecticut Avenue. N.W.
Washington, D.C.
(202) 338-0392
Contact your State Historic Preservation Office.
National Alliance of Preservation Commissions
Hall of the Stares, Suite 332
444 North Capitol Street. N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20001
Contact your State Historic Preservation Office.
National Regisrer of Historic Places
Interagency Resources Division (413)
National Park Service
P.O. Box 37127
Washington, D.C. 20013-7127
Contact your local government planning office.
The Environmental Law Institute
1616 P Street. N.W.
Washington. D.C.
(202) 939-3801.1
American Planning Association (has chapters in each state)
1313 E. 60th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60637
(312) 955-9100
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PUBUCA TIONS
FROM THE
NATIONAL PARK
SERVICE
SECTION 106
PROCESS
For publications about the National Register and other publications issued by the
Interagency Resources Division, contact:
Publications Coordinator
Interagency Resources Division (413)
N ational Park Service
P.O. Box 37127
Washington, D.C. 20013-7127
For publications issued by the Archeological Assistance Division. contact:
Publications Coordinator
Archeological Assistance Division (436)
National Park Service
1'.0.130,37127
Washington. D.C. 20013-7127
For information on CR.\!. a periodical providing cultural resource utauagemenr
information for parks. federal agencies. Indian tribes. states. local govemmeuts. and the
private sector, contact
Editor. CRM (4(10)
Cultural Resources
National Park Service
1'.0. 130,37127
Washington. DC. 2(JOI3-7127
Contact your State Historic Presentation Office.
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue. N.W., Suite R03
Washington. D.C. 20004
(202) 606-8672
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ORIENTATION, CONCEPTS AND TRAINING IN SUSTAINABLEAGRICULTURE
ROLE OF SYSTEMS SCIENCE IN THE DESIGN OF
PEST MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
LEARNING: Team Approach to the Development ofa SystemsModel for IPM
PRESENTED BY:
SUMMARY:
G. W. Bird
Michigan State University
The objective ofthis training experienceis to have participantsdevelop a comprehensive IPM
model for a specific farming system. Participants are divided into teams. The nature of the
farming systemis described and the goals of the IPM system presented. The training should be
undertaken in 10, two-hour sessions over a period ofabout 10 weeks. It is also possible to use a
concentrated workshop format ofabout two days. At the Train-the-Trainer Workshop in
Marshall, Indiana, the objectivewas to provide a brief overview ofthe training procedure.
Workshop participants must be provided with a review ofthe concept, strategies and tactics of
IPM, and given an introduction to the procedure of SystemsScience. At Marshall, the
participants were requested to use the procedures of SystemsSciencefor development ofa seven-
year pest management plan designedto facilitate the transition ofa 1,920 acre conventional corn-
soybeanenterprise operated under the structure ofa current IndustrialModel Farm to a 64O-acre
21" Century Diversified Farm. The nine steps used in this analysis included: 1. Dichotomization
ofthe universe ofconcern into the object of control and the external environment;
2. Identification ofthe desired system responses; 3. Dichotomization ofthe external environment
into controllableand non-controllable factors; 4. Identification of the external system inputs;
5. Identification ofthe non-controlled factors; 6. Identification of the monitored components of
the external environment; 7. Identification ofappropriate enterprise controllers; 8. Identification
ofall subsystems, components, and their known linkages; and 9. Development ofa seven-year
enterprise transition plan based on the desired system response identified in Step NO.2.
KEY REFERENCES:
Bird, G. W., T. Edens, F. Drummond and E. Groden. 1990. Design of Pest Management
Systemsfor Sustainable Agriculture, pp. 55-109 (IN) Sustainable Agriculture in
Temperate Zones, Francis, Flora and King (eds). John Wiley, NY.
Bird, G. W. And J. Ikerd. 1993. Sustainable Agriculture: A Twenty-First Century System.
Annalsofthe American Academy of Political and Social Science 529:92-102.
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ROLE OF SYSTEMS SCIENCE IN THE DESIGN OF PEST
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTUREI
G. W. BIRD2
Session Objectives
- Provide workshop participants with a review of the concept of IPM
- Introduce workshop participants to the procedures of Systems Science
- Have workshop participants use the procedures of Systems Science in the
development of a seven-year pest management plan designed to facilitate the transition
a 1,920 acre conventional com-soybean enterprise operated under the structure of the
15-85 Industrial Model Farm to a 640 acre 21st Century Diversified Farm,
- Provide workshop participants with an opportunity to evaluate this Teacher-Leamer
interactive session in relation to its value as an adult education tool.
History of {PM
Developed between 1959 and 1975 because of the unexpected consequences associated
with the Chemotechnology Era that evolved following World War II.
- Human health risks.
- Environmental risks.
- Development of pest resistance to pesticides.
- Detriment impacts on non-target organisms.
- Pest population density resurgence.
- Evolution of new pest problems.
'Interactive Teacher-Learner Session presented at the North Central Sustainable Agriculture Train the Trainer
Workshop .on April 4, 1995, in Marshall, Indiana.
'Professor of Nematology, Department of Entomology, Michigan State University. East Lansing, MI 48824
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Definitions of IPM
"Development, use and evaluation ofpest control procedures that result in favorable
socio-economic and environmental consequences" (Bird, 1976)
"A systems approach to reduce pest damage to tolerable levels through a variety of
techniques, including predators and parasites, genetically resistant hosts, natural
environmental modifications and, when necessary and appropriate, chemical
pesticides" (President Carter, 1979)
IPM Strategies
- Avoidance - Exclusion
- Control
Control Tactics
- Physical
- Chemical
- Genetic
Process of IPM
- Containment - Eradication
Do nothing
- Biological
System Design'
- Regulatory
IPM Decision
Support Aides
•
DECISION
MAKER
'r
Pest IPM Environmental
Scouting Strategy and Tactic MonitoringSelection
~
IPM Tactic
Implementation
'r
Food,Feed or Fiber
Production System
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Concept of Thresholds (Bird, 1990)
n
o
Damage, injun', or
--- ---------~t~g~~~t~~h~W-------------
----------IPMAct~~Th;;~M---------------
n
Time
Pest Management Goal for a 21st Century Diversified Farm (Bird, 1990)
n
Damage/Injury
Pathogenicity
Thr..hold
----------------------
DesiredEquilibrium Density
o 1 2 3
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Years
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Structural Attributes of the 15-85 Industrial Model Farm (Bird and Ikerd, 1993)
• Centralized management.
• Emphasis on specialization.
Hired worker days exceed owner on-farm
workdays.
Separation of management and labor.
• Technology used to minimize labor inputs;
limited education required for labor component.
• Heavy reliance on purchased inputs.
Technology designed to minimize real-time in-
field decision-making.
• Emphasis on standardized farming practices.
Structural Attributes of the 21st Century Diversified Farm (Bird and Ikerd, 1993)
• Owner-operated farm.
• Hired worker days usually do not exceed farm
family worker days.
Usually maximum of a three family partnership.
• Joint management-labor relationship.
• Farm families usually live on the farm.
• Diversified farm; special reference to
biodiversity.
Emphasis on use of on-farm resources; a
knowledge intensive process.
Common use of site-specific and real-time
decision-making, requiring extensive education
and experience.
Diverse set of enterprise statements, including
type of enterprise goals, economic goals, environ-
mental goals, natural resource conservation
goals, and quality of life goals.
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Introduction to Systems Science
"Systems science is the study of interactions among related entities. It is an
engineering philosophy with its foundations in constructing models (both conceptual
and mathematical) or real world systems to aid in evaluation and optimization of
existing systems and design of new systems" (Bird, 1990)
Ten Steps of Systems Analysis for Sustainable Farm Enterprises (B;",. Tummal end G_ 1985)
I. Dichotomization of the universe of concern into the system of concern (object of
control) and the external environment. This includes identification of the system
boundaries and some initial thinking about subsystems and components.
2. Identification of the desired system responses. I It may now be necessary to revise
the system boundaries.
3. Dichotomization of the external environment into controllable and non-controllable
factors.
4. Identification of the controllable parameters that you want to control.
5. Add the controllable parameters that you decided not to control to the non-
controllable parameter list, and rename it non-controlled factors.
6. Decide which of the non-controlled factors need to be monitored. Label this list as
monitored parameters and discard the remaining non-controlled factors.
7. Identify appropriate enterprise controllers.
8. Identify all subsystems and components, and describe their known linkages.
9. Develop the seven-year enterprise transition plan based on the desired system
responses identifiedin Step No.2.
10. Begin to implement the transition plan. It is essential to remember that a 21st
Century Diversity Farm is a highly knowledge intensive and dynamic enterprise. All
aspects of the transition plan must be evaluated at appropriate intervals. Some factors
may only require assessment on an annual basis; whereas, others may require daily
monitoring.
I A sustainable farm enterprise should not use renewable resources at a rate greater than the regenerative capacity of
the system, it should not use non-renewable resources at a rate greater than the development of substitutes, the [ann
should not create system residuals that exceed the assimilation capacity of the system, and the enterprise should
provide for intergenerational equity (Meadows, Meadows and Randel'S, 1992). It may not be realistic or desirable for
an individual 21st Century Diversified Fann to include all these components of sustainable development in the initial
seven-year enterprise transition plan (Bender, 1995).
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Seven Year Transition Plan
Current 15-85 Industrial Model Farm
- 1,920 usable acres (all currently owned)
- Corn and soybean (usually 1,200 acres of corn and 720 acres of beans)
- Grown on 10 parcels of land distributed throughout 3 original farm sites
Desired 21st Century Diversified Farm (based on the Bender Farm; Bender, 1995)
- 640 acres of usable land
- Possible produce
- Livestock
- Sweet Clover
- Corn
- Soybeans
- Oats
- Milo
- Prairie Hay
- Alfalfa
- RedClover
- Grain Sorghum
- Turnips
- Wheat
- Forage Sorghum
Pest groups to be considered in the Seven Year Transition Plant
- Weeds - Insects
- Nematodes - Fungi
- Bacteria - Viruses
- Vertebrates
Essential Components of the Transition Plan
- Do you want the farm to be a pesticide-free enterprise?
- All aspects of the system model.
- First year experimentation plan (experimentation on a limited basis in one or two
fields, and comprehensive monitoring of all sites).
- First field to be managed using the 21st Century Diversified Farm Pest Management
Plan. It is highly probable that this will not be possible until about the third year of
the transition.
- Enterprise Controller procedure for plan evaluation, plan implementation evaluation,
biological monitoring (pests, produce and beneficial organisms), environmental
monitoring, economic monitoring.
- What happens to be remaining 1,280 acres? This question allows for many
additional options for the overall facilitation of sustainable development and the
enhancement of U.S. agriculture for the 21st 'Century!!
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COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF IPM AND SUSTAINABLE
AGRICULTURE
G. W. BIRD
PROFESSOR OF NEMATOLOGY
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Integrated pest management (IPM) and sustainable agriculture are
essential for developing and maintaining an appropriate high
quality of life for both current society and future generations.
IPM and sustainable agriculture have similarities and important
differences. The purpose of this contribution is to provide an
overview of these similarities and differences. for use by the
IPM and sustainable agriculture communities as they begin
dialogue in search of common ground for development and
implementation of joint initiatives designed to benefit both
agriculture and all of society in a future era of sustainable
development. Although both IPM and sustainable agriculture have
lengthy histories. they are perceived as emerging concepts to be
implemented through practices resulting in economically viable.
environmentally sound and sociologically acceptable consequences.
The first 9000 years after the beginning of the Agriculture
Revolution provided the foundation necessary for the Industrial
Revolution. and its impacts on civilization and our biosphere.
By early in the Twentieth Century, both agriculturalists and pest
management specialists had understandings of the complexity of
nature, and the benefits and risks associated with biological
diversity. The mandates of the subsequent Industrial Growth Era,
impacted by two World Wars. caused major changes in u.S.
agricUlture and pest management. These changes resulted in
amazing advances in comfort and materialistic aspects of quality
of life. and allowed for continuing increases in human population
growth. They also catalyzed unexpected consequences that have
the potential for long-term detrimental impacts to the
environment and society.
In U.S. agricUlture. the unexpected changes included a decrease
in the number of f~rms. increase in farm size. high dependency on
off-farm purchased inputs. increase in risk of farm failure.
increase in specialization. decrease in biological diversity.
decrease in reliance on rural communities. and decrease in direct
contact between the farm sector and urban-suburban communities.
In pest management. the unexpected consequences included,
increases in environmental and human health risks. development of
pest resistance to pesticides. destruction of beneficial
organisms. pest population density resurgence. and evolution of
new pest problems. The current visions of IPM and sustainable
agriculture evolved from the fundamental need to identify
solutions to the above issues.
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IPM.- The concepts of pest management outlined by Bessey (1915)
and Lord (1947) are very similar to the current concept of IPM.
The research of Stern. Smith. van den Bosch and Hagen (1959).
however. serves as the basis of modern IPM. IPM was an important
initiative in the Nixon Administration. and matured to became a
focal point for President Carter's 1979 Environmental Message to
Congress: in which he defined IPM as "a systems approach to
reduce pest damage to tolerable levels through a variety of
techniques, including predators and parasites, geneticically
resistant hosts, natural environmental modifications and, when
necessary and appropriate, chemical pesticides."
In 1982. Edens and Haynes went beyond the usual boundaries of IPM
and presented a comprehensive discussion of sustainable
agricUlture in the Annual Review of Phytopathology. In 1985.
Frisbie and Adkission provided a comprehensive summary of CIPM
(Consortium for Integrated Pest Management), and in 1989 the
author of this comparative assessment wrote an analysis of rPM
for the U.S, Senate Planning Document for the 1990 Farm Bill
(Bird. 1989) and co-authored a book chapter entitled, Design of
Pest Management Systems for Sustainable AgricUlture (Bird, Edens,
Drummond and Groden. 1989). In 1993, the Clinton Administration
announced a pesticide use reduction goal based on IPM and
sustainable agricUlture.
Sustainable Agriou1ture.- In 1984, the late Robert Roda1e
authored a book entitled. "Our Next Frontier". He indicated that
the first phase of development of our country involved the
discovery of its natural resources, the second phase included
tea rn i nq how to use the resources for enhancing quality of life,
and the third phase is the challenge of sustainability. During
the subsequent decade, sustainable development emerged as a major
imperative, both for our nation and global society.
In 1987, the World Commission on Environment and Development
defined sustainable development as "development that meets the
needs of the present, without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs". In 1990, the Food.
AgriCUlture, Conservation and Trade Act defined sustainable
agricUlture as "an integrated system of plant and animal
production practices having a site specific application that
will. over the long-term: satisfy human food and fiber needs;
enhance environmental quality and the natural resource base upon
which the agriculture economy depends; make the most efficient
use of non-renewable resources and integrate where appropriate,
natural biological cycles and control; sustain the economic
viability of arm operations; and enhance the quality of life for
farmers and society as a whole". The current model of
sustainable agricUlture includes a focus on both sustainable
development and alternative systems of agriculture.
In 1992. Meadows. Meadows and Randers published a vision of
sustainable development and its relation to renewable resources.
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non-renewable resources, system residuals, societal goals and
intergenerational equity. It also included a description of the
difference between growth and development, and recognized the
concept of limits.
Similarities and Differences.- IPM and sustainable agriculture
have similarities and important differences. It is imperative
that these be identified and used as a foundation for dialogue
between the IPM and sustainable agriculture communities as they
search for common ground for future joint initiatives. The
following descriptions of 19 similarities and 10 differences are
intended to be examples and not an inclusive listings:
SIMILARITIES
-Both existed in principle early in the Twentieth Century,
-Both are based on a philosophy,
-Both are based on a systems approach,
-Both are implemented through systems and practices,
-Both recognize the concepts of limits and equilibria,
-Both place emphasis on the public good,
-Both have a temporal nature and long-term goals,
-Both are based on the principles of ecology,
-Both involve site-specific practices,
-Both differ from our current dominant world view,
-Both have economic viability as one of a number of goals,
-Both require biological diversity,
-Both are based, in-part, on real-time in-field decision
making and rely on systems of biological and environmental
monitoring,
-Both are perceived differently from within their respective
communities than by individuals outside the IPM and
sustainable agriculture communities,
-Both evolved under skepticism and controversary,
-Both go beyond the production system unit,
-Both have had difficulty in attracting interest from
various elements of the scientific community,
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-Both are advocates of appropriate reduction in external
system inputs, and
-Both have potential for increases in local added-value
activities.
DIFFERENCES
-IPM was developed for use in conventional agriCUlture;
whereas, sustainable agriculture focuses on alternatives
agricUlture systems.
-Components of IPM are outside the boundaries of sustainable
agriCUlture (eg. public school, restaurant and medical
facility IPM) , and parts of sustainable agricUlture are
outside the established boundaries of IPM (eg. rural
community development and farm family quality of life).
-Sustainable agricUlture focuses on farming systems;
whereas, IPM frequently places emphasis on a commodity.
-IPM has a goal of social acceptability within the
boundaries of conventional agricUlture; whereas, sustainable
agriculture includes the social acceptability of alternative
agricUltures.
-IPM is based on a threshold concept; whereas, system design
is the fundamental management variable for sustainable
agriculture. Although system design is highly compatible
with IPM and has been proposed as an IPM strategy, it has
not been extensively adopted throughout IPM.
-The origins of rPM reside in the pest management community
of academia; whereas, the origins of sustainable agriculture
come from coalitions among farmers and ranchers, non-profit
private organizations, and the science of ecology. IPM
evolved through the research and education initiatives of
U.S. scientists; whereas, sustainable agricUlture is based,
in part, on the works of international philosophers.
-Fundamental aspects of sustainable agriculture include
major emphasis on on-farm research and farmer to farmer
education; whereas, IPM research is usually conducted by
pest management specialists and disseminated through Land
Grant and government institution resources.
-AgricUlture currently has a reasonable degree of comfort
with modification of the practices of IPM for use in
conventional agricUlture (eg. application timing and
efficient use of pesticides). Conventional agriculture is
currently less comfortable with the methodologies of
sustainable agriculture. This is due. in part, to the short
period of time that information on sustainable agricUlture
has been readily available to conventional farmers, and some
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previous perceptions of sustainable agriculture.
-Although both IPM and sustainable agriculture have had
difficulty in interesting other members of the overall
science community in their respective initiatives, the two
communities have attempted to resolve this issue in
different ways. IPM has based its initiatives on
interdisciplinary programs in government and academia; with
support from private consultants, commodity organizations,
coalitions among academic institutions and various political
action initiatives. Today this includes agribusiness,
although agribusiness was originally an opponent of IPM.
Sustainable agriculture, however, has chosen to develop new
ways to conduct their own research and education programs,
organize local support groups, and design procedures for·
state, regional and national campaigns.
-Emphasis on local added-value initiatives and quality of
life for farm families and local communities is an integral
component of the sustainable agriculture. IPM has
historically assumed that decreases in human health risks
would result in increases in quality of life.
Prognosis and Recommendations.- IPM and sustainable agriculture
have many similarities and important differences. In U.S.
agriculture, both IPM and sustainable agriculture are relatively
young concepts. It is imperative that both retain their
uniqueness and identity as they mature and have highly
significant positive impacts at the local community, global
society and biosphere levels. It is equally important for IPM
and sustainable agriculture, however, to maintain extensive and
meaningful dialogue in a search for common ground for the
development of joint initiatives designed to facilitate the
evolution of agriculture into an age of sustainable development.
For this to happen, it will be necessary for the primary
stakeholders of agriculture, producers (farmers and ranchers) and
consumers to play leadership roles in this transformation. Other
stakeholders (eg. input suppliers, market sector, research and
education community, and government) have extremely important
roles to play in facilitating change; however, it is imperative
that they be accountable to the primary stakeholders.
It is evident that IPM and sustainable agriculture have played
major roles as pioneers and catalysts for the emerging concept of
sustainable development. Both have the potential to continue to
play both individual and joint leadership roles as the societal
values associated with natural resources, human resources, fiscal
resources and civicness evolve in a progressive and positive
manner.
January 15, 1995 (revised, February 9, 1995), gwb
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INTEGRATIVE SYSTEMS AND RESOURCES FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
RESOURCES FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
LEARNING METHOD: Presentation and Discussion
PRESENTED BY:
SUMMARY:
Gabriel Hegyes
National Agricultural Libraryand
Kansas State University
"Wheredo we find information about alternative practices and cropping systems?"
"I'd like to change to a lower input system if I can maintain profitability, but I don't know
where to learn more about sustainable systems. "
These are frequent comments we hear from fanners in the Midwest. We are also asked by
Extension Educators and Specialists where to go for up-to-date ideas and recommendations on
alternative and organic practices.
Over the past decade, a wide range of resources have become available. The Sustainable
Agriculture Network (SAN) is a SARE-funded cooperative effort of university, government,
and non-profit organizations dedicated to the exchange of scientific and practical information
on sustainable agricultural systems.
SAN has organized its information around the WHO, WHAT, WHERE and HOW of
sustainable agriculture. Its products are available as publications, over Internet and through
easy-to-use, full-text searching software. For more details, call the SAN Coordinator,
(301) 504-6425.
A wealth of information is also available from the Alternative Fanning Systems Information
Center (AFSIC), at the National Agricultural Library, in Beltsville, Maryland. Available to
everyoneat no charge are numerous lists on specific topics from Aquaculture to Biological
Control to Organic Farming. The staff at AFSIC also offer frequently updated catalogs of
current books, periodicals and videos available in sustainable agriculture. Contact Mary Gold,
(301) 504-6559 for a List of Publications.
Another valuable resource include the Appropriate Technology Transfer for Rural Areas
(ATTRA), in Fayetteville, Arkansas. A national resource center, it can be called toll-free
during working hours, Central Time, (1-800-346-9140). Numerous popularjournals are now
including information about alternative systems, and there are newsletters and technical
journals published by many groups (e.g. American Journal of Alternative Agriculture and
Journal of Sustainable Agriculture). A number of states have centersor programs dedicated to
alternative or sustainable agriculture, including the University of Maine, University of
Wisconsin, Pennsylvania State University, University of Minnesota, Iowa State University,
University of Nebraska, Washington State University, and University of California Davis,
among others. Most of these centers publish a newsletter and other topical items, often
through the Cooperative Extension Network.
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The Sustainable Agriculture Network (SAN) is
a cooperative effort of university, government,
business and non-profit organizations dedicated
to the exchange of scientific and practical infor-
mation on sustainable agricultural systems.
Publishing is a vital tool for networking.
SAN has organized its publications around the
WHO, WHAT, WHERE and HOW
of sustainable agriculture.
WHO
The "Sustainable Agriculture Directory of
Expertise -1993" lists hundreds of people and
groups you can contact for advice on building
soil health, broadening your arsenal of pest-
control tools, diversifying cash flow and much
more. It is produced by ATIRA in coopera-
tion with SAN.
WHAT
SAN sponsors the "Showcase ofEducational
Materials", a compilation of publications, vid-
eos, and other materials, as a way to identify
both exemplary educational materials and
knowledge "gaps" to fill.
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SAN PUBLICATIONS
Those interested in contributing materials to the
Showcase should contact SAN Coordinator,
c/o Alternative Farming Systems Information
Center, Rm. 304 National Agricultural Library,
10301 Baltimore Blvd., Beltsville, MD 20705.
(301) 504-6425. FAX: (301) 504-6409.
INTERNET: san@nalusda.gov.
The "SARE Overview" provides a yearly re-
view that highlights accomplishments of the
Sustainable Agriculture Research and Educa-
tion (SARE) program.
WHEN AND WHERE
There is a 12 page "Calendar of Sustainable
Agriculture" meetings and events updated bi-
monthly. Also attached is a current schedule of
the regional SARE/ACE granting cycles.
Contact Gabriel Hegyes to join the mailing list.
HOW
"Managing Cover Crops Profitably" is the
first in a series of SAN Handbooks. It was pre-
pared because more and more farmers want re-
liable, easy-to-scan information on cover crops.
"Managing Cover Crops Profitably" is a
practical, introductory guide to help remove
some of the guesswork.
A SAN factsheet, "Sustainable Agriculture
vs, Weeds," highlights some of the Sustainable
Agriculture Research and Education (SARE)
and Agriculture in Concert with the Environ-
ment (ACE) projects aimed at controlling
weeds with fewer herbicides.
A new handbook on sustainable agriculture till-
age tools and techniques is currently in produc-
tion.
TO ORDER
Please send your check, or purchase order to:
Sustainable Agriculture Publications, Hills
Building, Room 12, University of Vermont,
Burlington, VT 05405-0082
Managing Cover Crops
Profitably $9.95
The Sustainable Agriculture
Directory ofExpertise $14.95
The Showcase ofSustainable
Agriculture Information
and Education Materials $4.95
Tillage Tools and Techniques
(To be announced)
,\'AREIACE Research
Summaries
(Folio" only. See ELECTRONIC
RESOURCES above.)
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ELECTRONIC
RESOURCES
You may also order SAN Publications as "elec-
tronic books." Whether from a computer disk
or over a computer network their information
can be searched more quickly than it takes to
scan a paper index.
The program runs on MS-DOS-compatible ma-
chines only, for the time being.
SUPPORT
SAN is supported by the USDA's Sustainable
Agriculture Research and Education program.
The Coordinating Committee includes:
Gabriel Hegyes, SAN Coordinator, Ch 3.
(ghegyes@oz.oznel.ksu.edu)
Jayne Maclean, SAN Coordinator, NAL
(san@nalusda.gov)
Jill Auburn, University of California
Usauburn@ucdavis.edu)
Kevin Gamble, North Carolina State University
(kgamble@twosocks.ces.ncsu.edu)
Beth Holtzman, Northeast sARE Program, Univer-
sity of Vermont (bholtzmafsmoose.uvm.edu)
Lisa Jasa, North Central SARE Program, University
of Nebraska (agcm005@unlvm.unI.edu)
Kristen Kelleher, Weslern SARE Program,
University of CA. (kkelleher@ucdavis.edu)
Hans Kok, Kansas State University
(kok@ksuvm.ksu.edu)
Jim Lukens, AITRA Uiml@ncatfyv.uark.edu)
Charles Panton, North Carolina A & T
(forbesb@athena.ncal.edu)
Ed Rajotte, Pennsylvania State University
(egrajotte@al.psupen.psu.edu)
Gwen Roland, Southern SARE Program
Tory Shade, University Extension, Wayne County,
Missouri (w8)'neco@ext.rnissowi.edu)
The Sustainable Agriculture Network(SAN) is a
cooperative effort of university,government, business
and no1l"iXtllit organizations dedicated to the exchange
of scientific and practical information on sustainable
agricultural systems. It is a network in the broadest
sense of theword, supporting the exchange of
information with a variety of users. The networking
takes many forms: print, meetings, as well as electronic
networks. This documentexplains how to use the
Internet portion of SAN.
SAN is encouraging the distribution of information via
the existing network of computer networks commonly
called "the Internet". Originally developed in the
United Stales to rapidly share research results the
Internet currently connects over 10,000,000computers
throughout
the world with "gateways" that exchange messages.
Because it is a decentralized system of existing
networks, instructions for using the Internet vary from
site to site. The intention of this overview is to help you
access agricultural information once you get connected
to and familiar with your system.
GATEWAYS VS. FULL INTERNET
SERVICE
!fyou are at a universityor government facility, your
computer may be fully connected to the Internet.
Alternatively, you may have an account on a system
with a "gllleWay" to the Internet, such as FrS2000.
CompuSrve. America On-Line. or many others. A full
Internet connection includes three functions: electronic
mail, FIF, gopher and Telnet Your local system
operator 'shouldbe able to give you as much detail as
you request
Once you are familiar with your system, join the SAN
discussimt group and explore the SAN databases or
calendar.
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GETTING STARTED
ELECTRONICALLY WITH THE
SUSTAINABLE
AGRICULTURE NETWORK
SAN Databases:
SAREIACE Research Reports, summaries of the
projectsfunded by the USDAlCSRS Sustainable
Agriculture Researchand Education program and the
EPAIUSDA Agriculture in Concen with the
Environment program;
The Directory. a listing of detailed characteristics by
individualsand organizations that are willing to share
their expertise in sustainable agriculture;
Showcase. annotated bibliography of educational and
informational materials, emphasizing information
readily useful to farmers;
Managing Cover Crops Profitably, a guide for farmers
lookingfor alternatives to chemical fertility and weed
control.
To search them interactively. through gopher. point to:
gopher.ces.ncsu.edu. At the opening menu select
the menu item. NATIONAL CES INFORMATION, to
access SAN publications.
Discussion Group:
SAN has an email group "sanet-mg" with over 700
individuals interested in, and knowledgeableabout,
sustainableagriculture. Members of the group share
sourcesof informationand help answer each others'
questions. To join "sanet-mg" send the following line:
subscribe sanet-mg
in the bodyof an email address to:
almanac@ces.ncsu.edu
After you have subscribed. anything that anyone sends
to sanet-mg@ces.ncsu.edu will automatically be sent
to you and everyone else on the list.
Notice that the address that handles subscribe!
unsubscribe requests is different from the address that
handles mail to the group. When you send mail to
sanet-mg@ces.ncsu.edu you will probably get a few
"bounced-back" messages; don't be concerned. your
posting was delivered to all valid and active addresses
on the list.
MORE INTERNET RESOURCES
In addition to these specialized information sources,
I he Internet has quite a few other databases and mail
lisls on agriculture and other topics relevant to
sustamablc agriculture. Deborah Shaffer's publication.
"Exploring Internet: An Introduction to Networking... "
provides more detailed explanations of Almanac.
Listserve. GOPHER and WAlS. She also lists dozens
of Internet locations where different topics of interest
are addressed. •Exploring Internet" is available by
sending the email message:
send internet exploring-internet
to the address: a1manac@esusda.gov
From Utah State University, SAN hypertext databases
arc available for downloading from their llopher site.
exrsparc.agsct.usu.eun. Once you acquire them, their
information can be browsed. printed. cut or pasted from
your computer. Among these databases is the 1990
Farm Bill. (See SAN Overview for details)
An excellent general guide to the Internet (more than
agriculture) is Brendan Kehoe's "Zen and the Art ofthe
Internet." The first edition is available via FTP from
many sites. including ftp.cs.widener.edu. (If you are
not familiar with how to use FTP. ask your computer
support personnel).
FOR MORE INFORMAnON
For more information or help accessing SAN, contact:
SAN Coordinator
c/o AFSIC. Room 304
NAlJARS
1030 I Baltimore Boulevard
Beltsville. MD 20705-2351
Internet: san@nalusda.gov
Telephone: 301l504-{i425
FAX: 301/504-{i409
SAN is a national initiative of the USDA's Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) Program
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Internet Pointers
From: "Antoinette L. Murphy" <murphyt@UMICH.EDU>
To: Multiple recipients of list RECYCLE
<RECYCLE%UMAB.BITNET@VTBIT.CC,VT.EDU>
Subject: Environmental Internet guide
As we promised in September, Carol Briggs-Erickson and I have
completed our "Guide to Environmental Resources on the Internet." It is
available via anonymous ftp at:
host: unahh.lib.umich.edu
path: /inetdirsstacks
file: environment:murphybriggs
or
gopher: North America
USA
Michigan
Clearinghouse of Subject-Oriented Internet Resource Guides
All Guides
Environment
URL forWorid Wide Web
gopher://una.hh.lib. umich.edu/OO/inetdirsstacks/environment: murphybriggs
We hope it will be of use to you, and we would like to thank all of
the people who helped us to find resources for this guide. If you have
any questions or information for future updates, we can be reached at:
murphyt@sils.umich.edu and
cbriggs@sils.umich.edu
Thanks again for all your help,
Toni Murphy
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From:
Subject:
To:
Hetzroni Amots <amots@ECN.PURDUE.EDU>
Announcing: A gateway to the NewCROP Information System
Multiple recipients of list NEWCROPS
<NEWCROPS%PURCCVM.BITNET@uga.cc.uga.edu>
ANNOUNCING: A Gateway to the NewCROP Information System
We are pleased to announce NewCROP = NewCrops Resource Online Program, an electronic
information system that will provide a window to new and specialty crops, literature,
newletters, a directory of new crop researchers, announcements and upcoming events, and
coverage of the Indiana Center for New Crops & Plant Products, Purdue University, West
Lafayette, IN 47907·1165, USA, which has sponsored this project.
NewCROPS World Wide Web (WWW) can be reached by WWW browsers (mosaic, netscape,
www, lynx), by accessing your local WWW link via internet and connecting to:
http://newcrop.hort.purdue.edu
We have developed NewCROP as a gateway into the world of new crop information. This
server will provide access to detailed information about research, presentations, and papers by
the New Crop Center Staff and other new crop groups, an electronic version of New Crops
News, plus our main feature attraction: CropSEARCH-a database of crop plants. With
CropSEARCH, you can access basic information on hundreds of new crops by common name
(and eventually by species).
A search mechanism will soon be installed to provide rapid keyword search capability. The
system is built with links to a more detailed NewCROP FactSHEET which, when available,
provides greater in-depth coverage. The NewCROP FactSHEETs include a list of germplasm,
in addition to a wealth of information on botany, crop culture and the natural product(s) of
commerce or interest. At present, only the basil FactSHEET is ready and on-line but
about 50 are currently in preparation by various New Crops experts.
NewCROPS is still under construction. We welcome your comments, constructive suggestions,
and hope that you will find NewCROPS exciting, challenging, and a rewarding experience.
We invite you to contribute-please send us announcements, and other new crop information.
Text contributions can be sent by electronic mail or as a WORD document on diskette (Mac or
PC). We lack photographs for most crops cited in CropSEARCH. Contributions are welcome
either as GIF files, original photographs or slides. Be sure to clearly label the pictures.
We will acknowledge all sources of information. Please send contributions to: Jim Simon. All
materials will be returned upon request.
Jim Simon and Jules Janick Center for New Crops & Plant Products Purdue University West
Lafayette, IN 47907 USA Tel: 317·494-1328 Fax: 317-494-0391 E-mail:
jim_simon@hort.purdue.edu and: jj anick@hort.purdue.edu
•• Jim Simon
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Folio InfoBases Available Regarding
Sustainable Agriculture
Prepared by the National Sustainable Agriculture
Network
of the USDA - SARE/ACE Program
1.The Electronic InfoBase of the Showcase of Sustainable Agriculture Education Materials
1 Disk, lliM Format, 720k, 3 1/2" size, (2nd Revision) Released in January
1995
This InfoBase is a major revision of a previous release and was compiled from
a publication of the Sustainable Agriculture Network by Dr. Jill Shore-Auburn
of the University of California-Davis. It contains information on an extremely
wide range of education and information materials related to sustainable
agriculture. Slide-tape sets, videos, computer simulations and databases,
pamphlets, books, popular publications, anthologies, bibliographies, journals,
newsletters, audio recordings, video histories, brochures, policy papers, and
other media are listed with short abstracts or descriptions. All information is
searchable by keyword on this InfoBase.
2.The Revised Electronic InfoBase of Sustainable Agriculture Experts and Expertise
I Disk, ffiM Format, 1.44mb, 3 1/2" size, (2nd Revision) released December
1994
This InfoBase is a major revision of a previous release and contains a
directory of available experts and expertise that was originally compiled in
book form for the Sustainable Agriculture Network by ATTRA (The Center
for Appropriate Technology Transfer for Rural Areas). It has been updated in
1994 with new listings that are only available on this InfoBase. As with all
InfoBase disks, EVERY WORD is completely indexed and searchable by the
user.
3.The October 1993 Revised Project Summaries from USDA Sustainable Agriculture
Research and Education Program and EPA-USDA ACE Program Projects
1 Disk, lliM Format, 1.44mb, 3 1/2" size, (3rd Revision) Released October
1993
This InfoBase is the latest and most comprehensive listing of research-based
information on sustainable agriculture systems. It contains summaries of the
research reports of all projects funded by the USDA-SARE (formerly LISA)
program through 1993. All projects texts are available on the InfoBase and
are searchable by any single word.
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4.The Computerized Cover Crops Handbook
I Disk, IBM Format, nOk, 3 1/2" size, Released August 1993
This InfoBase contains the complete text of the Sustainable Agriculture
Network book "Managing Cover Crops Profitably". It is a common-sense
guide for the farmer or rancher who desires to utilize cover crops in their
cropping system. All of the text is available on the InfoBase and is searchable
by any desired word or group of words.
5.The Pasture and Intensive Grazing Bibliography JnfoBase
I Disk, IBM Format, 1.44mg, 3 1/2" size, Released March 1994
This InfoBase contains the complete text of a comprehensive bibliography of
intensive grazing and pasture establishment literature compiled by the Intermountain (Western)
Interagency (NRCS, ARS, Ext., etc.) Pasture and Intensive Grazing Committee. It was prepared
for use in the West, but contains citations from throughout the United States, New Zealand, and
other areas. Those involved with intensive rotational grazing systems would find this resource
valuable. Because of the immense (2.2 megabyte) size of this !nfoBase, it has been "compressed"
onto a 1.44mg 3 1/2" disk and requires some knowledge of IBM-DOS commands to decompress
it. All of the text is available on the InfoBase and is searchable by any desired word or group of
words.
6.The Conference Proceedings from the "Participatory On-Farm Research and Education
for Agricultural Sustainability" Conference sponsored by the University of Illinois
I Disk, IBM Format, 1.44mb, 3 1/2" size, Released January 1993
This InfoBase contains the complete text of the published proceedings of the
"1992 Conference on Participatory On-Farm Research and Education for Agricultural
Sustainability," held at Champaign, Illinois. The conference was organized by Dr. John Gerber
and the proceedings were edited by Dennis L. Clement. All of the text is available on the
InfoBase and is searchable by any desired word or group of words.
7.The InfoBase of the 1990 "FACTA" Farm Bill
1 Disk, IBM Format, 1.44mb, 3 1/2" size, Released February 1994
This InfoBase contains the text of the 1990 "FACTA (Farm Bill) -- Food,
Agriculture, Conservation and Trace Act." It was scanned (by electronic scanner and word
recognition software) into the InfoBase and contains some errors due to the scanning process.
However, each word of the complete text is available on the InfoBase and can be searched by any
word or topic desired. It is extremely useful to those concerned quickly identifying individual
topics within the Farm Bill.
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8.The Computerized Agronomy Handbook with Hypertext Graphics Links
I Disk, ffiM Format, 1.44mb, 3 1/2" size, Released January 1993
This InfoBase contains the complete text of a conventional agriculture
agronomy handbook. It does not address many sustainable agriculture issues. However, may be
useful to the use because of the breadth and depth of the research-based information contained
within the handbook. Subjects such as soil pH, soil testing, soil organic matter, soil water holding
capacity, and soil salinity are defined and discussed. All of the text is available on the InfoBase
and is searchable by any desired word or group ofwords.
9.The Annotated Bibliography of the Pinion-Juniper Ecosystems in the Intermountain
West
I Disk, ffiM Format, 1.44mb, 3 1/2" size, Released February 1993
This is the complete text ofa bibliographyof Pinion-Juniper (tree) Ecosystems
that are prominent in the Western United States. It was compiled by a coalition of conservation
agencies and groups, led by western Soil and Water Conservation Societies. The InfoBase can be
searched by author, keyword, journal, or any other desired word or word group. The long-term
sustainability of these systems and their impact on water quality and soil erosion is of prime
concern in the Southwestern United States. This will be of limited value to users in the North
Central, Northeast, and Southern regions of the United States.
10.The 1994 Directory of State Alternative Agriculture Laws
I Disk, ffiM Format, 720k, 3 1/2" size, Released July 1994
This disk contains information compiled by the Center for Policy Alternatives,
1875 Connecticut, Ave., N.W., Suite 710, Washington, DC 20009-5728. The Center spent over
12 months researching state laws from across the United States pertaining to alternative
agriculture. The result was a database encompassing a wide range of legislative issues in aliSO
states. These include laws relating to: soil conservation, water quality, public health, energy
conservation, farmland preservation, technical and financial assistance, pesticide reduction, market
assistance, organic food production, environmental protection, and farm safety. These laws are
completely searchable in this InfoBase.
UAII of the above programs have been successfully run on an Apple Macintosh with
Insignia Corporation's "Soft-PC" and "Soft-Windows" programs installed.
***A Beta-version (for evaluation only) of an mM-compatible Recordable CD-ROM
(CD-R) containing all of the above InfoBases that also contains two sustainable agriculture
videos (in MS-Windows multimedia format) is available for evaluation for $45.00. Please
contact Phil Rasmussen, Utah State University, snilcomp.ce.usu.edu, 8011797-2230 or 3394;
8011797-4002 (FAX).
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Mary Gold, Alternative rarmlng Systems Information Center, Kanonal Agricultural Library, BellSVllle, MD
Phone: 3DUD4.BSSS
rAZ: 3DLSD4.B4DS
Internet: mgold@nalusda.gov
Jayne MacLean, Sustainable Agriculture Ketwork Coordlnator,
BellSVllla, MD
Phone: 3DtSD4.B42S
rAJ:: 3DLSD4.B4DS
Internet: san@nalusdagov
Gabriel .&. Bagyes, W Coordlnator, Manhattan. ES
Phone: S13.S32,S"B
rAX: Sl3.S3U31S
Internat: ghegyas@oz.oznelksu.edu
Aml1
Fayattavll1a, AI
Phone: UDD.34B.S14D
rAJ:: SD1.44UB42
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North Central Region Sustainable Agriculture
Research and Education Program
grasses; environmental and
biological pest control measures
and tillage systems to control
weeds with fewer chemicals.
"Research, education,
implementation - working
toward a more sustainable
agriculture" is at the core of the
North Central Region's Strategic
Plan, a plan to provide grants
for the research, development
and education of production
systems that are based in a
more sustainable agriculture.
Projects cover the range of
agricultural production in the
region, from fruit and dairy
production to cover crops, and
low-input crop and beef cattle
production. Other projects
address cultural and educa-
tional issues ranging from the
social factors affecting the
Sustainable Agriculture
Research and Education
Research,
education,
implementation -
fora more sustainable agriculture.
systems approach to research
encourages an interdisciplinary
plan which involves researchers
and producers working together to
solve production problems consis-
tent with the whole farm.
In 1990 the Environmental
Protection Agency joined with the
USDA to fund the Agriculture in
Concert with the Environment
(ACE) Program, which is adminis-
tered through SARE. ACE grants
help producers reduce the risk of
pollution from pesticides and
soluble fertilizers and safeguard
environmentally sensitive areas
such as critical habitats and
wetlands. Through ACE projects,
researchers and producers have
addressed water quality issues
related to chemical use and soil
erosion; nitrogen needs of various
Steven Waller, 13A Activities Bldg., University of Nebraska,
Lincoln, NE 68583-0840. Phone: (402) 472-7081
Missouri
Nebraska
North Dakota
Ohio
South Dakota
Wisconsin
Regional Coordinator:
The Sustainable Agriculture
Research and Education (SARE)
program is a USDA effort to
further the development and
adoption of sustainable agricul-
tural practices. It encourages
more efficient use of production
resources through agricultural
systems which are socially
acceptable, environmentally
sound and economically viable.
The competitive grants
program, formerly known as the
Low-Input Sustainable Agricul-
ture (LISA) program, was
created in the 1985 USDA farm
bill and funded in 1988. It is
administered through four
USDA regions: North Central,
Northeast, Southern and West-
ern.
TI1e program encourages
research and education grants
which address reduced use of
purchased inpu ts such as
manufactured pesticides and
fertilizers which may harm the
environment, impair food safety
or decrease the farm's profitabil-
ity. It promotes production
systems which often may require
increased management and a
change in operations. The
II/Inois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Michigan
Minnesota
North Central Region
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Project Report 1
1995 Proposed Grant Calendar
SARE/ACE preproposals due at the Regional Office
Administrative Council to meet and review
preproposals
Deadline for submitting full proposals
Technical Committee meets to evaluaate proposals
Administrative Council meeting to evaluate proposals
Producer grant applications are due.
Producer grant awards to be announced.
adoption of sustainable agriculture
to policy questions related to the
farm bill.
The North Central Region
includes the states of Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,
North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota,
and Wisconsin. The program is
administered by an Administrative
Council which sets policy and
program goals and annually
evaluates grant proposals. The
region's Technical Committee
evaluates proposals for technical
merit and makes recommendations
to the Administrative Council.
The two boards arc comprised
of a diverse mix of 35 of the region's
leaders in sustainable agriculture,
including researchers, educators,
producers, and represents tives of
non-profit groups and government
agencies.
Each year these groups review,
prioritize and award grants for one
or two-year projects related to
sustainable agriculture and deter-
mine future programming needs in
relation to the region's Strategic
Plan.
Grantmaking
When the program was initi-
ated six years ago, projectsad-
dressed the use of sustainabale
cultural practices, reduced chemical
production alternatives, biological
control options, and crop and
livestock combinations. Increas-
ingly projects also are addressing
better wa ys to link producers,
universities, non-profit organiza-
tions, and communities interested
in a more sustainable environment.
Projects supporting mentoring
programs, producer networks and
educational groups, and developing
high school curriculum were
Sept. 9, 1994
Nov. 14·17
Jan. 23, 1995
March S-10
April 3-5
May 1
July
funded to help build an infrastruc-
ture among the agricultural com-
munity that will significantly reduce
the isolation often reported among
early practitioners. In 1993 the
Administrataive Council added a
special section in its Call for Propos-
als to give priority to projects
addressing community develop-
ment, agricultural policy and
quality of life. In 1994 it created a
special grant division to address
socio-economic issues related to
sustainable agriculture and the
structure of agriculture or quality of
life.issues.
During its first seven years the
North Central Regional program
awarded SARE and ACE grants of
about $8 million. These funds were
used to leverage more than $9
million in additional funds dedi-
cated to research and education in
sustainable agriculture in the
region. Since 1988 the program has
funded 97 LISA projects and 24
ACE projects. (Several projects are
cofunded through both prograrns.)
Producers are included in every
LISA project and most ACE projects
to ensure that research is applicable
to real-life farm situations. (See
Project Reports 2 and4 for specific
project descriptions.! Producers are
further involved through a separate
grant program: Producer-Initiated
Sustainable Agriculture Grants. (See
Project Repori S for details.) This
producer grant program, the first in
the SARE program, was created In
1992 to provide grants of up to
$5,000 to help producers identify
and overcome barriers they face in
adopting sustainable agriculture
practices. During the first three
years it has funded 87 projects.
Resources
The national and regional SARE
Offices offer a variety of resources
to help individuals learn more
about sustainable agriculture and
specific SARE projects. In addition
a regional Speaker's Bureau lists
members of the NCR SARE Admin-
istrative Council and Technical
Committee who will serve as
speakers a t regional meetings.
For more information contact:
North Central Region SARE
13A Activities Building
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, NE 68583-D840
Phone: (402) 472-7081
Fax: (402) 472-0280
This material was prepared with the support of USDA Agreement No. 92-COOP-1-7266. Anyopinions, findings, conclusions
or recommendations expressed herein do not necessarily retlect the views of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The United
States Department ofAgriculture(USDA) prohibitsdiscrimination initsprograms onthe basis of race, color, national origin,gender,
religion, age, disability, political beliefs, and marital or familial status.
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QUERRI
Questions on University Extension Regional Resource Information
A database of Extension resources
you can search directly from your computer
~ No charge, 110 passwords
~ Fast & easy access
~ User friendly keyword search
~ All subject areas
~ Resources [rom north central states
~ Videotapes & publications
~ Bibliographic (1I0t full text)
Internet Access:
At your Internet command
prompt, type
telnet exnet.iastate.edu
then at login prompt, type
querri
Use lowercase characters.
Dial-in Access:
Type atdt + your long
distance access code +
515294[baud speed], then at
DIAL prompt, type exnet and
login as querri
Example:
If using a 2400-baud modem,
type atdt15152942400
DIAL: exnet login: querri
Extension Access:
Several north central
Extension computer
networks have QUERRI
listed as a menu item:
IL (IDEA), IN (CERF); IA
(EXNET); MI (CEENet);
MO (ETCS); ND (ExtNet);
DB (AgYAX); WI
(WISPLAN)
Communications Software Settings:
8 bits • one stop bit • no parity • full duplex
Maintained by the
North Central Region
Educational Materials Project
24 hours a day
7 days a week
Sorrel Brown, coordinator (515) 294-8802
E-mail: xlquerri@exnet.iastate.edu
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Supported by the
Extension Services
of North Central States
QUERRI
"Questions on University Extension Regional Resource Information"
You now have access to an online source of bibliographic information on Extension
education resources. QUERRI is a database that contains approximately 13,500
educational resources produced by Extension specialists in the north central states.
Using keywords, you can retrieve references related to your interest within seconds.
References cover agriculture, community development, 4-H & youth, families &
consumers. When you view the bibliographic details of a title you've found, you'll see:
Select option tH, S, 0, or R):
HI Help SI Save Record 01 Order Information RI Return to Title List
agricultural economics, alternative agriculture, crop rotatio
cropping program, cropping system, economic analysis,
economic condition, environmental, farm economics, farm
policy, low input farming
Publication
South Dakota State University
1992
20
Dobbs, Thomas; Taylor, Donald; Smolik, James
B 713
Farm, Rural Economy, and Policy Implications of Sustaina
Agriculture in South Dakota
Summarizes a study of sustainable agriculture in South
Dakota. Includes effects of alternative farming,
environmental policies on the profitabilities of different
farming systems, and the economic implications of each
system.
Keywords:
Abstract:
10:
Title:
Format:
Source:
Year:
Pages:
Author:
NCREMP does not produce or distribute resources. Actual production is carried
out by the authoring university. You order copies directly from the authoring university.
QUERRI links you directly to the publication distribution office of the producing
institution, and also provides you with the address and phone number.
The North Central Region Educational Materials Project (NCREMP) maintains QUERRI.
Organized in 1976 to promote and facilitate regional cooperation, NCREMP is comprised of
13 land-grant universities in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Mif1nesota, Missouri,
Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.
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Alternative Farming Systems
Information Center
National Agricultural library
10301 Baltimore Boulevard
Beltsville MD 20705-2351
ALTERNATIVE FARMING SYSTEMS INFORMATION CENTER
List oflnformation Products
Quick Bibliographies:
The bibliographies in the Quick Bibliography series are produced from edited computerized searches of the
AGRICOLA database on topics that have proven to be of particular interest to our audience.
o OB 95-03: Acid Rain, K. Schneider, January 1995, 122 p.
o OB 94-56: Allelopathy: The Effects of Chemicals ProducedbyPlants,H. Gilbert, September 1994,50 p.
o OB 93-53: AlternativeCrops, K. Schneider, August 1993,34 p.
o OB 93-30: Beekeepingin the UnitedStates, C. Kopolow, May 1993, 37 p.
o OB 94-13: Conservation Tillage, J. Gates, March 1994,91 p.
o OB 94-52: Cultural and MechanicalWeed Control, M. Gold, August 1994,63 p.
o OB 95-02: Dairy Farm ManureManagement, J. Makuch, January 1995, 33 p.
o OB 94-51: Double Cropping and Interplanting, M. Gold, August 1994, 111 p.
o OB 93-66: Evaluation ofBest Management Practices, B. Emmert & J. Makuch, September 1993, 44 p.
o OB 94-54: Fanning in Arid and Semiarid Lands, C. A. Singer, September 1994, 60 p.
o QB 93-57: Farmland Preservation, J. Gates, August 1993,38 p.
o OB 94-44: Fish Farming, M. Edsall & A. T. Young, July 1994, 32 p.
o OB 93-68: Green Manures and CoverCrops, J. Gates, September 1993, 71 p.
o OB 94-60: Herbicide Tolerance/Resistance in Plants, R Dobert, September 1994, 113 p.
o OB 94-55: Hydroponics - NutrientFilm Techniques, H. Gilbert, September 1994, 54 p.
o OB 93-69: IPM and BiologicalControlofPlantPests: Field Crops, J. Gates, September 1993,83 p.
o OB 94-12: IPM and BiologicalControl ofPlant Pests: Horticultural Crops, J. Gates, March 1994,76 p.
o OB 94-35: Irrigating Efficiently, J. Makuch & B. Emmert, June 1994,62 p.
o QB 94-38: Legumes in CropRotations, M. Gold, June 1994, 121 p.
o OB 95-01: Nonpoint-SourcePollution Issues, J. Makuch, January 1995, 51 p.
o OB 93-64 Part-time Fanning, Small Farmsand Fanning in the UnitedStates, M. Gold, September 1993,59 p,
o OB 92-54: Potential New Crop: Kenaf, CommercialFiberand Pulp Source, J. Rafats, July 1992, 38 p.
o OB 93-50: Rotational Grazing and Intensive Pasture Management, J. Gates, August 1993,39 p.
o OB 93-01: Societal Impacts of Adoption ofAlternativeAgricultural Practices, J. Macl.ean, October 1992, 54 p.
o OB 93-54: Soil Testing and PlantAnalysisfor Fertilizer Recommendations, K. Schneider, July 1993, 50 p.
o OB 93-03: SustainableorAlternativeAgriculture, J. Gates, November 1992,84 p,
o OB 93-55: Wastewater Irrigation. K. Schneider, July 1993,54 p.
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Other Series:
These information products, including Special Reference Briefs and Agri-Topics, have been researched and
produced 10 meet special needs of our clientele. ODe copy of eaeh title requested is provided at no charge.
D AFSIC Notes No. I: Adopting Sustainable Alternatives, C. Tant, J. Gates, J. MacLean, 1991,4 p.
D AFSIC Notes No.2: Agriculture and the Environment, J. Gates, J. MacLean, March 1992, 7 p.
D AFSIC Notes No.3: Integrated PestManagement-Biological Control: Natural Enemies, J. Gates, March 1992, 3 p.
D AT 93-02: Community Supported Agriculture (CSA): An Annotated Bibliography and Resource Guide,
S. DeMuth, September 1993, 10 p.
D AT 95-01: Precision Farming, B. Emmert, J. Gates, J. Makuch, December 1994, 13p.
D SRB 94- 13: Biotechnology and Sustainable Agriculture: A Bibliography, K. Guenther, September 1994, 32 p.
D SRB 92-08: Economic Comparisons ofBiological and Chemical Pest Control Methods: All Annotated
Bibliography, K. Norris, R. Cook, J. MacLean, March 1992, 21 p.
D SRB 93-01: Resource Guide to Growing and Using Herbs, S. DeMuth and AFSIC Staff, November 1992, 15 p.
D SRB 94-05: Sustainable Agriculture: Definitions and Terms, M. Gold, May 1994, 10 p.
D SRB 94-06: Sustainable Agriculture ill Print: Current Books, AFSIC Staff & Volunteer, May 1994, 30 p.
(Note: includes Supplement Updates, 11/93, 1/94).
D SRB 92-14: Videocassettes ill the NAL Collection Pertaining to Alternative Fanning Systems, R. Stevens & AFSIC
Staff, August 1992, 24 p. (Supplement Updates, 2/94, 4/94).
D RIC PS-39: Funn Holidays and Ranch Vacations, E. Snow, December 1994, 16 p.
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Alternative Agriculture:
Selected Information Sources-
Part I:
Databases, Abstracts and Indexes,
Periodicals, and Newsletters
and Newspapers
Irwin Weintraub
ABSTRACT. An annolaled bibliography of selected sources of in-
formation in allernative agricullure. Part I cues and describes dam-
bases. abstracts and indexes. periodicals. and newsletters and news-
papers thai include full or partial coverage ofalternative agriculture.
The sources chosen represent a diversity of appt'O!lCbes and view-
poinlsregarding alternauves to conventional agnculture.
KEYWORDS. Sustainable agriculture. bibliographies. primary
sources. secondary sources. databases
INTRODUCTION
Alterruaiw Agriculture
Alternative agriculture refers to ecological fanning practices that
reduce or eliminate the need for chemical or nonrenewable inputs
Irwin Weintraub is Agriculture Reoource Librarian. Library of Science and
Medicine, Rurgers University. Post Office Box 1029, Piscataway, NJ 08855-1029.
Irwin Weintraub received his BS in Agricuhure from the University of Georgia.
his MS in Agriculture from New Mexico State University. his MS in Rural
Socioloay fromPenn State Universily. his MLS from LongIsland Univeriity and
his PbD in Library and Infonnation Studi.. from the University of Wisconsin.
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Alternative Agriculture:
Selected Information Sources-
Part II:
Bibliographies, Reports, and Directories
Irwin Weintraub
ABSTRACf. An annotated bibliography of selected sources of in-
fonnation in alternative agriculture. Pan II covers bibliographies,
reports, and directories that include full or partial coverage of alter-
native agriculture. The sources chosen represent a diversity of ap-
proaches and viewpoints regarding alternatives toconventional agri-
culture.
INTRODUCTION
As indicated in Part I, in the previous issue of lAPl, this bibliog-
raphy consists of selected infonnation resources in English repre-
senting the philosophy, practices, and issues related to alternative
agriculture. Part I covereddatabases. abstractsand indexes, periodi-
cals, and newspapers and newsletters.
Part Il cites and describes bibliographies, reports, and directories
containing information on alternative agriculture. The agencies that
issue these publications are actively pursuing their agendas in the
Irwin Weintraub is Agriculture Resource Librarian, Library of Science and
Medicine, Rutgen Univenity,PostOffice Box 1029,Piscataway, NJ08855-1029.
IrwinWeinlraub receiveda BS in Agriculture from Ibe University of Georgia, an
MS in Aariculture fromNew MexicoState Univeraity. anMS in Rural Sociology
from Penn State. Univeraity. an MLS from LonJIs1and Univenity. and a PhD in
Library and InfonnalionStudies from the Univenity of Wisconsin.
Journalof Apicultural &: Food Information, Vol. 1(4)1993
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The Study Circle Handbook
A Manual for Study Circle
Discussion Leaders,
Organizers, and Participants
A publication of theStudy Circles Resource Center, sponsored byTopsfield Foundatlon, Inc.
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The Study Circle Handbook: A ManUDl for Study Circle Discussion Leaders, Organizers, and
Participants is a publication of the Study Circles Resource Center (SCRC). It is an
abridged version of A Guide to Training Study Circle Leaders, which also includes dCl<likd
suggestions for people conducting training programs. Both A Guide to Training S/lUly
Circle Leaders and this handbook are available at no charge for small quantities and at
cost for larger quantities. You are also welcome to photocopy these programs as needed
so long as proper credit is given to SCRC.
The Study Circles Resource Center is a project of the Topsfield Foundation, Inc., a
private, nonprofit, nonpartisan foundation dedicated to advancing deliberative democracy
and improving the quality of public life in the United States. SCRC carries out this
mission by promoting the use of small-group, democratic, highly participatory discussions
known as study circles.
In addition to providing how-to publications such as this, SCRC provides:
• Consultation, via phone or mail, for persons seeking advice on organizing and
leading study circles.
• Networking services, including a comprehensive clearinghouse list of topical study
circle material produced by a variety of organizations, a quarterly newsletter, and
information exchange with thousands of individuals and organizations.
• Topical discussion programs on timely issues such as race relations, the death
penalty, and foreign policy.
• Assistance with material development, by providing how-to publications and, where
there is potential for wide use, direct assistance in developing topical study circle
material.
For information, contact SCRC at PO Box 203, Pomfret, CT 06258, (203) 928-2616, FAX
(203) 928-3713.
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EVALUAnON OF TRAINING AND FUTURE PLANNING
FOCUSING AN EVALUATION AND
DESIGNING EVALUATION STRATEGY
LEARNING METHOD: Presentation and Discussion
PRESENTED BY:
SUMMARY:
Kay Rockwell
University of Nebraska - Lincoln
In the overview of Targeting Outcomes ofPrograms (TOP): An Integrated Approach to
Planning and Evaluation, Bennettand Rockwell state that "Extension educators are
challenged to develop, conduct, and report programs that address high priority needs
and issues.' Our reporting system captures numbers of meetings held, participants,
publications mailed, and/or calls for educational information following an activity.
Although these numbers give some indication of participantattendance and use of
educational materials, they do little to assess the impact of an activity or the outcomes
of a program. We clearly need to use evaluation tools more effectively to find out
what is happening as a result of training.
The Bennett/Rockwell documentoutlines a process that targets outcomes, tracts the
extent to which they are met, and evaluates the program's effectiveness to help meet
the outcomes. It uses a 7-level hierarchy that first targets high-priority social,
economics, and environmental conditions and sets outcome goals to guide program
planning and assess program performance. This logical and sequential approach
provides a framework within which program planning and evaluation can be organized.
KEY REFERENCE:
Bennett, C., K. Rockwell. 1995. Targeting outcomesof programs (TOPS): An integrated
approach to planning and evaluation. Unpublished manuscript.
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TARGETING OUTCOMES OF PROGRAMS (TOP):
An Integrated Approach to Planning and Evaluation
Overview
Extension educators arechallenged to develop, conduct, andreport programs that address
highpriority needs andissues. Thisrequires concentrating on program outcomes.
Targeting Outcomes ofPrograms (FOP) helps extension educators focus on outcomes
throughout program planning andevaluation.
What'is TOP?
Targeting Outcomes of Programs (TOP) is an
integrated approach to developing and
evaluating extension programs. TOP uses a
single model to target outcomes, track the
extent they are achieved, and evaluate
program performance toward achieving
them.
TOP helpsdevelop andevaluate programs to
address strategically chosen areasof needand
issues,e.g., integrated cropmanagement,
limited resource families, etc. Within these
areas,TOP helpsextension educators:
• assess specific needs,issues,and
programopportunities;
• targetsocial, economic,
environmental, andotheroutcomes;
• design programs to achieve targeted
outcomes;
• track the extentto which targeted
outcomes are achieved; and
• evaluate program performance
towardachieving targeted outcomes.
TOP suggests an integrated approach to needs
and opportunity assessment; program design;
outcome tracking; program process
evaluation; andprogram outcome/impact
evaluation. .
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Who UsesTOP?
TOP is intended to helpextension staff
program in strategically chosen need and issue
areas. Extension staff as well as volunteer
leaders maycollaborate withother
organizations/agencies to address the
identified needs/issues. Programmers are
advised by specialists as well as customers
andstakeholders affected by the needs and
ISSUes.
How DoesTOP Work?
Extension programmers take the ten steps
listedbelow.
1. Accept an assignment to address a
strategic need/issue area.
2. Network withcustomers, stakeholders,
andspecialists to assess the area's
specific needs, issues,andprogram
opportunities.
3. Envision desired social, economic, and
environmental conditions andidentify
specific practice usenecessary to achieve
theseconditions.
4. Recruit program partnersas appropriate
in orderto achieve necessary practice use.
5. Targetspecific social, economic,
environmental, and other
outcomes/impacts.
6. Design and assess program strategy,
activities, and resources to achieve impact
targets.
7. Selectindicators and plan their use to
track the extent that outcome targets are
achieved.
8. Plan program performance evaluation to
identify the program's contribution
towardachieving the outcome targets.
9. Implement the extension program, track
outcomes, andevaluate program
performance.
10. Utilizeoutcome tracking andprogram
performance evaluation in accountability
reportingand subsequent programming.
aspirations--needed to realize usc of thc
practices. Next, staff target the reactions
needed to ensuresufficient participation in
appropriately designed programactivities and
fmally, the resources necessary to support the
activities.
The model suggeststhat, in program
performance, extension staff expend targeted
resources in order to conductthe program
activities intended and obtain targeted
participation withpositivereactions.
Program participants acquire targetedKOSA··
knowledge, opinions, skills, and aspirations--
leading to their adoptionof targeted
practices. Use of these practices helps
achieve the targeted SEEC--social, economic,
and environmental conditions.
What is TOP's Model of Extension
Programming?
TOP assumes that most extension
programming follows the model represented
in Figure 1.
The model suggests that, in planning
programs,extensionstaff first targetSEEC--
social,economic, and environmental
conditions-then thepractices necessary to
achieve the targetedcondition and the KOSA--
knowledge, opinions,skills, and
r
c
e
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Reactions
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Figure 1. Hierarchy in extension programming.
TOP guides extension program planning, tracking extent ofachievement oftargeted
outcomes, and evaluation ofprogram performance toward achieving these outcomes.
TOP's integrative programming model increases the effectiveness and efficiency of program
planningand evaluation.
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